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Transliteration Table 
The method of transliteration of Isl{mic terminology from the Arabic 
language has been carried out according to the standard transliteration 
table mentioned below. 

 

 ¢ ط  ` ء

 £ ظ  a ا

 ˜ ع  b ب

 gh غ  t ت

 f ف  th ث

 q ق  j ج

 k ك  ¡ ح

 l ل  kh خ

 m م  d د

 n ن  dh ذ

 w و  r ر

 y ي  z ز

 h ه  s س

    sh ش

    # ص

   ~ ض

     

Long Vowels  Short Vowels 

 a ـــَـــ  } ا

 u ـــُـــ  {  و

 i ـــِـــ  | ي

     

i - Free from Imperfections and Exalted is He 

� - Prayers be upon him and his family 

� - Peace be upon him 

� - Peace be upon her 
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In the Name of All°h, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful 
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THE EMINENT SCHOLAR, ¤yatull{h al-˜U£m{ Shaykh N{#ir Mak{rim 

Sh|r{z| was born in the year 1924 in the city of Sh|r{z in Iran into a 

religious family who were well known for their high level of 

spirituality and noble ethical traits. His Eminence finished his 

elementary school studies in Sh|r{z, where his intelligence, 

excellent memory and eagerness to learn, made him amongst the 

best students, often completing two years of studies in one year!   

The conditions which existed in Iran in those days obligated this 

young man - who possessed such talent and aptitude - to choose the 

path of University and use his gifts to attain a secular qualification. 

However, the hand of destiny and the blessings of the Merciful Lord 

and his own secret desire to become better acquainted with, and to 

delve deeper into the teachings of Islam, drew this young man’s 

attention towards Islamic studies. Especially because, since after the 

spring of 1941 (when Iran became embroiled in the 2nd World War), 

the regime’s restrictions relaxed and the Islamic Seminaries gained 

renewed popularity. 

HIS STUDIES 
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His Eminence started his formal Islamic studies at the age of 14 at 

Madreseh-ye ¤gh{ Bab{kh{n-e Sh|r{z, and within a short period of 

time, he was able to complete the prerequisite preliminary studies 

such as morphology (#arf), Arabic grammar (na¡w), logic (man¢iq), 

exposition (bay{n), and rhetoric (bad|˜).  

He then turned his attention towards the fields of jurisprudence 

(fiqh) and principles of jurisprudence (u#}l al-fiqh) and once again, 

due to his exceptional abilities, he was able to finish the study of the 

complete levels of introductory and both the levels of the 

intermediate Islamic studies in just four years!  During this time, a 

group of students from the Islamic Seminary in Sh|r{z were also 

benefiting from his classes.  

The positive criticisms and personal opinions of His Eminence 

concerning the classes being held in Qum and also in relation to the 

need for including extra information within the books that were 

being taught at the various Theological Seminaries hinted at the 

bright future which awaited him. Meanwhile in religious gatherings 

in this city, his capabilities, genius, meticulousness and deep 

thought were witnessed by others and no one was able to deny his 

God-given talents. 

When this brilliant star was a mere 18 years old, through his 

penetrating thought and versatile pen, he wrote a commentary on 

the book Kif{yatu’l U#}l, in which he shed light on some ambiguous 

issues mentioned in this traditional work. At the age of 18, he 

formally entered the Theological Seminary of Qum and for the next 

five years, he attended the religious gatherings and classes of some 

of the greatest teachers of those days, such as Ayatull{h al-˜U£m{ 

Bur}jerd| � and other great personalities.  

In order for His Eminence to become better acquainted with the 

illustrious scholars who were studying and teaching in one of the 
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greatest Theological Seminaries of the Sh|˜a, and to better 

understand their ideas and thoughts, in the year 1950, he made his 

way to the «awzatu’l ˜Ilmiyyah of Najaf al-Ashraf in Iraq. It was here 

that he was able to take part in the classes of some of the greatest 

teachers such as: ¤yatull{h al-˜U£m{ al-«ak|m �, ¤yatull{h al-

˜U£m{ al-Kh}˜| � and ¤yatull{h al-˜U£m{ ˜Abdul H{d| al-Sh|r{z| � 

and others.  

At the age of 24, His Eminence was granted permission for 

independent reasoning (ijtih{d) from two of the great scholars of 

Najaf al-Ashraf. In addition, ¤yatull{h al-˜U£m{ al-«ak|m � wrote a 

brief foreword to His Eminence’s work, The Book of ¬ah{rah.  

His acquisition of knowledge continued with the great teachers in 

Najaf until economical restraints forced him to leave this holy city, 

and return back to Iran in the year 1951. He chose to settle in the 

holy city of Qum, which in those days required religious scholars. 

Once again, he joined the circle of scholars who later on, had a 

profound impact on his life. 

After returning to Iran, ¤yatull{h al-˜U£m{ Mak{rim Sh|r{z| began 

teaching the intermediate and higher level of studies (kh{rij) in u#}l 

al-fiqh and fiqh – and it is now close to 28 years that he has been 

teaching these classes, which have benefited a large number of 

students. In addition, after teaching many of the important books of 

fiqh, he went on to write summaries and notes of these great works. 

At present, his sessions at the kh{rij level on u#}l are one of the 

most popular classes in the «awzatul ˜Ilmiyyah of the Sh|˜a and 

there are close to 2,000 dedicated scholars and students who attend 

and benefit from his lectures. 

From the time of his youth, he used to write books in various fields 

of Islamic studies such as theology, Islamic awareness and the issue 

of wil{yah (of the Ahlu’l Bait �). Later, he started to write on the 
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exegesis of the Qur˜{n, fiqh and u#}l al-fiqh and he is currently 

recognized as one of the important writers in the Muslim world. 

POLITICAL ACTIVITIES 

He played an active role in the events which culminated in the 

Islamic Revolution of Iran, and it is because of this that the Shah 

imprisoned him several times. He was exiled on three separate 

occasions to the cities of Chabh{r, Mah{b{d and An{rak. After the 

Revolution, he was appointed to the first Council of Representatives 

(Majlis-e-Khubrag{n) where he played an important role in 

formulating the first constitution. 

HIS VALUABLE CONTRIBUTIONS 

¤yatull{h N{#ir Mak{rim Sh|r{z| has been very active in various 

fields of teaching and guiding the upcoming scholars of the 

Theological Seminary of Qum, and has initiated various projects, of 

which we will mention just a few:  

1. A Religious Publication of the Sh|˜a Centre : For a long time, His 

Eminence felt the need for the «awzatu’l ˜Ilmiyyah of Qum to have a 

general publication which would be able to defend the Sh|˜a against 

the ever-growing works that were being published to misguide 

people.  

In addition, people had always expected this from the great Islamic 

seminaries and there was pressure from different parts of the 

community, including the supreme religious authorities (mar{ja-ye 

taql|d) of the «awza and others, to publish a magazine that would 

be able to answer the religious enquiries of the youth and also to 

counter the books and magazines that were misleading the people.  

Due to the fact that at that time, there were some intellectuals who 

were not ready to accept such a publication, His Eminence sought 

out serious and resourceful thinkers to shoulder the heavy 
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responsibility of producing such a publication. In this regard, His 

Eminence, along with a group of other scholars and the assistance of 

the leaders of the «awzatu’l ˜Ilmiyyah of Qum and the financial 

support of well-wishers, launched the magazine, “Maktab-e-Islam”. 

This magazine was unprecedented in the Sh|˜a world, and perhaps 

from the point of view of the range of its circulation, it is amongst 

the leading religious magazines being published in the entire 

Muslim world. This magazine gave a fresh and new path of direction 

to the great students and thinkers of the «awzah.  

At present, this publication is in its 39th year - offering its valuable 

services to the Muslim world and the Sh|˜a communities. It has 

found a special spot within the hearts of the youth, the university 

students, teachers and other learned personalities and it is has 

spread the light of Islam and Tashayyu˜ from its centre (Qum) to the 

entire world. 

2. Organizing Gatherings to Offer Lessons in Theology and other 

Religious Teachings:  His Eminence felt that the classical works that 

had been written in the field of Islamic Theology were no longer 

sufficient, with the passing of time, to address modern needs. The 

traditional books of theology had been written in a century when 

the kind of problems we encounter today did not exist. The older 

books discussed theological issues such as the disputes between the 

Ash˜arites and the Mu˜tazilites and other similar topics, which are 

no longer applicable today and which have become just of passing 

interest only. 

Due to these facts, His Eminence, once again calling upon his 

literary talents and abilities, was able to present the subjects of 

theological and principal beliefs in a novel and unprecedented 

manner. By organizing theological discussions, he made hundreds of 

people become conversant with these subjects, and he compiled the 

summaries of these sessions  in the form of books. 
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3. Religious Council for the Protection of the Youth: In addition to 

sessions on theology, His Eminence organised other classes through 

which his students were also instructed about the teachings of eight 

current world religions so that they could engage in debates or 

correspond with the proponents of these faiths and counter their 

beliefs and ideologies.  

Within a short period of time, these classes were able to produce 

able students who were well informed in their specialized field of 

study and today, an elite group of youth within the «awzatu’l 

˜Ilmiyyah, are busy studying these topics. Furthermore, in order to 

safeguard the youth from the clutches of corruption, His Eminence 

formed an organization called the Religious Council for the 

Protection of the Youth. One of the outcomes of this council was the 

publication of material that was interesting to the youth, and these 

quickly became established amongst the youth in the country.  

4. Struggles Against Eclectic Tendencies: On one of his trips to the 

city of Sh|r{z, His Eminence noticed that s}fism had gathered 

popular support. A group of people requested him to write a book 

which would outline the principles of the s}f|s – one that would 

explain their beliefs in an agreeable and respectful manner. His 

Eminence, by making use of the resources available to him, wrote 

this book in his usual style, and the book was printed in the year 

1953 CE with the title, Jalw{-ye «aq (The Manifestation of Truth). 

The style in which he wrote this book caught the attention of the 

late ¤yatull{h al-˜U£m{ Bur}jerd| � and he requested His Eminence 

to see him and congratulated him for his valuable efforts. In relation 

to this book, ¤yatull{h al-˜U£m{ Bur}jerd| � made the following 

commendation, “I have gone through this book in my spare time 

and did not find even the smallest of weak points in it. May All{h 

reward you for your troubles.”  
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5. Establishing Organizations and Centres of Learning:  His Eminence 

had made the intention of establishing such organizations in the 

same number as the Ma˜#}m|n �, which is 14. By the grace of God, 

he has thus far been successful in establishing four such important 

schools within the Theological Seminary of Qum and two religious 

organizations for the welfare of the students who are living in the 

city of Mashad. 

6. Writings – The number of publications of His Eminence currently 

lies at approximately 130 books which have all been printed – some 

of which have been reprinted more than 30 times and others which 

have been translated into more than 10 languages and have been 

published in various parts of the world.  

The commentary of the Qur˜{n authored by him, Tafs|r-e-Namuneh 

(The Model Commentary) has been translated into many languages, 

including Arabic (al-Amth{l F| Tafs|r al-Qur˜{n), and can be found in 

many homes. An English commentary of the Qur˜{n entitled, “Light 

of the Holy Qur˜{n” is also currently being published which is 

largely based on this work. In addition to this commentary, he has 

also authored a thematic commentary of the Qur˜{n entitled, 

Pay{m-e-Qur˜{n (The Message of the Qur˜{n) in ten volumes. These 

two commentaries have opened up a new chapter in the field of 

exegesis of the Noble Qur˜{n.  

One complete course in us}l al-d|n has been covered in the first 

series of Pay{m-e-Qur˜{n, while the author has recently embarked 

on a second series covering ethics (akhl{q) in the Qur˜{n. The first 

volume of this commentary has recently been translated into 

English and will be printed soon by the World Federation of KSIMC, 

based in the United Kingdom.  
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In addition, the books he has written on theological beliefs have 

ably provided a defence for students and scholars against the 

onslaught of books containing false beliefs and untruths.  

Of the books of fiqh that he has written, we can mention the 

following:  Anw{r al-Fuqahah, al-Qaw{˜idu’l Fiqhiyyah, Anw{r al-

U#}l and the notes and commentaries on the complete text of 

˜Urwat al-Wuthq{ which have been printed many times over. 

His practical guide for Muslims (Taw~|h al-Mas{il) has also been 

printed many times and has also been translated into Arabic, Urdu, 

Turkish, Azari and English. 

A complete list of other publications of this great scholar which 

have been translated into English and are available is as follows. 

Most of these can be read on his website at 

www.makaremshirazi.org. 

1. Ethical Discources [40 Lectures on Ethics and Morality] – 

volume 1, 2 & 3 translated by Saleem Bhimji –published by the 

World Federation of KSIMC [www.world-federation.org] 

2. Khums: The Isl{mic Tax translated by Saleem Bhimji – published 

by the Isl{mic Humanitarian Service [www.al-haqq.com] 

3. Lessons in Isl{mic Beliefs – Taw¡|d, ˜Adal{h, Nubuww{h, 

Im{mah, and Ma˜{d translated by Laleh Bakhtiyar – published by 

Ansariyan Publications [www.ansariyan.org] 

4. Life Under the Grace of Ethics translated by Monir Shafiei - 

published by the Office of ¤yatull{h Makarim Shirazi 

[www.makaremshirazi.org] 

5. Message of the Qur˜{n – A Thematic Exegesis of the Noble 

Qur˜{n volume 1 of 10 translated by Saleem Bhimji - published by 

the World Federation of KSIMC [www.world-federation.org] 
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6. One Hundred and Eighty Questions – volumes 1, 2 & 3 translated 

by Shahnawaz Mahdawi - published by the World Federation of 

KSIMC [www.world-federation.org] 

7. One Hundred and Fifty Lessons for Life translated by the office 

of ¤yatull{h al-˜U£m{ Shaykh N{#ir Mak{rim Sh|r{z| – published by 

Ansariyan Publications [www.ansariyan.org] 

8. Our Beliefs translated by the office of ¤yatull{h al-˜U£m{ 

Shaykh N{#ir Mak{rim Sh|r{z| - published by the Office of ¤yatull{h 

Makarim Shirazi [www.makaremshirazi.org] 

9. Philosophy of Isl{mic Rulings written in co-operation with 

¤yatull{h Ja’far Sub¡{n| Translated by Sayyid Athar Rizvi – 

published by Ansariyan Publications [www.ansariyan.org] 

10. Summary of the Isl{mic Rulings translated by ˜Al| Abdul 

Rasheed - published by the Office of ¤yatull{h Makarim Shirazi 

[www.makaremshirazi.org] 

11. Tafs|r of the Noble Qur’an – S}ratul Jinn translated by Saleem 

Bhimji – published by the Isl{mic Humanitarian Service and the 

World Federation of KSIMC [www.al-haqq.com] & [www.world-

federation.org] 

12. The tradition of Ghadir – The Expressive Evidence for Im{mate 

translated by the office of ¤yatull{h al-˜U£m{ Shaykh N{#ir 

Mak{rim Sh|r{z| - published by the Office of ¤yatull{h Makarim 

Shirazi [www.makaremshirazi.org] 

13. The Noble Qur˜an – Translation and Commentary – volume 1 - 4 

translated by Mansoor Amini - published by the Office of ¤yatull{h 

Makarim Shirazi [www.makaremshirazi.org] 

14. The Isl{mic Laws translated by the office of ¤yatull{h al-˜U£m{ 

Shaykh N{#ir Mak{rim Sh|r{z| - published by the Office of ¤yatull{h 

Makarim Shirazi [www.makaremshirazi.org]  
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Im{m ˜Al| b. Mu¡ammad al-H{d| � was a great Im{m who lived 

under some of the hardest conditions and opposition (to his 

leadership). It was through the use of the military (of the ruling 

class of that time), that the Im{m was forcefully separated from his 

Sh|˜a (followers); and it is because of this, that there are not many 

traditions narrated from this Im{m.  

One of the crimes which the Ban| Umayyah and the Ban| ˜Abb{s 

perpetrated on the nation was the cutting off of all relations and ties 

between the people and the A`immah of the Ahlul Ba|t �. If this 

cutting off of contact had not been done, then today we would have 

had countless books at our disposal containing the words of these 

great personalities. 

In the time period between the leadership of Im{m Mu¡ammad b. 

˜Al| al-B{qir � and Im{m Ja˜far b. Mu¡ammad as-ª{diq �, we see 

what kind of valuable treasures were left behind for their followers. 

However it is after this time, meaning during the time of Im{m 

M}s{ b. Ja˜far al-K{£im � in which the limits and restrictions were 

imposed (on the A`immah �).  

In any case, there are some short sayings available from Im{m ˜Al| b. 

Mu¡ammad al-H{d| � even though the words which have reached 

us from this personality are quite few in number. Nevertheless, we 

will explain one of the short sayings of this Im{m. 
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خير ملْا نخفَ رِيلُاعه أَ وجلَم ملْا نجقَ يلِملُائه أَ ورجح ملْا نمِلْع حلُامه 
و شر ما نرِّلش جالبه أَ وحلَو ملْا نحلِو راكبه.  

“Even better than a good act, is the person who performs the good 

act; and more attractive than beautiful (words) is the person who 

speaks beautiful words; and what is more nobler that knowledge is 

that person who possess knowledge; and what is even worse than 

wickedness is the person who commits evil; and what is more of an 

obstruction than the obstruction (itself) is the person that obstructs 

(others).”1 

 
In these five statements, the Im{m has referred to some very 

important points.  

What is the meaning of these sentences of which, three of them 

refer to something good, while the other two are in reference to 

something bad?  In reality, the Im{m is pointing to one fundamental 

principle, which is that we must always go in search of the roots and 

causes (of anything). 

If we wish to spread goodness and we want the proliferation of good 

deeds, then we must go to its source. If we want to prevent bad 

deeds from taking form, then we must go the root and source of that 

which is bad. What is more important than good and bad is the 

person who performs that action. 

An important issue that has always been within the society and still 

exists is that when a group of people decide to fight against 

corruption, a majority of people look at the effects (of the actual 

corruption), however they do not go after the causes (that brought 

that effect into being) and therefore they are not successful. They 

remove one bad thing however something else takes it place. They 
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proceed to remove the second thing, however, a third thing takes it 

place – why is this?? 

This happens because one does not go after the root of a problem 

and the causes for it coming into existence. Instead, one goes 

straight to the effect or outcome. 

This can be understood in the light of a simple example. Some 

people may have eruptions (pimples, warts, etc…) on their face, or 

they may have wounds and abrasions on their body and thus they 

rush to purchase various types of ointments to remove these 

various things. However there are other people who take the time 

to investigate and check if the skin which is nourished (with 

vitamins and minerals) is facing some difficulty in the way it works 

and because of these difficulties, the effects which can be seen on 

the skin and the body of the person are made apparent. 

As is commonly held, the skin of the body is like a plain sheet or 

surface that reflects what a person does (what he eats, drinks, 

applies to his body, etc…). Even though putting ointment on the 

injury or abrasion may suffice temporarily, however it will not 

remove the actual cause (of the problem) and thus, once again these 

things may return on another part of the body.  

It is a good thing to use these ointments or creams to have 

temporary relief from what is troubling the person; however in the 

mean time, one must go in search of a permanent solution and 

establish the root of the problem. 

Right now, there are two major problems which are evident in our 

society and they are getting worse day by day. 

The first problem is in relation to the use of drugs, and the second 

problem is the open and unrestricted sexual activities taking place.  
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The age of people who are turning to cigarettes has dropped and 

even children of a young age are now becoming polluted with this 

disease (of smoking). According to one of the sources of news, one of 

the cities near to us (near to Qum), there are over 150 women who 

are addicted to drugs - even though the experts say that women are 

typically less likely to become addicted to drugs. However as can be 

seen, this spiritual sickness of drugs is now common amongst 

women, children, youth and the young adults.  

One way to cure this danger of drug abuse is to arrest all of those 

who are addicted to drugs, and all those who are dealing in this are 

executed. This is one way which we can follow. However, this 

direction will not solve the fundamental problem. Thus, we must see 

what the root of the addiction to drugs is amongst within each 

society. 

Is it because people have nothing else to do?  Is it because they are 

not religious?  Is it because they have not been taught the proper 

culture, or is it the work and actions of the hidden hand of 

foreigners who state that if the youth are hooked on drugs, then an 

important source for us to influence this country will be taken care 

of?? 

We will never forget the event in history when the British wanted to 

take over China so much so that they tried to introduce opium into 

their culture, however the Chinese understood this and stood up in 

opposition to the British. The British too, by resorting to their 

military prowess, brought opium into China and in the books of 

history this event was recorded as the Opium War.2 

By bringing opium into China, they were able to pollute the people, 

and once the younger generation was polluted with this addiction, 

the Chinese people then had no source of opposition to their 

enemies (the British). From the time the British launched the War of 
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Opium, they were able to take benefit from another problem that 

the Chinese then had to face – that of controlling the people – more 

specifically, the youth. 

When the Americans were dominating over Afghanistan, it was 

thought that in the face of the slogans that were being raised, that 

the roots and causes of tobacco and drugs would be destroyed 

completely. However it has been stated in the media that the 

planting and cultivating of opium actually increased and was even 

greater than before – even more so than the American led war on 

Afghanistan!   

The Americans declare the slogan of human rights and claim that 

they are fighting against corruption and drug addiction, however 

they are actually lying!  They are in reality, only going after what 

benefits themselves and what is in their own interests, even if this 

means that they must destroy everyone else in the world. 

Therefore, we must go after the source of the problem. These youth 

must be taught properly and one important factor is religion. 

Without doubt, a religious young man or woman will never become 

addicted to these things. However, once he or she has left the 

religion, then they will definitely fall into addiction. 

Another issue is that of being idle and having nothing else to do. 

Once a person becomes idle and lazy, then he sees that there is good 

money to be made from this job (of buying and selling drugs) and 

thus, he will go after this kind of work. Thus, those people who are 

idle and lazy will end up being corrupted and (spiritually) polluted. 

If we do not sit and think about the plans of our enemy, then how 

are we going to be able to fight against them?   
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Therefore, one must go after the real causes of the problems and it 

is not sufficient to simply rely on the effects of the problems and go 

after these. 

In order to truly understand the causes, we must organize meetings 

and seminars and arrange programs so that the thinkers of the 

society can sit down and chart out a course of action for the future 

of the community. 

For simple issues and concerns that come up, we see how many 

conferences and seminars are held - however for such an important 

task like this one – there are none?! 

The second problem which is spreading right now is in relation to 

the open and unrestricted sexual activities taking place which are 

corrupting the youth.  

Is it simply enough to place a group of volunteers and army 

personnel on the street corner and use them to stop the prohibited 

meeting of young men and women and expect the issue to be 

resolved, or must we tackle this problem from another angle? 

We must see what the roots of this problem are, and one of them is 

that fewer marriages are taking place in the society. It has gotten 

harder and harder for people to get married such as the following 

reasons: 

1. Expectations (on both sides) have become too high; 

2. The wedding formalities have become too numerous; 

3. The Mahr (dowry) has become too high; 

4. The material cost of getting married is too great. 

In addition to these, there is also the spread and proliferation of 

corruption which are causing the youth to become sexually excited 

(at younger ages). There are some youth who say that with the 
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present situation and conditions, it is very difficult to control their 

sexual desires. 

We would say to them that, “If you wish to watch those bad movies 

with open eyes, or if you wish to watch those particular CDs and 

read those magazines and then come and say that it is difficult to 

control yourself, then first off, you yourself must put an end to 

these things which are sexually arousing you.” 

When these things which cause a person to become sexually excited 

are easily available – for example, one CD can contain a whole world 

full of corruption or the InterNet which is full of these things that 

have made the entire world unsafe from the point of view of moral 

ethics and other issues – then how is it possible for the youth to 

control themselves? 

Sometimes, wedding parties are arranged which contain things 

which cause sexual excitement and are full of filth, which go 

directly against the teachings of the religion. Hundreds of youth 

become spiritually polluted in one such wedding program in which 

men and women come together and mix with one another and show 

themselves off – not to mention the dancing and music. At the same 

gathering, there are groups of young boys and girls who are single 

and present in such a corrupt gathering and thus, they too become 

misguided. 

However the youth themselves wish to take part in such a gathering 

and then at the same time cry out that they are not able to control 

their sexual desires!   

Thus, the factors which lead one to become sexually excited must be 

removed, and the factors which can lead to early marriages must be 

put into place.  
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Thus, we must go back to the root of the problem, whereas in most 

these issues, we are simply going to the effects and outcomes of 

them. 

However, who is there that will even bother to listen to and hear 

these words?  Even more than this, who is there that is willing and 

ready to speak these words to the people? � 
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The main area of discussion of volume 65 of the compilation of 

traditions entitled Bi¡{r al-Anw{r is in regards to elucidating on the 

characteristics of the Sh|˜a (ªif{tush Sh|˜a). How helpful it would 

truly be if we would all read this section (of Bi¡{r al-Anw{r) and 

truly comprehend what a massive responsibility we have been given 

by being referred to with the sacred title of being the Sh|˜a of the 

Ahlul Ba|t �. 

A person cannot simply profess to be a Sh|˜a nor can one simply say 

that he is a Sh|˜a just because his mother and father were Sh|˜a. 

Being a Sh|˜a is a concept so comprehensive that it encompasses 

many responsibilities which have been thoroughly explained by the 

Infalliables �, under the banner of “ªif{tush Sh|˜a” – the 

characteristics of the Sh|˜a. 

Muyassir b. ˜Abdul ˜Az|z � was one of the most well known 

companions of Im{m Mu¡ammad b. ˜Al| al-B{qir � and has been 

highly praised in the books of ˜Ilmul Rij{l. The 5th Im{m � has also 

said the following in relation to Muyassir: 

“O’ Muyassir!  Certainly death was prescribed for you on many 

occasions, however All{h delayed this event from coming to you 

since you maintain your family relations (ªilatul Ra¡m) and because 

you try to alleviate the problems of your family members.” 

*Im{m Mu¡ammad b. ˜Al| al-B{qir � once said to Muyassir: 
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يا مسِّيأَ أَالَّ ربِخربِ كـيشـعتلْقُ ؟انت بلى جلْعت فدإِ الَقَ .اكنهم 
حونٌص حصينة و صدأَ ورمينة أَ والَحم زِوينلَ ةيالْوا بِسملْا يعِذرِذَب الَو 
  .ارِهالنبِ دسأَ لِياللَّبِ انٌبـهر .نياعرملْا اتفَجالْبِ

“O’ Muyassir!  Should I not describe to you who our Sh|˜a (true 

followers) are?”  Muyassir replied, “But of course, may I be 

sacrificed for you (O’ Im{m).”  The Im{m continued: 

“Unquestionably they (our Sh|˜a) are like a fortified stronghold; 

their chests (hearts) are places that preserve the trusts (given to 

them such as secrets and private information) and are those who 

have a firm, dignified intelligence; they do not spread rumors that 

they are told (by others) and are not strict, severe people; nor are 

they people who show off. During the night time, they are as monks 

(they stay up in the night, busy in prayer and the worship of All{h) 

while during the daytime, they are as lions (active, energetic, and 

involved in the activities of the world and their community).” 

 
In this concise tradition, there are seven characteristics mentioned 

which one must possess in order to be classified as a Sh|˜a. Truly, a 

veiled and hidden (comprehensive) world of subject-matter and 

responsibilities has been given to us in this saying.  

It is possible that the meaning of “a fortified stronghold” could 

mean that: “Our Sh|˜a are those who are not influenced by the 

negative propaganda of the enemies.” 

Right now, the state of culture of the world is in a very dangerous 

phase. Our youth are being faced with this (cultural) menace – yet 

have we found any way to strengthen the inner will of our youth in 

relation to this cultural onslaught?  If we are not able to destroy the 
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causes of this sickness, then we must at least strengthen ourselves 

(in defence). 

This point must also be kept in mind that during the time of the 

infallible A`immah, one of their greatest complaints was that some 

of their Sh|˜a used to speak openly about their (the A`immah’s) 

secrets. The people of that time were told not to speak about the 

great rank and status which the A`immah possessed to just anybody. 

The stations of:  Knowledge of the Unseen of the Im{m; the 

Intercession of the Im{m for his followers on the Day of Judgement; 

The Imams being the custodians of the knowledge of the Messenger 

of All{h �; them being witnesses and observers of all of the actions 

of the Sh|˜a and also their rewards and punishments and…  were all 

issues that the common people and the enemies of the Ahlul Ba|t did 

not have the ability to hear or accept. 

There were some Sh|˜a that were very simple minded and would sit 

in any gathering and would speak about whatever they wanted 

(about the A`immah) and this act of theirs did not bring about 

anything except for division, enmity and hatred (for the A`immah). 

Therefore, the Im{m has said, “Our Sh|˜a are they in whose chests 

(hearts), secrets and trusts are kept.” 

The A`immah have also said that their Sh|˜a are those who do not 

spread secrets of others without any reason; they do not seek to 

cause division between two people and even worse than this, they 

do not go to extremes in the religion such as those which have 

recently come about. 

By using the pretext of having firm belief in the Wil{yah (of the 

Ahlul Ba|t), there are some people who use terminology (in relation 

to the A`immah) that may lead to disbelief. In addition, they make 

use of expressions which are not befitting the A`immah and as such, 

the infallible leaders would never be pleased with such people and 
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their words. Thus, we too must be careful of this new form of 

Ghulluw or extremism in the faith of Isl{m. 

These people have two defects in them which lead them towards 

their own destruction. First off they think that if they attribute the 

characteristics of All{h i to the A`immah, Sayyidah Zainab � or 

the Shuhad{ of Karbal{, then this is exactly what the definition of 

Wil{yah demands.  

The major defect in these people is - keeping in mind the present 

day and age (that we are living in) which is a time in which various 

ways and methods of diffusion of news and information are 

available such that if something happens that makes the news 

headlines this morning, then within one hour, it will reach the 

furthest points of the world - that these people use words of 

exaggeration in relation to the A`immah. It is these incorrect 

statements which are made and then spread far and wide and strike 

a huge blow to the Sh|˜a populous. 

Once they say the things they want to say and then the news 

reaches to the various cities (of the world), people then proceed to 

scribble graffiti on the walls of their cities proclaiming the Sh|˜a to 

be disbelievers!  After this of course, the enemies start to kill and 

murder the Sh|˜a. These simple minded, unaware people 

unknowingly utter some words that ultimately lead to the murder 

of the Sh|˜a in another part of the world! 

May the curse of All{h i be upon such uninformed individuals; and 

may the curse of All{h i be upon those ignorant, unaware, 

uneducated people in whose hands are these Maj{lis (religious 

gatherings)!  We must not let the organization and planning of such 

gatherings and Maj{lis lie in the hands of such people. Thus, their 

planning must stay in the hands of the ˜Ulam{ (scholars) of the 

society. 
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From the characteristics that have been mentioned in the tradition 

under discussion in relation to the Sh|˜a is that they do not get 

angry. Rather they are people who are full of love and possess the 

traits of elegance and grace; they have the soul and spirit (of action 

and speech) of ˜Al| b. Ab| ¬{lib � within themselves. They have the 

spirit of Im{m Ja˜far b. Mu¡ammad as-ª{diq � and the rest of the 

Infallible Leaders of true guidance within themselves and thus, they 

even show love and kindness to their enemies! 

In addition, the true Sh|˜a do not show off. The Im{m has said that: 

“Our true Sh|˜a have two different states within themselves. If one of 

our Sh|˜a is busy in the night in the worship of All{h i and someone 

sees them, then that person would think that this worshipper has 

entirely cut himself off from the world and is an ascetic, since he 

does not take part in the activities of this world. On the other hand, 

when anyone sees them in the daytime, they would say that he is 

like a lion in his behavior and is always present in the daily 

activities of the society, keeping active.” 

With this said, we can divide the Sh|˜a and the Muslims into one of 

the following five categories: 

1. The Geographical Muslim or Sh|˜a: By this we mean a Sh|˜a who 

was born in (for example) Iran. From the point of view of 

geography, Iran is a country where the Sh|˜a live and thus, when 

they want to count the number of Sh|˜a in the world, simply being 

born in Iran is used as a criteria (for being Sh|˜a).  Therefore, this 

humble servant of All{h i is counted as being a Sh|˜a just as all 

others born in Iran. So then if the person has true belief or not; if he 

know the names of the A`immah or not; if he can list the A`immah in 

order that they came or not - it makes no difference. This is what is 

referred to as the Geographical Sh|˜a. 
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2. Sh|˜a by Inheritance: By this we mean a person whose father and 

mother were Sh|˜a and thus, they were born into a family whose 

parents are Sh|˜a. 

3. The Verbal Sh|˜a: These are people who verbally declare that, “We 

are the Sh|˜a of ˜Al| b. Abi ¬{lib �,” however there is no sign of this 

belief in their actions. 

4. The Marginal Sh|˜a: These are Sh|˜a that practice the beliefs 

however are ‘border-line’ and have not reached the true depths of 

being a true follower. From the teachings of the Ahlul Ba|t, the only 

thing that you can see is their taking part in the ˜Az{d{r| (mourning 

for the death of Im{m «usain b. ˜Al| �) and seeking help and 

taking the A`immah as an intermediary (Tawassul) and other things 

such as this – however, how else can we tell that these are Sh|˜a?  

When the days of ˜Ash}r{ come about, they all gather together to 

beat their chests and attend the Maj{lis to mourn the death (of 

Im{m «usain b. ˜Al| �). They also rush to go to Masjid Jamkar{n3 

to pray and perform the special prayers there.  

We do not wish to say that these things have little importance – 

rather, they are very, very important, however this is all that they 

understand from being a Sh|˜a and nothing else. As for the 

characteristic of being “monks during the night (staying up in 

prayer and worship during the night)” and being “a lion during the 

daytime (active and involved in the society)” and possessing the 

beauty of intelligence and preserving the trusts which are given to 

them (secrets), there are absolutely none of these signs in this group 

of “Sh|˜a”! 

5. The True Sh|˜a: These are people who have complete knowledge of 

the Divine (All{h i) and the books of the Ahlul Ba|t (their sayings 

and words) and their way of life is just as has been mentioned as far 

as the characteristics have been mentioned in this tradition. � 



=
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The 65th volume of Bi¡{r al-Anw{r consists of two important parts, 

The Greatness of the Sh|˜a ( الشيعة فضائل ) and the Characteristics of the 

Sh|˜a ( الشيعة صفات ). The chapter on the Greatness of the Sh|˜a, illustrates 

to us the superior status that the Sh|˜a possess, while the chapter on 

the Characteristics of the Sh|˜a discuss the characteristics and 

uniqueness which the Sh|˜a should have. For us (those who call 

themselves Sh|˜a), this means that in addition to the noble and lofty 

rank that is mentioned in the traditions which the Sh|˜a possess, 

they also have a great responsibility by being called Sh|˜a. 

 مهتظَافحم فيكَ ةلوصلْا يتاقوم دنا عنتيعوا شنحتمإِ: � قادلصا الَقَ
لَعيهأَى ـلإِ ا وسارِرا كَنيف ظَفَحهـلَ ماه و عند عدىـلإِ ا وِوِّن 
 .ايهف مهِانِوخلإِ مهاتاسوم فيكَ مهالَومأَ

Im{m Ja˜far b. Mu¡ammad as-ª{diq � has said, “Test our Sh|˜a 

during the times of the (five daily) ªal{t - how do they protect them 

(the ªal{t) and (also test our Sh|˜a) in relation to our (the Ahlul 

Ba|t’s) secrets – how do they protect them in relation to our 

enemies; and (also test our Sh|˜a) in relation to their money and 

wealth – how do they spend it among their fellow brothers.” 

 
When the Sh|˜a have some work or job to perform and the time for 

ªal{t has also arrived, do they give precedence to their work or to 

the ªal{t?  There are some people who think that the ªal{t is only to 
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be done when there is nothing else to do, but one tradition tells us 

that, “ªal{t in its appointed, initial time (earns) the pleasure of 

All{h, and ªal{t in its last time (earns) the mercy of All{h.”   

There are even some people from among the Ahlus Sunnah who 

claim that they are the only true Muslims since they give a great 

importance to the performance of ªal{t on time and that we (the 

Sh|˜a) do not!   

In relation to the importance of ªal{t, Im{m ˜Al| b. Ab| ¬{lib �, in 

his famous letter of recommendations to M{lik al-Ashtar has stated: 

  .اهيلَع مهتظَافحم فيكَ. ةلولصل كاتوقَأَ لُضفْأَ لْعجإِ
“Make the best of the times that you reserve (during the day) for the 

ªal{t and see how all of you (you and your subjects) protect and 

safeguard this time.” 

The word used in this tradition in regards to the ªal{t is “حمافظة”, and 
this word intends to tell us that many things will cause the ªal{t to 

be destroyed. However, the ªal{t must be protected and of course in 

these regards, the ˜Ulam{ and scholars must be a practical example 

for the people. 

I will not forget the time when the late ¤yatull{h Khumayn| was 

teaching classes in the «awzah ˜Ilmiyyah in Qum. We were (at that 

time) students of the «awzah, and one day the late Ayatull{h Sa˜|d| 

had invited us to go to his house and ¤yatull{h Khumayn| was also 

present at that gathering. We were busying talking and having 

religious discussions when the time of the ªal{t came and the sound 

of the Adh{n was heard (in the house). Without even a pause, 

Aِyatull{h Khumayn| got up, and without any delay or hesitation, 

started to perform the ªal{t. 

The same rule applies today that wherever we are and whoever we 

are with, we must give importance to the ªal{t – especially ªal{tul 
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Fajr. There are some people that perform the ªal{t only when they 

are in the company of others – this is not the ªal{t (which can be 

expected from) a student of religion! 

Continuing on in the tradition, the meaning of protection of the 

secrets is to safeguard the status and rank of the Ahlul Ba|t. By this 

we mean that the rank which the Ahlul Ba|t possess must not be 

spoken about while in the presence of their enemies who do not 

believe in them (things such as the Wil{yatul Takw|n| (their power 

and jurisdiction (by the permission of All{h i) over the universe, 

Miracles, Knowledge of the Unseen, etc… which they possess) since 

these things are nothing other than the secrets of these Noble 

Personalities. 

During our present time, there are some people, who in addition to 

mentioning their secrets (to the enemies of the Ahlul Ba|t), also 

resort to exaggeration in relation to them. For example, some 

people who compose poems in their praise who out of their own 

lack of intelligence say things such as Zainab binte ˜Al| � is the 

manifestation of All{h i (may All{h i protect us from such words)!   

Poets hold a very high status and the Infallible Leaders used to give 

them great importance – people such as Da˜bal Khaz{`| who held a 

great rank in the sight of the A`immah. However we must strive to 

make sure that the religious gatherings (Maj{lis) are not organized 

and held by people such as this (who write corrupt poems and have 

deviant thoughts). 

Those who are writing poems and composing poetry in relation to 

the Prophet � and the Ahlul Ba|t must make sure that they present 

their poems to the ˜Ulama first (to read over and make sure they are 

proper). They must keep away from all forms of exaggeration 

especially in those instances where the poets are competing with 

one another to attract the attention of the people.  
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In regards to this, sometimes we see that one person resorts to 

Ghul}w (exaggeration of the greatness of the Ahlul Ba|t) and thus, 

the next person is forced to present even greater exaggerations, and 

this act is very dangerous. 

The third section of the tradition under review uses the word 

 and this word can be understood in two different ways from ”مواسات“
its lexical meaning. 

The first is to assume that the word comes from the root “ سيوا ” and 

the second is that the root word is “آسي” however both of these end 
up (after the rules of morphology are applied to them) in making 

the word “مواسات” which is in the meaning of assistance and help. 

The Sh|˜a is one who is tested through his wealth - how much of it 

does he keep aside for the help of others? 

In our present time, we are faced with many difficulties: 

1. Unemployment, which is the real root of all other forms of 

corruption scuh as: addiction to drugs, theft, robbery and 

prostitution; 

2. Problems with the youth getting married; 

3. Difficulties for people finding affordable housing; 

4. Difficulties in going for further education. Many families face the 

difficulty of providing tuition fees for their youth to go and acquire 

further education.  

Our society consists of people who claim to be Sh|˜a, however we see 

excessive amounts of wealth being wasted on useless things, yet 

some people in the society do not even have the basic necessities of 

life! 

Therefore, the characteristics of the Sh|˜a must also be kept in view 

and we must remember that we cannot only concentrate on the 
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status and rewards that are promised to the Sh|˜a – rather, we need 

to implement these characteristics within ourselves. 

We hope that all of us can keep in mind the commandments of the 

A`immah in our day to day life and act upon them. � 
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Today, we wish to discuss two traditions in relation to the followers 

of the Ahlul Ba|t – the Sh|˜a. The first tradition concerns the 

greatness of the Sh|˜a, while the second tradition is in regards to the 

characteristics of the Sh|˜a. 

دلْخت يبِأَلى ع لْا رٍكْبحضريم و هو يجبِ ودِسفْنفَ هظَنإِلَ رـي الَقَ و 
 الَ ولُقُي هتعمس ينِّأَ دمحم نِب رِفَعلى جهد عشأَ بِذْكلْا ٌةاعس تيلَ

سما تلنار من مات و هو ـبِ ولُقُيَألاا ذَهمر . 
The narrator of the tradition states that, “I entered the presence of 

Ab| Bakr al-«adhram| (one of the special companions of Im{m Ja˜far 

b. Mu¡ammad as-ª{diq �) while he was about to pass away. He 

looked at me and said, ‘This is not the time to speak lies. I bear 

witness on (the life of) Ja˜far b. Mu¡ammad that I heard him say, 

‘The fire of hell shall never touch the person who dies while believes 

in this command (the Wil{yah of the Ahlul Ba|t).’” 

 نعلَسيمان نِب مهرالَقَ ان :دلْخا تلصادق � و عنده ٌرفَن من 
ا نيلَوا عونكُت الَناً ويا زنوا لَونكُ ةُعـيلشّا راشعم ولُقُي وه و ةيعـلشّا

شولُئاً قُيوا لاسِلن حإِناً سِسلْوا أَظُفَحنكُتم فُّكُ ووهفُلْا نِا عولِض و 
قَلْا يحِبِـقلِو.  

Salm{n b. Mahr{n said, “I entered into the presence of as-ª{diq � 

while there were a group of people from among the Sh|˜a in his 

company and he said the following to them, ‘O’ assembly of Sh|˜a!  

Be a beauty for us (the Ahlul Ba|t) and do not be a source of 
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embarrassment for us. Speak to the people in good ways and protect 

your tongues. Save your tongues from speaking things that do not 

need to be said, and which are detested.”4 

 
Im{m Ja˜far b. Mu¡ammad as-ª{diq � brings up two issues in this 

tradition – the first being a general rule and regulation, while the 

other is a clear example that must be put into practice.  

The general rule is that through our actions, we must not be a 

source of embarrassment for the Ahlul Ba|t meaning that we must 

act in such a way that when people look at us, they would 

immediately send blessings upon those whom we follow and would 

say, “Congratulations to people such as yourself that have been 

trained and nurtured as you have been.”  We must not be a source of 

shame for the Ahlul Ba|t since they are the progeny of the Prophet 

�. 

The ˜Ulam{ of the Science of Akhl{q have stated that for those 

traversing the spiritual path towards reaching All{h i, the first step 

that must be taken is to correct one’s tongue, and as long as the 

tongue and what one speaks is not corrected, the heart will never 

become purified. 

The tongue is the key to the entire essence of a person such that we 

are able to discern what kind of a person an individual is by his 

method of speech. 

It is stated that: 

  .يثدحلْا قِدصبِ موهربتخإِ
“Test and examine people by the truthfulness of their speech.” 
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If a person’s tongue is under lock and key, then one will definitely 

speak very carefully, with honesty, and will be extremely vigilant in 

what one says. 

One of the ways to protect the tongue is just as the final 

commandment in the tradition states that one should: 

  ولِضفُلْا نِا عوهفُّكُ
“Prevent it (the tongue) from speaking excessively.” 

Speaking less is one of the first things a person can do to begin his 

journey on the path towards All{h i and this is known in the books 

of Akhl{q as #umt or keeping quiet.  

One scholar has said that there are five things which can any person 

who has defects within himself become a perfect and complete 

person and they are: silence, fasting, waking in the night (to pray), 

seclusion, and the constant remembrance of All{h i. 

Truly, if a person were to practice these five things, one would 

definitely become closer to All{h i. 

The first of the points mentioned which is silence, does not mean 

that one does not speak at all. Rather, it means that one should not 

speak if it is not necessary and one must avoid and kind of foul or 

vulgar speech. � 
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Our ethical discussion today is a continuation of the topic on the 

Greatness of the Sh|˜a (فضائل الشيعة). The late ˜All{mah Majlis| � has 

presented a very detailed discussion in relation to both the 

Greatness of the Sh|˜a (فضائل الشيعة) and the Characteristics of the Sh|˜a 
 and he narrates many traditions in regards to these two (صفات الشيعة)
issues.  

It is very important that all of us read these traditions and know for 

ourselves - and then convey to others - the meaning of these 

traditions so that those people who feel proud just because they 

have the title of Sh|˜a attached to them will know that to be a 

follower of the teachings of the Ahlul Ba|t (and to be called a Sh|˜a) is 

not an easy task. 

We narrate one tradition which even though does not direcly speak 

about the greatness of the Sh|˜a, however it addresses a 

responsibility that a true Sh|˜a must fulfill. 

In this short tradition from Im{m Ja˜far b. Mu¡ammad as-ª{diq  � 

addressed to Ab} Ba#|r, the Im{m explains the characteristics of a 

Sh|˜a. 

عن محمد إِ نِبسميلَاعع ،بِأَ نكُ: الَقَ يهنت عنبِأَ دي عبا دا ذَإِ: � للٌّه
دلَخ لَعيأَ هبو بالَقَفَ ... ريٍـص ا أَيبا محمقَلَ دكَذَ دكُرا مللٌّه في كابِته 
 الَّا إِـهذَبِ ادرا أَللٌّه ماو �انً ادي لَيس لَك علَيهِم سلْطَإِنَّ عب �: الَقَفَ
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ت لْعج: تلْقُ: الَ؟ قَدمحما با أَي كتررس لْه، فَمهِتيعشو � ةمئَألا
فدزِ اكينِد...  

It has been narrated from Mu¡ammad b. Ism{˜|l from his father that 

he said, “I was with Ab| ˜Abdill{h (Ja˜far b. Mu¡ammad as-ª{diq �) 

when Ab} Ba#|r entered our company. He was breathing heavily 

when the Im{m turned towards him and asked him what was 

troubling him. Ab} Ba#ir said that old age had taken him over and 

he was finding it very difficult to breathe. He stated that he was on 

the verge of leaving this world, but worse than all of this, he was 

worried about what his state would be after death and where he 

would end up. The Im{m said to him, ‘Why are you speaking like 

this when you have the honour of being classified as a Sh|˜a?’  At this 

point, the Im{m went on to list the greatness and reasons why one 

who is a Sh|˜a should be proud and every time the Im{m mentioned 

a point, he said to Ab} Ba#ir, “Does this not bring pleasure to you 

(that you possess this trait)?” Ab} Ba#|r would reply to the Im{m: 

“Of course, may I be sacrificed for you, please continue…”  

Continuing on, the Im{m E then said, “O’ Ab} Ba#ir!  Surely All{h 

has spoken about you, our Sh|˜a in the Qur`{n when He said, 	Surely 
over My servants no authority shall you (Sha|¢{n) have
5 and verily 
I swear that All{h has not intended any other servants of His in this 

verse except the A`immah and their Sh|˜a (followers).”6 

 
In relation to Sha|¢{n, there are many questions which the youth 

have recently brought up, and thus it is necessary to review these 

queries. 

Question 1: Why did All{h i create this filthy, despicable creature 

known as Sha|¢{n who is able to whisper evil thoughts to us and he 
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takes us away from the path of happiness, whereas we were created 

to traverse the path of happiness and success? 

Answer 1: All{h i did not create Sha|¢{n as Sha|¢{n - rather, He 

created him pure and there was even a time when he was classified 

among the Angels and thus he was not a creation that was made to 

negatively influence others. Rather, he was a righteous creature and 

was among the pious, spiritually close worshippers in the presence 

of All{h i. 

However, after choosing the wrong path, he lost his spiritual 

direction and through his pride and seeing himself as greater than 

¤dam � and through his envy and jealousy, he ended up following 

his low desires. Thus, he sought status and greatness (over ¤dam 

�) and lowered his rank. 

Therefore, the original cause for the spiritual fall of Sha|¢{n was due 

to him following his low desires and even today, if a person does not 

follow these in their life, then there is no way that Sha|¢{n can 

influence him. 

In relation to Sha|¢{n, the Qur`{n mentions that: 

�  كَاأَبـى و و ركْبتس نلْكَاانَ م رِيناف�  
“But he became conceited and developed pride in himself and thus 

he was one of the disbelievers.”7 

Due to his actions, All{h i lowered him to the status that he 

currently has and thus with this said we see that Sha|¢{n was not 

always Sha|¢{n as we know him to be. 

Retort to Question 1: If Shai¢{n was part of the group of Angels, and 

as we know that Angels do not have the ability to make decisions on 

their own and are all under the command of All{h i, then how did 
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he disobey the orders and turn away from the commandments of 

All{h i? 

Answer: Sha|¢{n was not an Angel such that he did not have the 

power to make his own decisions - rather, he was from among the 

Jinn. 

Question 2: As it is commonly known, we were all created for 

happiness and prosperity: 

� م لَقْتاا خ و إِالَّالْجِن سونَ  ِإلندبعيل� 
“I (All{h) did not create the Jinn and Mankind except that they 

should worship Me.”8 

With this said, why was it necessary to have a creation such as 

Sha|¢{n who would irritate people. As well, him being a creation 

who can not be seen and thus, it is not possible to defend ourselves 

from him?  This (in our opinion) goes against the actual purpose of 

the creation of mankind. 

Answer 2: The Qur`{n states that Sha|¢{n cannot influence anyone 

through his own accord as the doors to the heart of each person are 

closed to Sha|¢{n. Thus, it is the person himself who opens the door 

of his heart to Sha|¢{n. In reality, there is not a single despicable 

creation that can in any way influence either the country which a 

person lives in, nor the soul of a person: 

� ملْطَإِنلى ا سع هاانو هلَّونوتي ينرِكُونَ الَّذشم بِه مه ينلَّذ� 
“His authority (that of Sha|¢{n) is only over those who take him as a 

supporter and who join partners with All{h.”9 

That person who sets up Sha|¢{n as a partner to All{h i and follows 

him (Sha|¢{n) will also be called a Sha|¢{n on the Day of Judgement! 
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� م لْطَا كَوس نم كُملَيع يإِالَّانَ ل أَنْ ان جتفَأْس كُمتوعدفَالَـب مت 
 كُمفُسوا أَنلُومونِي ولُومت�  

“I (Sha|¢{n) had no authority over you except that I invited you and 

you listened to me. Therefore, do not reproach or blame me, rather, 

blame your own souls.”10 

It is worthy to note that Sha|¢{n himself is one of the means or 

instruments towards perfection for the human being who is striving 

to become a complete person, because since struggling and fighting 

against him will would lead to strengthening ones’ own inner faith. 

In his book the Philosophy of History, one of the well known writers 

of the West named Toinby writes that, “I have studied all of the 

nations of the world and did not find a single civilization except that 

at one time or another, they were put face to face with a powerful 

foreign enemy. In order to defend themselves, they gathered all the 

people together and in the end, were victorious.” 

Thus, there is a wisdom in why Sha|¢{n exists. Similarly, if there 

were no lower desires in a human being, then the mystics (˜Uraf{) 

would not become as strong as they are in their closeness to All{h i. 

The Qur`{n mentions that: 

� بلْطَإِنَّ عس هِملَيع لَك سي لَيانُ اد�  
“Certainly Sha|¢{n has no control or authority over My true 

servants.” 

The meaning of this verse is not that Sha|¢{n has no control over 

the Sh|˜a, rather, All{h i is telling us that He is the defender and 

protector of those people that come towards Him and worship Him.  
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This is truly a grand station and it is one of the reasons that those 

who are the true Sh|˜a should have pride that they are not under the 

influence of Sha|¢{n. 

The meaning of this verse is also that those people who are under 

the influence of Sha|¢{n are not true Sh|˜a, and therefore this verse 

actually increases our responsibility as followers of the Ahlul Ba|t. 

The Sh|˜a are not people who are Ma˜#}m (sinless) and thus, it is 

possible that Sha|¢{n can go after them, however the Qur`{n tells us 

that: 

ا هم ان تذَكَّروا فَإِذَلشيطَامن  ئفاا مسهم طَتقَوا إِذَاذين ـلَّانَّ إِ �
 �مبصرونَ 

“When a thought of evil from Sha|¢{n assaults those people who 

have consciousness of All{h, then they bring All{h to remembrance, 

then they are able to see straight (the true path) once again!”11 

When those people who have tawq{ are faced with the evil whispers 

of Sha|¢{n they rush towards the remembrance of All{h i (meaning 

that they bring to memory the rewards and punishments that All{h 

i has mentioned in the Qur`{n) and in His remembrance, they once 

again open their eyes to the realities around them. 

It is possible that Sha|¢{n can come towards a Sh|˜a, but he can not 

control them and thus, the responsibility of those who are followers 

of the Ahlul Ba|t is very heavy. 

Thus the powers of Sha|¢{n should have no influence on the 

individual, society, printed-press, market place and in the temporal 

and spiritual life of a person and if this does happen (Sha|¢{n takes 

over) then this is a sign that the person is not really a Sh|˜a. 

It is our prayer that All{h i gives us the success to have the pride of 

being classified as one of those who is a true Sh|˜a. � 
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Speaking about our living Im{m is both enlightening and one which 

spiritually trains and educates all of us. The late ˜All{mah Majlis| � 

has narrated a tradition in relation to Im{m al-Mahd| � which 

states: 

 و لَبلسا هبِ تنما و روجلْا هاميي أَف عفَترا و لِدعالْبِ مكَح مائقَلْا اما قَذَإِ
 لَهأَ قبي ملَ و هلهلـى أَإِ قح لَّكُ در ا وـهاتكَرب ضرَألا تجرخأَ
دنٍي حى يهِظْتِإلا رالَسم و يعاِإلوا بِفُرِتيمان.  

“When al-Q{im makes his advent, he will judge with justice and 

during the time of his advent, all forms of tyranny will be removed 

and the paths (towards him) will be made safe. The Earth will bring 

forth Her blessings and the rights of each and every person will be 

given to them and no person who follows any other religion (d|n) 

will remain except that they will accept al-Isl{m and will come 

towards true faith.”12 

 
In this tradition, there are seven tasks which have been mentioned 

that the Im{m will accomplish: 

1 and 2: The government of justice and the removal of all forms of 

tyranny: The opposite of justice (عدل) is oppression (ظلم) - not tyranny 
 (جور) is the opposite of tyranny (قسط) whereas equality - (جور)
(according to the ˜Arabic definition and the Isl{mic understanding 

of these words and their meanings). 
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The difference between justice (عدل) and equality (قسط) is that as 
justice refers to not taking away the rights of another person, 

equality means that there is no differentiation between people. 

Therefore, oppression means that you take something from another 

for your own self, where as tyranny means that you take something 

from a person and give it to somebody else. 

For example, if I forcefully take away Zaid’s house from him for my 

own personal use - this act is oppression. But if I take Zaid’s house 

and give it to another person - this is tyranny. The exact opposite of 

this is that I do not take Zaid’s house for my own personal use - and 

this is justice, and if I do not take it for the use of another person - 

then this is equality. Therefore, equality means that differentiation 

does not exist where as justice means that oppression does not 

exist. 

3. The paths will be made safe: The paths towards the Im{m will be 

made safe and secure. 

4. Natural Blessings: The Earth will bring forth her blessings, now 

whether these are the blessings that come about through farming, 

blessing of the minerals from the Earth or other types of powers and 

energies that are presently hidden from us – these may all be 

correct. 

5. Responsibilities will be returned to their rightful holder: The 

rights and responsibilities will be given back to those who have lost 

them, and this is completely opposite to our present day and age in 

which a great number of jobs and occupations are in the hands of 

those who have no knowledge of them, because the issue of who 

they know has taken precedence over what they know. 

6. The Ruling of al-Isl{m: No other religion will remain on the Earth 

except for Isl{m and thus all other religions will fuse into one 

Religion and that will be al-Isl{m. 
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7. Sincere attraction to al-Isl{m: This part of the tradition has two 

meanings to it. It is possible that it refers to the point that everyone 

will become followers of the teachings of the Ahlul Ba|t, or it could 

mean that in addition to people showing an outward form of true 

faith, they will also have the inner belief to make them true 

believers. 

There is a difference that has been mentioned in the traditions in 

relation to the terms Isl{m and Im{n. Some of the traditions state 

that Isl{m is what a person verbally declares and through this 

declaration, his life is protected and the meat which he slaughters is 

made permissible to eat. However Im{n is that thing which is the 

true essence (of servitude to All{h i) which will act as salvation for 

a person on the Day of Judgement. 

In other traditions, it is mentioned that Isl{m is equivalent to the 

Masjidul «ar{m, whereas Im{n is (like) the Ka˜bah (general and 

specific). There is a possibility that this explanation could be in 

reference to the verse of the Qur`{n which states: 

  � ...ااب آمنَألعراالَت قَ �
“The desert ˜Arabs say to you (O’ Mu¡ammad) that we believe…”13 

At the head of all the things that the Im{m will perform, we see in 

the tradition that there are four major things which he will do 

which we summarize as being: 

1. Correcting the Theological Beliefs:  

ملى ظَا عَألا رِهرض بيت حرٍج و مأَ الَّإِ رٍددلَخكَا ه للٌّهلِإلا ةُممِالَس.  
“There will not remain a single stone house, mud house, nor a tent 

upon the entire Earth except the word (teachings) of Isl{m will be in 

that place (and thus, polytheism will no longer exist).”14 

2. Completion of the Intelligence: 
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The advancement of knowledge and intelligence will also take place 

(at this time), just as the late ˜All{mah Majlis| � makes clear by 

quoting a tradition from the Infallibles in relation to this point: 

  ...ادبعلْا وسِئُلى رع هدي عضا ونمائقَ اما قَذَإِ
“When our Q{im makes his advent, he will place his hand over the 

heads of the servants…” 

It is possible that this means that people will be under the direction 

and guidance of the Im{m. 

  .مهمالَحا أَهبِ تلَمكَ و مهِولقُا عهبِ عمجفَ
“…so then (through this act), he will gather together their 

intelligence and complete their knowledge.”15  

3. Justice and Equality: 

In the various traditions, it has been mentioned that: 

يَألا أُلَمرض عدالً و قطاً كَسما مئَللْظُ تماً و جراًو.  
“He (the Im{m) will fill the Earth with justice and equality just as it 

had been filled with oppression and tyranny.”16 

4. Correction of the Moral Ethical Traits: 

From the traditions which speak about the signs at the end of time, 

we can deduce that removing all of the corrupt ethical traits and 

bringing back the moral values of Isl{m back to life will be the duty 

of the Im{m. 

There are also traditions which state that before the advent of Im{m 

al-Q{im �, many corrupt ethical traits such as: adultery, theft, 

bribery, selling less that what one paid for, the drinking of alcohol, 

murdering of countless innocent people and other such sins will be 

very common. 
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Thus, the meaning of this tradition is that when Im{m al-Mahd| � 

rises up to remove and eradicate all of these things, the entire 

valued and cherished system of moral ethics would already be 

completely destroyed and it is Im{m al-Mahd| � who will restore 

it.  

Im{m al-Mahd| � will possess an army, military and many helpers 

and supporters, just as we recite in the Ziy{rat of ¤le Y{s|n: 

ياوش نلْنِي معجأَت و هتـعبصأَن و هاعارِه.  
“So then place me (O’ All{h) amongst his followers, supporters and 

helpers.” 

Or as it can be seen in some traditions that: 

اوجلْمهيدي نيب ينداه.  
“(And place us) among those who struggle and fight in his way.” 

That person who wishes to be a helper of the Im{m must work 

tirelessly in these four points mentioned and the one who does not 

possess any of these four points within himself, however prays to 

All{h i to make him of the helpers of the Im{m � will see that his 

prayers will be far from being answered. 

If the scholars take it upon themselves to introduce this sort of 

ethical program (in the community) then without doubt, we will see 

one large class of preparation and upbringing take form among the 

community members. 

Tawassul (to the Im{m) is a good thing and it has its own place – 

however: 

ياوش نلْنِي معجأَت و هتـعبصأَن و هاعارِه.  
“So then place me (O’ All{h) amongst his followers, supporters and 

helpers.” 
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This request will never be achieved simply through Tawassul and 

prayer – rather, our belief and acceptance of the Taw¡|d of All{h i 

must be one of sincerity and thus, we must remove all forms and 

effects of polytheism from our hearts, lives and from the society. 

We must practically implement justice and equality in relation to 

the people and our family and those who are around us and we must 

make the valuable ethical traits apparent within ourselves. 

If it was made completely clear for what reasons the Im{m would 

make his advent, then this would definitely change the face of the 

society. 

One who does not possess any of these traits can not expect to stand 

in the ranks with the Im{m. Therefore, it is very good that we 

actively do something to call the attention of the people towards the 

goals and objectives of the Im{m so that all of us can mound 

ourselves to becoming better human beings. 

We must know that there are hidden hands at work which are 

striving to pollute the gatherings (maj{lis) that we hold for Im{m al-

Mahd| � by introducing despicable forms of singing and playing of 

music as well as breaking other limits of the Shar|˜ah. Sometimes, 

the enemy will use such religious gatherings and programs to reach 

their evil goals, just as the story of Masjid Dhir{r through which the 

enemies wanted to build a Masjid to actually destroy the roots and 

symbol of what a Masjid stands for! 

Thus, the goals and values must be manifested in the correct 

manner, lest the enemies who are trying to remove the value and 

worth of such programs become successful in their goals. 

We hope that All{h i accepts this supplication in relation to us: 
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 ماأَللٌّهوأَع نلْنِي معجصأَن و انِهأَت و يـَارِهش و هاع و هتاعجلْم نيب ينداه
يهدي.  

“O’ All{h!  Place me from amongst his helpers, assistants, followers 

and supporters and of those who fight in his ranks.” � 
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نع قَإِب رمولُ قَ: الَنِ عساالَ ر للٌّه� : سلَيشٌءي بت نم كُمدااعالَّإِارِ لن 
تذَكَر قَد الَوو لَكُم ه شٌءي  نم كُمقَرِّباي ةنالَّإِلْج هلَيع كُملَلْتد قَد نَّ إِ .و

 وحارفَثَ فسِ نيلْقُد عوأَ ير وتمي لَن هندبلَ  عكْمتسى يتح كُمنم
نْ تطْلُبوا أَلرِّزقِ على ااُء ستبطَايحملَنكُم  لطَّلَبِ فَالَا يجملُوا فأَرِزقَه، فَ
نئاً ميلِ  شلافَضلٌّه هتيصعإِ، فَبِمني لَن هنالَ م دناا عبِطَ الَّإِ للٌّههتالَأَ اع  و

يه و بورِك لَه ف بِه يالَةَ، فَمن رضمح يه الَرِزقاً هو يأْت مرٍِءانَّ لكُلِّ إِ
ّسوبِه ضري لَم نم و ،هع ي ـلَمبف لَه كار ،هعسي و لَم انَّ إِيه قلرِّز

 طْلُبالَيلَ كَمجلر هطْلُبأَا يلُهج.  
It has been narrated from Ibne ˜Umar that the Prophet � said, 

“There is nothing that will keep you away from the fire of hell 

except that I have explained it to you, and there is nothing that will 

bring you closer to Paradise but that I have guided you towards it. 

Surely the Holy Spirit has brought inspiration into my heart that 

not a single servant from among you will die until one’s sustenance 

has been completed. So then seek this (your sustenance) in the best 

possible way (not resorting to the prohibited means). Do not let the 

slowness of the sustenance coming to you by the grace of All{h 

make you seek it by disobeying Him. Surely that which is with All{h 

will never reach a person except through obedience to Him. Verily 

for each person there is sustenance (designated for him) that will 

reach him and there is no doubt in this. So whoever is pleased with 
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one’s sustenance, it will bring blessings to one and will be increased; 

and the person who is not pleased with his sustenance, it will not 

bring blessings to him nor will it be increased. Surely the sustenance 

goes in search of a person, just like one’s appointed time (death) 

goes in search of a person.”17 

 
The Noble Messenger of All{h �bhas stated that, “You must 

distance yourself from whatever keeps you away from Paradise – 

either through your speech or actions. In addition, I have 

commanded and taught you all of the things which bring you closer 

to Paradise and which keep you away from the Hell fire.” 

The purpose of this tradition is to show us that we must strive and 

struggle to put the laws of Isl{m into practice and it is this act that 

separates us (the Sh|˜a) from the Ahlus Sunnah, who are of the belief 

that whatever has not been expressly legislated (in the Isl{mic 

texts) is not an applicable ruling (to follow).  

With this said, we see that the Ahlus Sunnah give the permission to 

their Fuqah{ to devise their own Isl{mic rules and regulations 

through the practice of Qiy{s18, Isti¡s{n19 and Ma#{lah Mursalah20. 

Is such a school of thought (that of the Ahlus Sunnah) in which half 

of their teachings are from All{h i and the Infalliable Prophet of 

All{h �, while the other half which are from the whims and desires 

of the people (their Scholars) the true set of beliefs?  Or is the true 

school of thought in which all of the teachings are from All{h i and 

the Ma˜#}m|n (meaning the Sh|˜a)?  Thus, there is a great difference 

between these two groups. 

Of course the apparent understanding of the verse that states: 

� د لَكُم لْتأَكْم ومأَلْي كُمين�  
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“On this day (the 18th of Dhul «ijjah), I have completed your d|n (al-

Isl{m) for you.”21 

is just as we have mentioned since the word ‘d|n’ includes all of the 

theological beliefs, practical Isl{mic laws and the moral and ethical 

guidelines. Thus, the tradition which we started with shows us that 

we must deduce the laws of Isl{m, the theological beliefs and our 

moral and ethical guidelines through the process of Ijtih{d (from 

the sources of Isl{m) and we are not permitted to formulate and 

devise our own laws! 

At this point, the following issues must be mentioned: 

1. There are some lazy people who feel that by relying on the verse 

of the Qur`{n which states: 

� م ود ني آا مف ةضِ إِالَّابل َألراى عقُهرِز ا للٌّه�  
“There is not a single creature on the Earth except that its 

sustenance is guaranteed by All{h.”22 

or by relying on the traditions which state that everyone’s 

sustenance has been decided and specified (by All{h i), they 

assume that there is no need to struggle to make ends meet since 

their sustenance has already been designated and it will reach them 

in any way (whether they work or not). Thus, they feel that no 

mouth will remain open except that sustenance will reach it (from 

All{h i)! 

These types of people whose understanding and awareness of the 

religion and the teachings of the school of thought are very simple 

and weak give excuses to the enemies (through these sorts of 

beliefs) that it is religion which causes the problems within the 

economy of a country. They make other people believe that it is 

religion itself which leads to a stopping of positive activity which 

could bring benefits to the (material) life of people. 
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These people think that it is religion which forces a person to 

submit his entire presence to such things (that could otherwise 

make them productive and well off) and makes them bring forth the 

excuse that if such and such gift were not granted to him, then for 

sure they would not have any sustenance reach them (and thus, 

they would have starved). These types of people also think that if a 

particular sustenance was meant for them, then definitely without 

any questions it will reach them (and no one can stop it from 

coming to them).  

This sort of thought gives those who exploit others a very good 

opportunity to place the yolk of slavery around their necks and 

prevent them from the most basic of needs and requirements of life. 

However, if these people possessed even a minute understanding of 

the Qur`{n and the Isl{mic traditions, then it would be sufficient for 

them to reach the following conclusion that Isl{m requires a person 

to strive and struggle in order to acquire any sort of benefit in the 

material and spiritual realms of humanity. In fact, the Qur`{n has 

presented the following verse as the slogan of such people (who 

strive and struggle): 

� ل سِإللَينإِالَّس ان عى ما س�  
“Mankind will have nothing except that which they strive for.” 

In order to be examples and models for the rest of the people, the 

leaders of Isl{m (the Prophet and A`immah) used to exert much toil 

and labour in working and busied themselves in strenuous activity. 

The previous Prophets too were no exception to this rule. We see 

that they were shepherds, tailors, cultivators of the fields and 

farmers.  

If the meaning that one’s sustenance is guaranteed from All{h i 

means that we are to sit in our houses and wait for the sustenance 
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to reach us, then we would not have seen the Prophets and A`immah 

– who were all much more acquainted and knowledgeable with the 

teachings of the religion than us – exerting such labour and toil in 

working! 

Therefore, we must state that: the sustenance of each and every 

person has been determined and fixed, however in the same vein it 

is based on the condition that a person works and struggles (to 

acquire it). Any time this condition is not acted upon, then that 

which has been promised will not come about. 

Similar is the case of death: “Each and every person has an 

appointed time (to die) and his or her lifespan has been 

determined.”  Without doubt the meaning of this speech is not that 

if a person was to go towards suicide and kill himself, or was to eat 

or drink something to induce death, that he would remain alive 

until his appointed time of death. Rather, this means that the body 

which we have been given has the ability to remain for as long as it 

has been appointed to remain here (on Earth) on the condition that 

the principles of cleanliness and hygiene are observed and that a 

person keeps away from those things which are hazardous to one’s 

health and can lead him to dying sooner. 

An important point to mention here is that the verses of the Qur`{n 

and the traditions which speak in relation to the sustenance being 

specified for every person truly act just as brakes (similar to the 

brakes in a car that stop the movement of the car) on the thoughts 

of those people who are greedy, worship the material world and 

who try to achieve material gains through whatever means possible. 

It puts a stop to the thoughts of those people who think that if they 

do not resort to various sorts of oppression or tyrannical acts, then 

they will not be able to provide (for their families) and lead a (good) 

material life. 
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How is it possible that when a person grows and becomes big and 

has the strength and energy to perform any task that at this stage in 

his life, All{h i would forget him?  Does the intellect and firm belief 

in All{h i permit a person to think that in such a stage (of his life), 

it is possible that his sustenance would not be provided to him (by 

All{h i) such that he must drown himself in the pool of oppression 

and tyranny and usurp the rights of other people and through greed 

and gluttony, steal the rights of the oppressed? 

Of course we can not deny the fact that some forms of sustenance – 

whether a person goes after it or not – will definitely come looking 

for him. Can we deny the fact that the light of the sun shines on our 

house without us doing anything; or that the rain falls and the 

weather changes in search of us without anything of our own doing, 

or can we deny the fact that intelligence, aptitude and ability which 

was with us from the very first day we were born was put inside us 

without any struggle and endeavour on our part? 

We are also not able to deny the fact that in some instances, a 

person is not forced to go after something (such as sustenance). 

Rather, due to some events which occur in his life, some gifts are 

bequeathed upon him. We may look at such events that happen as 

purely coincidental, however in reality and keeping in mind the 

organization of creation (put forth by All{h i), this too has been 

done according to some reason.  

Without doubt, this sort of sustenance coming to a person is 

different than the sustenance that comes to him through his own 

work and struggles, however this sort of blessing, which is 

sometimes referred to as “coming from nowhere” or in more 

precise terms, “a gift that was given unexpectedly” is a grace from 

All{h i which has reached us.  
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If we do not look after and take care of such gifts in the proper way, 

then these too will slip away from our hands and we will be left with 

nothing or we will be left with something that would not produce 

any (positive) effects in our lives. 

The well known words of the Commander of the Faithful, ˜Al| b. Ab| 

¬{lib � contained in letter number 31 of Nahjul Bal{gha, which he 

wrote to his son Im{m «asan b. ˜Al| � states that: 

 اوي لَمعينقَاإِنَّ ! ا برِز قلرِّزان :قرِز كطْلُبي قرِز و هطْلُبت.  
“My son, you must know that surely sustenance is of two types: the 

sustenance that you go after (seeking it) and the sustenance which 

comes after you (seeking you).” 

This tradition emphasizes the issues which we have discussed so far. 

In any case, the main point here is that all of the teachings of Isl{m 

tell us that:  

1. In other to achieve a better life – whether this is the material or 

spiritual realm – we must exert extra toil and struggle; and the 

thought that our sustenance has already been determined (by All{h 

i) and thus we don’t have to work hard for it is completely wrong.23 

2. This is a lesson to all of those who are students of the Isl{mic 

sciences that we must have true faith that All{h, the Most High, will 

make the sustenance of all of the people of knowledge reach to their 

rightful owners. Why do we say this?  If the scholars of religion fall 

into the thought of gathering wealth (for themselves), then we see 

two major dangers that will come from this: 

A) The scholars of Isl{m are supposed to be examples for the people. 

If the scholars themselves are running after the material aspects of 

the transient world then they will not be able to be practical role 

models for the people. 
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B) The wealth that others (other than the scholars of Isl{m) hoard 

does not affect the religion. However, if a scholar of Isl{m seeks to 

gather wealth through either the permitted or the unpermitted 

channels and other means, then this would definitely strike a blow 

to the religion - this is most definitely the source of all tragedies. � 
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سمعأَ تاب عبا دللٌّه � أَ نَّإِ: ولُقُيحا قلنالْبِ اسوآلِ عِر محدم � و 
يشعهِتكَ مي قْتتا يدلرعهِبِ ةَيم.  

I heard Ab{ ˜Abdill{h � say, “The closest people to precaution and 

keeping away from sins (al-Wara˜) are the family of Mu¡ammad 

(blessings of All{h be upon him and his family) and their Sh|˜a 

(followers) as long as other people are following them (those who 

claim to be the Sh|˜a or followers).”24 

 
Surely being classified as a Sh|˜a is a gift from the Im{m to us. The 

Infallible A`immah and the Prophet � are all leaders for the 

fspeople, and the Sh|˜a too must be leaders for the people. 

In reality, within an Isl{mic society, the Sh|˜a must be at the 

forefront and others must follow behind them - just as we see in the 

south of Lebanon that among the ranks of those who are struggling 

(for their rights) are the Sh|˜a and the others are following them. 

Everyone knows and recognizes these people (in South Lebanon) as 

the ones who are sacrificing themselves and giving up their lives for 

their cause. 

Throughout the entire world, the Sh|˜a must not only be known for 

their struggling and opposition (to tyranny) and their active Jih{d 

(against the enemy), rather they must also be role-models and 

examples in all aspects of life for others to follow 
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The word Wara˜ (ورع) is a concept that is even higher than just plain 
Taqw{ (تقوى). Some of the great scholars have said that Wara˜ can 

actually be divided into four categories: 

1. Level One - The Wara˜ of the T{`ib|n (Those who are repentant): In 

this level, a person is saved from committing open transgressions 

(against the laws of All{h i); and the simplest level of this is that of 

˜Ad{lah (the character of being just and upright). By this we mean 

that after committing a sin and performing sincere repentance, the 

person returns back to the ranks of those who are upright and just 

(˜¤dil). 

2. Level Two – The Wara˜ of the ª{l|¡|n (Those who are righteous): 

At this level, a person keeps away from things which are doubtful - 

meaning that those things which are apparently permitted (¡al{l), 

however there may be some doubt in regards to them and thus, a 

person keeps away from these things as well. 

3. Level Three – The Wara˜ of the Muttaq|n (Those who have All{h-

Consciousness): These people refrain from sinning, and also refrain 

from those things in which there is doubt and those things which 

are permitted (¡al{l) however in which there is a possibility that 

they will be dragged towards the forbidden (¡ar{m) if they perform 

these acts. For example, a person who speaks little since he fears 

that if he begins to speak too much, he may unknowingly backbite 

another person. In reality, this sort of person has entered into a 

mental state of: 

م كرا الَأَت مذَراً مح بِه أْسببِه أْسا ب.  
“I will refrain from those things which there is no problem in 

performing with the fear that I may go towards those things which 

are problematic (in performing).” 
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4. Level Four – The Wara˜ of the ªiddiq|n (Those who are the 

Truthful Ones): At this level, one turns his attention completely 

away from everything other than All{h i because of the fear that 

he may waste precious time of his life (on other than His Creator). 

This person also turns his spiritual eyes away from everything other 

than All{h i and focuses all of his attention only on Him so that the 

time of his life is spent in looking towards the Creator. 

Truthfully, the most valuable possession of our lives is time, but 

unfortunately sometimes we waste it and are negligent (of All{h i). 

Thus, the truthful ones realize that their level of Wara˜ is in relation 

to the time and how they spend it and are careful that they do not 

waste it in being negligent of All{h i. 

Im{m Ja˜far b. Mu¡ammad as-ª{diq � has said that the most 

precautious of people are the family of the Prophet and their 

followers (Sh|˜a) and that the minimum level that they (the Sh|˜a) 

must be at is the first level – meaning that the Sh|˜a must be fair and 

upright (˜¤dil) people and leaders for other people. Thus, a Sh|˜a 

must not only be trying to save himself (from the hell fire), but he 

must also be striving to save others around him. 

At the end of S}ratul Furq{n (25), there are 12 characteristics 

mentioned for the ˜Ib{dul Ra¡m{n (Servant of the Most Merciful) of 

which one of them is: 

� اونبقُولُونَ ري ينلَّذلَن با هوأَز نا ماجِنذُرِّي ا وناتةَ أَعنٍ ـا قُري
اولْنعإِج نيقتلْما لاماً م�  

“Those people who say, ‘O’ our Lord grant us from among our 

spouses and among our children that which enlightens our eyes and 

make us an Im{m (leader) for those who have All{h-

Consciousness.”25 
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There are people who pray to All{h i not to leave their children as 

‘normal children’ – rather that they are made as the light of their 

eyes and examples for other Muslims. These people humbly request 

All{h i to make themselves a leader (Im{m) of those who possess 

Taqw{. Some may ask that is this goal to make ones’ self superior or 

greater than other people (in a negative context)?  No!  Rather, this 

is a person who is seeking sublimity and spiritual greatness. 

Therefore, it is clear that to take the name of Tashayyah˜ (to be a 

Sh|˜a) and to claim among the people that one is in the ranks of a 

Sh|˜a is something that is very simple, however it is extremely 

difficult to be a true Sh|˜a.  

Im{m az-Zam{n � and the rest of the Infallible Leaders of 

guidance expect more from those who are scholars and those who 

are studying the Isl{mic sciences and it is these people that must be 

examples and role models for the rest of the people so that others 

can follow them. 

Thus, the most important form of Tabl|gh and conveyance of the 

message of Isl{m is that a person develops such a level of Taqw{ and 

Wara˜ within his soul that the people are able to develop a deep 

cognizance (ma˜rifat) of All{h i within them. Through this, the 

people will know who a true human being is and who the true Sh|˜as 

are. 

The true Sh|˜a are those who are brave, patient, full of love, those 

who keep away from vices and who refrain from the prohibited acts 

and who do not have the love of status or position (within society) 

in their hearts. 

The conditions in our present day and age are exclusive to today 

and we are faced with three major crises: 
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1. The Political Crisis: Never ending problems that have taken place 

today everywhere in which we do not see any positive outcome for 

the people of the world. 

2. The Economic Crisis: These are problems in relation to affordable 

housing, the high cost of marriages, problems in relation to 

unemployment and the tribulations brought about through 

inflation. 

3. The Ethical Crisis:  This point is even more important than the 

first two especially the crisis which has erupted and engulfed the 

young boys and girls of the society and is pulling them towards 

corruption. The reasons for this crisis can be divided into the 

following three categories: 

1) The Spread of Various Technologies:  Various CDs, photos, 

movies, satellite dishes, and of course the InterNet have made the 

issue of sex and sexuality something that is easy to get access to for 

anyone (who wants these sorts of things). 

2) Freedom with no Limits and Boundaries: In other words, slavery 

under the guise of ‘freedom’. By this we mean that people are made 

slaves of their lower desires under the title of freedom such that 

Amr bil Ma˜r}f and Nah| ˜anil Munkar (Forcefully commanding to 

that which is ethically right and vigorously forbidding from that 

which is bad or evil) is now something that people feel embarrassed 

to perform. The freedom that can lead to perfection of mankind (the 

religion and teachings of All{h i which came to perfect man) have 

now been redefined as the reason why mankind has fallen and 

descended from his true state (of perfection) (meaning that people 

are blaming religion and saying that it is actually these sets of 

ethical guidelines which have corrupted mankind). 

3) The Hidden Forces: The enemies are of the belief that if they are 

able to corrupt the youth, then it will be much easier to take control 
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of them - and this thought is absolutely correct!  These people (the 

enemies of Isl{m) feel that the only thing stopping them from 

achieving their goal is the d|n and akhl{q (moral ethics) of Isl{m, 

since when a community becomes polluted by sin and corruption 

and becomes addicted to smoking and drugs, then they are no 

longer able to stand up in defiance to the enemy. 

Should we remain quiet in the face of these issues and just recite 

supplications until the reformer (the 12th Im{m, may All{h hasten 

his return) makes his advent?  This is the opinion of the person who 

are timid and lazy.  

In Karbal{, how many people were present who stood up?  Or even 

at the time of the Prophet of Isl{m � who stood up alone to invite 

the people to Isl{m. In addition, Prophet Ibr{h|m � stood alone in 

his mission. Thus, we must not be afraid of the number of people 

who are traversing the path of justice: 

  .لْهدى للْقلَّة أَهلهاتستوحشوا في طَرِيقِ  الَ
“Do not be afraid of traversing the path of true guidance due to the 

small number of people who are upon it.” 

By the grace of All{h i even today, the number of people who are 

on this path is not small. On the 15th of Sha˜b{n, there are more 

people around Masjid Jamkar{n (the Masjid just outside of Qum, 

Iran which was built under the direct command of the 12th Im{m) 

than there are on the plains of ˜Araf{t and that too - most of them 

are young men and women!   

If we look at the times of I˜tik{f (spiritual retreat to the Masjid), the 

youth are so anxious and excited that you can not even find a place 

to sit in the Masjid - and these youth are a part of our army! 

The scholars, through their writings and works must be examples so 

that they are able to stand up in opposition to this moral and ethical 
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crisis. While on this path, our hearts must be content Divine 

Promises given in the Qur`{n and traditions. Even today, people 

simply see the Scholars and ˜Ulama as those who only come during 

the Month of Mu¡arram to specific areas and localities for Tabl|gh 

purposes. These scholars are supposed to come, give lectures, and 

then gather all of the problems of the people and after returning 

back home, present the problems to the leaders and those in charge 

(to help solve them). 

As it has been stated, people are of two groups – there is one group 

of “common people” who say that they will purify themselves 

during the month of Rama~h{n; however it is the “special group” of 

people who say that during the month of Sha˜b{n, they will purify 

themselves and in this state of purity, they will enter into the 

month of Rama~h{n - since the month of Rama~h{n is the month of 

being the invited guests of All{h i and the guests must first purify 

themselves.  

The tongue and the eyes must be washed with the water of purity 

during the month of Sha˜b{n so that one can benefit from the 

blessings and bounties during the month of Rama~h{n. People 

should also be taught that the month of Sha˜b{n is the month of self-

building and preparing to be the spiritual guests of All{h i. 

We pray for the success in performing our responsibilities and 

actions and that we do not align ourselves with the various political 

factions (which divide a community). 

We ourselves do not have any problems, rather, we ourselves have 

brought these problems upon ourselves and thus we must all be 

united since it is the enemies who have equipped themselves to 

defeat us, and if they were to infuse themselves into our 

communities, then they will not leave anyone alone. � 
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 نقَإِع رمنِ عالَب: نطَبولُ خساا ر للٌّه� هنم فَتةً ذَرطْباا خ ونُ ويلع
هنم جِلَتفَكَاا و لْقُلُوبمانَ مهنم طْتباا ض :هاا أَيلَ لنإنَّ أَفْض ،اس

، ، و أَنصف عن قُوة، و زهد عن رغْبةاضع عن رفْعةاسِ عبداً من تولنا
ةرقُد نع لُمح و...  

It has been narrated from Ibne ˜Umar that, “The Messenger of All{h 

� once gave us such a speech that made tears flow from our eyes 

and made our hearts tremble and some of that which we wrote 

down (of his speech was): ‘O’ Mankind!  Surely the greatest servant 

(of All{h) is the one who shows humility, even though he may be of 

high rank or status; and who renounces the world, even though he 

has a desire for it (its pleasures); and who is equitable and just, even 

though he has the strength (to oppress others); and who shows 

forbearance, even though has the ability (to get his rights by 

force)...”26 

 
The important issue (which we wish to elucidate upon) that has 

been mentioned in this section of the tradition is that sometimes a 

person refrains from committing a sin due to not having the ability 

to perform that sin. Other times, it is due to not having an attraction 

to commit that sin - for example, the person who does not like the 

taste of alcohol (and thus does not drink it) or he likes the taste of it 

however he does not have the ability (to drink alcohol) or the 
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introductory steps in order to do this sin are not present (for 

example he does not have money to purchase the alcohol) or he 

does not drink alcohol due to the negative physical effects that it 

has on him. 

Such a form of refraining from committing a sin for a person who 

does not have the ability to commit the sin is not important. Rather, 

what is important is when a person has the ability but he still 

refrains from committing that sin. Thus, according to the words of 

the Prophet �, the best person is the one who, even though he has 

the status, rank and position in the community, however he is still 

humble and modest with others.27 

In relation to refraining from sins, we see that people are of various 

types. There is one group of people who do not commit certain sins 

because deep down in their heart those acts are detested. Thus, 

every person must look deep within himself and see what 

prohibited things he has a desire to perform so that he can refrain 

from those things. However this point should also be kept in mind 

that it is difficult for a person to recognize these things by himself 

as sometimes there are characteristics within a person that he 

would not realize he has and maybe after the passing of sixty years 

of his life, he would then realize that he has these defects. Why is 

this so?  It is because a person never looks at his own self and tries 

to pick out his own faults and short-comings. 

If a person would like to advance in the spiritual areas of his life and 

reach to the higher levels of spirituality, then he must look at his 

own self with a very critical eye so that he is able to pick out his 

weak points. It is for this reason that it has been said that when one 

wants to recognize one’s own weak points and defects, then he 

should rely on his enemies or friends who will sincerely criticize 

him (not those who would hide his defects). 
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However, better than all of this is when a person learns to criticize 

himself. If a person knows what forbidden acts he loves to perform 

then he knows where his defects and slips are and through what 

channels Sha|t{n tries to get to him and make use of him, then he 

will never be held captive by his lower desires or the Sha|¢{n.  

In the words of the poet, Mawlav|:  

  آلتى اف�ده است از غم �                      دهاست او كى مرده استژس انف
It is for this reason that the Prophet � has said, “The best of people 

is the one who even though has the liking (to commit a sin) and has 

the power and ability (to oppress others) is fair and just, and even 

though he has status, he is still humble.” 

This advice is addressed to all people, especially the Scholars 

(˜Ulam{), but why?  It is because the scholars are the leaders of the 

people and before going to teach others, they must first train 

themselves. 

The more a person’s status (within the society) increases, the more 

his (small) errors and slips become greater (in the eyes of the 

people). Similarly, when his duties increase and become more 

sensitive and critical (to be performed in the proper way), there is a 

greater danger that they may not be fulfilled how they should be. 

ونَ فصلخيمٍأَلْمظطَرٍ عي خ.  
“The sincere people (al-Mukhli#}n) are in the greatest danger.” 

While a person is young, he may commit sins and then say, “When I 

get older I will repent for this sin.”  This act of delaying and 

postponing one’s asking for forgiveness is an act of trickery and 

deceit on the part of Sha|¢{n and oneying one’s own lower desires. 
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There is another person who makes a promise to himself that when 

the Month of Rama~h{n comes along, he will ask for forgiveness. 

However, as previously mentioned, if a person wishes to be a guest 

and take part in a banquet,  he must first purify himself and put on 

clean clothing and then go forth to be the guest of another person - 

not that he takes part in the banquet while wearing dirty, filthy 

clothes!28 � 
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 نأَعاسِ ننِ مبكالُواقَ: الَقَ ال :ولَ يسللٌّاا ر نم ،أَهلـواُء آيـلَّا للٌّهذ ين
اطنِ ى بـلإِين نظَروا لَّذأَ: الَ؟ فَقَ�هم يحزنونَ علَيهِم والَ خوف الَ�
هتم إِني ا حلهـا، فَاهتموا بِآجِاهرِهى ظَـإلاس لناني نظَر ا حيـلدنا
ا ا ميتهم، و تركُوا منهنْ يمأَا خشوا ا ماتوا منهمأَا، فَهاجِلعاس بِلنا

 رفَضوه، و الَ الَّإِ رِضاا عا عرض لَهم منهنْ سيتركَهم فَمأَعلموا 
خهترِفْع نم مهعاداا خعالَّإِ د  قَتلخ ،وهعضاونـلديفَم مهدنا ا ع

هوندّدجيم فَمهنيب ترِبخ ا، وهونرمعا يم ا، وف تيات فَم مورِهدا ص
هونبحيهونمدهلْ يا، ببـا فَيونَ بِهني و ،مهترـا آخيِبهونعونَ بِهرتشا ا فَي

وا مظَرن ،مقى لَهبأَ ىـلإِا يهله بِهِم لَّتح عى قَدرثَاا صالَلْمفَم ،ا ت
 .ا يحذَرونََخوفاً دونَ م ا يرجونَ، و الَاناً دونَ ممأَيرونَ 

It has been narrated from Anas b. M{lik that, “We said, ‘O’ 

Messenger of All{h!  Who are the close, intimate friends of All{h 

who �Will have no fear upon them nor will they grieve�?’  The 

Prophet replied, ‘It is those people who look at the inner aspects of 

the transient world (the Duny{) while the other people are looking 

at its apparent aspects (the physical beauties and pleasures). These 

people (those who are the intimate friends of All{h) are concerned 

with their eventual outcome (and are thus working for it.) while the 

(other) people are concerned with this life (and are working for this 
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life).  So then these people (the intimate friends of All{h) die while 

in the world (do not have the love of the transient world) through 

the fear that the world may kill them and they also refrain from it 

(the transient world). They also refrain from those things of the 

material world that they feel will abandon them and they refuse 

whatever is offered to them from it (the world). There is nothing in 

it that tries to cheat them to make them higher except that they try 

to bring it down. The material world is worn out to them (like an 

old, worn out piece of clothing) and they refuse to renew it; and the 

world is demolished in their sight and they refuse to rebuild it. The 

material world has died in their hearts and they have no love for it. 

However, these people (who are the intimate friends of All{h) 

demolish the material world in order to build their next life. They 

sell the material world in order to purchase something that will stay 

with them for eternity. They look at the people of the world and 

those who have already been brought down and they see these 

people (the inhabitants of the transient world) as (spiritually) fallen 

- experiencing the punishment of All{h. Thus they do not see any 

safety or security except that they have the hope (of All{h) and they 

do not see any fear except the one that they are afraid of (the 

punishment and Hell Fire of All{h).”29 

 
The difference between “خوف” and “غم” is that the first word (خوف - 
fear) is used in relation to events that will transpire in the future, 

where as the second word (غم - grief) is used in relation to events 
that have already passed. 

There is a very important question that has been mentioned in this 

tradition that all of us must sincerely ponder upon. It was asked:  

“Who are the intimate friends of All{h i who do not fear the future 

and do not have grief over what has transpired in the past? “  
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The Im{m introduced these people to us by saying that, “The 

intimate friends of All{h i (Awliy{) are those people who have 

certain characteristics, one of which was that if some people 

worship this material world, those people (who have no fear nor 

grief) see the truth of the transient world.” 

In relation to those who worship this temporal world, the Noble 

Qur`{n mentions: 

  �افلُونَ خرة هم غَآلاا وهم عنِ يـلدناوة لْحيااهراً من يعلَمونَ ظَ �
“These people (who worship this material world) know the apparent 

aspects of the life of this world very well, however they are 

completely heedless of the next life.”30 

If these people (who worship the material world) decide to give 

something in charity, they would first employ mathematical 

calculations in regards to their donations (to measure their benefit 

and loss) and then finally would come to the conclusion that, “I have 

definitely gone into loss as my wealth has now decreased (by giving 

such a donation).”31 

The people who do not worship this temporal world look deep in 

their hearts and see the act of giving in charity in another way - just 

as the Noble Qur`{n mentions: 

بتت سبع ـأَن للٌّه كَمثَلِ حبةايلِ بِـالَهم في سين ينفقُونَ أَمولَّذامثَلُ  �
نسني كُلِّ سـابِلَ فلَةب  و ةبائَةُ حامضي للٌّهاعشي نمل آفاُء وو اللٌّهعس 

ليمع �  
“The parable of those people who spend their wealth in the way of 

All{h is just as a grain which (is planted) and then grows seven ears. 

In each ear is one hundred seeds and All{h increases (the reward) 
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for whomsoever He pleases and All{h is the All-Encompassing, All-

Knowing.”32 

Those people who simply judge and look at everything through the 

materialistic aspect of life say that: “If we take interest (Rib{) then 

our wealth will increase.”  However those who look at things in a 

deeper context and view things through the spiritual life would say, 

“Not only will our wealth not increase by taking interest, rather it 

will actually decrease!” 

In regards to this, the Qur`{n brings forth a very interesting phrase 

and says: 

�  قحماي اللٌّهبِي لرِّبوري قَاا ودلص و الَاات كُلَّ كَفَّ للٌّه بحيمٍ أَار يث�  
“All{h removes all the good that comes from Rib{ (Interest) and 

makes charitable gifts (Sadaqah) prosper, and All{h does not love 

every sinning, disbelieving person.”33 

When a person looks with precision, he will realize that the society 

in which interest is freely given and taken will end up in poverty 

and destruction and will also be plagued with insecurity. However, 

that society in which there is mutual help and assistance and one in 

which charity and monetary aid are given to one another is the 

society which will be successful, honoured and dignified (by All{h 

i). 

During the time of the «ajj before the Isl{mic Revolution (in Ir{n), 

the newspapers were filled with articles asking why at the time of 

performing the «ajj, so much hard-currency was leaving the 

country?  Why were the Ir{nians giving all their money to the 

˜Arabs during the «ajj season? 

However since these people (those writing such articles) were 

simply looking at the material aspects of this life, they were not able 

to discern that in the place of the few thousand dollars that were 
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leaving the country and being spent, what amount of spiritual 

benefits and profits the «ujj{j were bringing back into the country!   

It is this «ajj which forms the greatness of Isl{m and which leads to 

the unity, self-respect and honour for the Muslims, and every heart 

that goes to that sacred land returns back pure and clean! 

We see people who go through unimaginable difficulties, for the life 

of this world which is nothing more than the span of two 

(proverbial) days – they go through such difficulties not even 

knowing if they will be able to benefit and enjoy them in the future. 

For example, there was a person who had built a house in Tehr{n 

which he spent one and a half years just painting and finishing up 

the interior of. However, this unfortunate person was not able to 

benefit from this house (as shortly after building it, he passed away). 

His “40th Majlis” (the gathering kept forty days after a person has 

passed away) was kept in that same house!  We see how much 

people strive and struggle for the materialistic pleasures of this 

world in which they will not live for more than a few days, however, 

for the next life – which is eternal – they do not put forth any 

struggles, nor do they even think about it!  

The tradition under discussion contains a series of characteristics of 

the true intimate friends of All{h i that if we want to summarize, 

we would divide them up into the following three categories: 

1) The intimate friends of All{h i know this material world very 

well and they know that it is a temporary place in which they will 

not be staying long. 

2) These people will never become slaves of the beauties of this 

world and will never be deceived by the gold and glitter of the 

temporary abode since they have a good understanding of this 
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world. (Keep in mind that this point is a continuation of the first 

point). 

3) They make use of this material world only for what they need and 

it is upon this ruined transient world through which they build their 

permanent everlasting abode. Thus, they sell this temporal abode 

and purchase the next world in its place. 

Sometimes we see that All{h i grants a person a very high station 

and rank in this world. The question we need to ask is that from 

where did this great rank come from?  When we look carefully at 

this person, we see that he lived his life in the correct and proper 

manner and thus transcended from the dirt of this world to the 

higher realms of the heavens – he went from the low ground to the 

high, spiritual plains.  

On the day of the Battle of Khandaq, the Commander of the Faithful, 

˜Al| b. Ab| ¬{lib � struck such a blow with his sword that this act 

was referred to as being better than the worship of all of the Jinn 

and Mankind until the Day of Judgement. The Noble Prophet � 

said: 

ف يلةُ عبرمِ ضواي يبع نلُ مقِ أَفْضدنلْخ ةنِاادلثَّقَلَي.  
“The striking of the sword of ˜Al| on the day of Khandaq was better 

than the worship of all the Jinn and Mankind.” 

Why was this so?  It is because on that day, the complete and perfect 

manifestation of true belief (¥m{n) was face to face with the 

complete manifestation of disbelief (Kufr). In the book, Bi¡{r al-

Anw{r, we read the following tradition: 

 زرابمإِلَى ِإلي اانُ كُلُّههّكُل كرّلش.  
“The complete manifestation of true faith (¥m{n) was face to face 

with the complete manifestation of polytheism (Shirk).” 34 
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Thus, it is no surprise that the striking of the sword of ˜Al| � was 

better than the worship of all of the Jinn and Mankind! 

If we truly understand this issue then we would see that within half 

a day, the victory of all victories and the performance of an act of 

great importance ust like those which the Martyrs of Karbal{ 

carried out, was enacted. 

It is at this time that we would see the great value and worth of our 

lives, and in addition just like the intimate friends of All{h i (about 

whom we have been discussing in this talk of ours), we would no 

longer make the life of this material world our ultimate goal. � 





 
 
 
 
 

afp`lropb=bibsbk=
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 نأََعنِ مسِ بنكولَ : الَ، قَالسر تعماسللٌّه � يف طَبِهضِ خعب 
وموهظاع : محارا للٌّه راً، ويخ ماًء قَدرقَأَم داً، وقَص فَقن قاً، ودالَ ص
لَكم ودياع هتوهصى  شع و ،كْهلمت لَم أَوفِْسهن رم كْهلمت فَلَم.  

It has been narrated from Anas b. M{lik that, “I heard the Messenger 

of All{h � say in one of his speeches and words of admonition, 

‘May the mercy of All{h be upon that person who sends forth (for 

himself) something good; and who gives charity from the middle 

path (not too much or too little) and who speaks the truth; and who 

is the owner (in control) of his own desires and is not held captive 

by them; and who controls his own soul so that it does not take 

charge over him.”35 

 
In this tradition, the Noble Prophet � sent mercy upon a person 

who possess the following five characteristics: 

1. He is not waiting for others to send things ahead for him (in 

Paradise), rather he himself sends things forward for his own soul 

and he tried to make his home in the next life a habitable place. 

2. He treads upon the middle path (in giving charity) meaning he is 

not extravagant, nor is he miserly – when he gives out of his wealth. 

Thus, he is sure to follow the moderate course – he does not give out 

so much that he himself becomes poor and without anything, nor 

does he give out so little that the goodness which he has been given 

does not reach other people. 
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It has been mentioned in the Qur`an that: 

لْبسط فَتقْعد اا كُلَّ تبسطْه تجعلْ يدك مغلُولَةً إِلـى عنقك والَ والَ �
  �ملُوماً محسوراً 

“Do not make your hand tied to your neck (do not be miserly), nor 

stretch it forth to its utmost reach (nor be too generous) such that 

you become blameworthy and destitute.”36 

In another verse it states: 

� الَّذو أَذا إِينكَـنوا ورقْتي لَمرِفُوا وسي ذٌفَقُوا لَم نيانَ بقَو كاماً ل�  
“Those who, when they spend, are not extravagant and not stingy, 

but hold a just (balance) between these (extremes).”37 

3. A person’s tongue is not polluted with lies and speaking false 

things. 

All of these three things listed so far are good however the emphasis 

is more on the fourth and fifth characteristics: 

4 and 5. What is important here is that a person captures his own 

soul and enslaves it – one controls and keeps reins over it - not that 

one is made the slave of his own soul. The complete worth of a 

person is in this point that he becomes the leader of his own soul 

and not the slave of it.  

For example, when a person becomes angry, is one’s own tongue in 

his control or not?  Or when a person has the flames of jealousy 

burning up inside of him, does his true faith (¥m{n) put out such a 

fire?  In summary, a person has been placed at the intersection of 

two roads – one road which leads towards All{h i and Paradise; 

while the other path – which is not limited to one particular path, 

rather it has many other ways branching off of it – is going towards 

the Hell Fire.  
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To discuss this issue is very easy, however, to put these things into 

practice is extremely difficult.  

Sometimes, our leaders who are traversing the path of closeness to 

All{h i (Sair wa Sul}k) use the following expression, “He is a 

person who has done a lot of work (on his soul).”  By this phrase 

they mean that the person has fought against his own soul so much 

and has fallen down to the ground and gotten back up again and has 

continued to fight against his soul until the point that he becomes 

triumphant and has taken control of it for it takes self-discipline to 

win control over the soul. It also entails to have a complete 

knowledge of the meaning of the Qur`{n and the traditions of the 

Ahlul Ba|t in order to continue on this path. 

Each and every day, a person who wants to win control over his soul 

must read the Qur`{n, the commentaries of the Qur`{n and the 

traditions and transfer this knowledge into his mind and take 

energy and power from these things. 

There are some people who say that, “We know that such and such 

act is not right, however when we are about to perform this act, we 

lose control over ourselves and we don’t know why?!” 

This is the true meaning of being a servant. A person knows why (he 

is doing an act) but he does not know how to stop it because he is 

not the one in control of his own self. It is similar to a driver who is 

going down a steep hill and his car picks up speed and he says, “I 

have lost control of my car” and then his car smashes on the side of 

a mountain or he ends up in the ditch and is killed. Another 

example is that of a person at the top of a mountain who is going 

down at a fast speed with nothing in front of him to control his 

descent and speed. However, when he reaches the bottom of the 

mountain, then his speed will eventually slow down and he will 

come to a rest. 
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Our souls work in the same manner!   

How painful it is for a person that he knows (right from wrong) 

however he does not have the ability to prevent himself (from 

sinning) and it is our belief that for that time period when one does 

not know and commits sins, it is possible that he may not have a 

great responsibility (in the presence of All{h i) for what he is 

performing. But what about for one who knows the intensity of sins 

and their punishments? 

These are all warnings that we must be careful of our actions and 

that we must send forth good deeds for our own benefit. However, if 

we fall prey to performing wicked deeds and are not successful in 

repenting to All{h i and we leave this world in the state (of being 

sinners), then we must be ready and prepared to face the 

consequences. 

After we die, the ink in the pen of responsibility will dry up, and at 

this time, a person will not be able to ask for forgiveness, nor send 

any good deeds for his use in the next world, thus we must act now 

– before it is too late. � 
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ن نعٍعاف نقَإِ ع ،رمنِ عولُ قَ: الَبساالَ ر لُ  الَ: �للٌّهكْميدبِإلا عيانَ م
ى ـيض اللتفْوِا، وللٌّهاى لتوكُّلُ علأَ: الٍيه خمس خصحتى يكُونَ فللٌّه بِا
نه إِ .للٌّهاِء لصبر على بالَا، وللٌّهااِء ا بِقَضلرِّضا، وللٌّها مرِلأََيم لتسلا، وللٌّها

 نأَمف با ـيحللٌّهأَ، وضغب ا ـيفللٌّه أَ، وطى لعلٌّهل عنو م ،لٌّه فَقَد ،
  .نَاِإليماستكْملَ ا

It has been narrated from N{fi˜ from Ibne ˜Umar that the Messenger 

of All{h � said, “A servant’s faith in All{h will never become 

complete until he possesses five traits: complete reliance (al-

Tawakkul) in All{h, complete dependence (al-Tafw|~) on All{h 

(what He has decreed), complete submission (al-Tasl|m) to all of the 

commandments of All{h, complete contentment (al-Ri~a) upon 

what All{h has decreed, and complete patience (al-ªabr) for the 

calamities that All{h brings forth; because verily that person who 

loves for the sake of All{h and hates for the sake of All{h and gives 

(to others) for the (sake of) All{h and holds back (giving to others) 

for the (sake of) All{h is one whose faith is complete.”38 

 
In this tradition, the Messenger of All{h �bhas elucidated upon the 

various levels (that one must traverse) in order to achieve 

perfection in one’s faith. 

Some of the scholars of Akhl{q (ethics and morality) have also more 

or less mentioned the same points as the stages which one must 
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traverse on the path of Sa|r wa Sul}k (the path of one who is trying 

to get spiritually closer to All{h i. 

1. Tawakkul: The first stage is to have complete reliance in All{h i. 

In reality, the true believer must be one who says, “Since it is 

through the knowledge, power and mercy of All{h i that I have 

been granted true faith (¥m{n) and knowledge, I will take Him alone 

as the One whom I rely upon.” 

2. Tafw|~: The second stage is that of complete dependence on All{h 

i. In the previous stage, it is said that the true believer is walking 

on the path towards All{h i which he himself has chosen. However 

at this stage, the true believer – in reality – says to All{h i, “O’ 

All{h!  You know better than I do and thus, I leave everything in 

Your hands.” 

The Difference between Tawakkul and Tafw|~: 

At the stage of Tawakkul, a person gives precedence to everything 

that he feels is for his own personal benefit and thus he sees all the 

limits and restrictions for his own benefit. However in Tafwi~, the 

person knows that he has individual benefits at stake, however he 

does not see the limits – rather - he leaves them all up to All{h i (to 

fulfill) because he has complete reliance upon Him. 

3. Tasl|m: This stage is even higher than the previously mentioned 

level. At this stage, personal benefit has no meaning to the person. 

At the stage of Tawakkul, one’s personal wishes and desires were 

the topic of discussion, however at the level of Tasl|m, a person does 

not even consider his own personal desires. 

Question: If it is truly as you say (that one who is at the level of 

Tasl|m does not even make known his personal needs and desires) 

then there is no meaning to Du˜{ and supplication, right? 
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Answer: The meaning of Tasl|m is not that we do not ask our needs 

or desires from All{h i and that we do not call upon Him. Rather, it 

means that if we have asked Him for something and our prayers 

have not been answered (in this world), then we must still submit to 

Him (in the apparent non-fulfillment of our supplications). 

4. Ri~{: The stage of Ri~{ is greater than the previously mentioned 

stages. It can be said that at the level of Tasl|m, a person still had 

personal wants and desires, however he has submitted his presence 

and gives up his wants (to All{h i). However at the stage of Ri~{ - 

even within a person’s own soul – there is no resistance in relation 

to his wishes and desires - and this is the difference between Tasl|m 

and Ri~{. 

These levels mentioned form the four stages of the spiritual travel 

towards All{h i in the hopes of attaining closeness to Him. It is 

very easy to explain these levels through words, however how far 

the distance of travel is between each one of them! 

Sometimes, these levels are also known as [ للٌّهااء يف فن ] or complete 

annihilation in All{h i. Although it should be kept in mind that the 

word [فناء] has two meanings, of which the first is the known and 
rational interpretation which is reaching to the level of Ri~{. In this 

stage, a person forgets all of his own personal wishes and desires 

while in the spiritual presence of the Pure Essence of his Lord and 

truly this is the correct meaning of the phrase [ للٌّهافناء يف  ] which is also 

the agreed upon meaning in the Isl{mic legislations and our 

intelligence. 

Of course this in no way contradicts the philosophy of Du˜{ 

(supplication) and requesting our needs from All{h i. Thus, the 

person who has reached to this final stage of perfection of his ¥m{n 

(true faith) – meaning the stage of Ri~{ - is still in need of Du˜{ and 

supplicating to All{h i. 
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All of these stages can be achieved and reached through patience 

and perseverance. Principally, patience and standing firm is the root 

of all forms of happiness and contentment. 

The fifth piece of advice from the Commander of the Faithful, ˜Al| b. 

Ab| ¬{lib � in his testament was to observe patience, which in 

reality acts as the guarantor to being able to perform the first four 

pieces of advice. 

How many times have we seen that in order to reach these levels of 

perfection, a person readies himself and practices these acts for a 

few days - however that which is important is that one must have 

perseverance while treading on this path and must perpetually stay 

upon it. It has been said many times that any person who has 

reached the levels of ˜Ilm (knowledge), action (upon what he has 

learned) and Taqw{, has done so through the patience and 

perseverance that he displayed while on this path. 

In the end of this tradition there is a statement made that love and 

hate, giving to others and holding back things from others, must all 

be done sincerely for the sake of All{h i – since all of these are 

signs of a person who has perfect ¥m{n. � 
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لْقَلْب بِالْقَسوة، و انه يِسم إِلْمطْعمِ فَااكُم و فُضولَ يإِ �للٌّه االَ رسولُ قَ
طبُءيي ونِ بِالْجلطَّاارِحِ ع مصي و ،ةلْااعمس نع مااعِ هِم و ظَةعولْم

 .لْغفْلَةَالْهوى، و يولد انَّ يبدر إِلنظَرِ، فَااكُم و فُضولَ يإِ
The Messenger of All{h � has said, “I warn you in relation to eating 

too much because surely this act poisons the heart by making it 

hard (no emotional feelings), and makes your body parts lazy and 

lethargic in relation to obedience of All{h, and it deafens the ears 

from hearing advice and good counsel. I also warn you in relation to 

looking around with inquisitiveness because surely this act excites 

your desires and gives birth to negligence.”39 

 
In the above tradition, we have been prohibited from eating too 

much (filling our stomach) and looking at other people and 

(immaterial) things with inquisitiveness. 

1. Eating too much: The issue of observing moderation in our food is 

something whose importance we do not know or realize as we are 

not acquainted with the important benefits – both from the point of 

view of our physical body and health, and also in relation to our 

spirit and soul that this action has upon us. Thus, eating too much 

can be looked at from two different angles: the physical aspect and 

the spiritual aspect. 
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A) The Physical Aspect:  It has been confirmed that a majority of the 

diseases which  people are afflicted with are due to eating too much 

food. There are some doctors that have even brought proof to back 

up this claim and state that, “Microbes can and do enter the body 

from four different channels which are air, food, water and 

sometimes even through our skin and there is no way to prevent 

these from coming into our system.” 

When this skin of ours – which is a thick barrier that should prevent 

microbes from entering our body – has a scratch or wound on it, it is 

possible that through this injury, microbes can enter the body, thus 

breaking through this barrier of protection. Thus, we always try to 

defend ourselves from various types of attacks of microbes and 

illnesses. In addition, our body develops the means of protection 

and the defense mechanisms needed so that it does not become a 

source of infections. 

It is also been stated that the extra fat which covers over the tissues 

in the body is a place were various types of microbes can form and 

grow – just like a garbage can which is full and if kept in a place for a 

long time could lead to sicknesses and the spreading of various 

diseases.  

Some of the things which can protect us from such diseases is to 

burn off all of our excess body fat - and one of the ways that the fat 

can be burnt off is through fasting. All people can understand this 

fact since everyone can discern that when there is excess food in 

one’s body which is not absorbed into itself, then the body stores 

this excess, and in the end, the job of the heart then increases. 

In summary we state that when a person becomes heavier, it has a 

negative effect on all parts of his body and thus the heart and other 

organs also get sick faster, and naturally the life of the person is cut 

short. Therefore, if a person is sincerely trying to attain goodness 
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for one’s self, he must abstain from eating too much food and one 

must habituate himself to eating less, especially those people who 

do not exercise much. 

A doctor once said, “For over twenty years I have been trying to 

cure sick people and my answer to all of the experiences (over these 

years) that I have seen can be summed up in two phrases: 

‘moderation in food’ and ‘exercise.’” 

B) The Spiritual Aspect: The tradition we started with points to 

three very important spiritual aspects that a person who eats too 

much will face: 

1) The first is that a person who eats too much will develop spiritual 

hardness of his heart. 

2) The second point is that eating too much will lead a person to 

becoming lazy and lethargic in his worship. When a person eats 

heavy food, he is not able to easily perform his ªal{tul Fajr and 

when he does wake up for the ªal{t, he resembles a person who is 

giddy or drunk. However, when a person eats light and simple food, 

then when the time of the Adh{n comes, or even before the time of 

the prayer, he wakes up and is full of joy and energy. He would be in 

a mental condition to study or to perform the worship of All{h i. 

3) The third point is that a person who eats too much will have his 

ears sealed to listening to and taking heed of advice and good 

council. 

When a person is fasting, we see that his heart has pity and 

sympathy for others in it and his level of spirituality increases. 

However when a person’s stomach is full, his mind does not work 

properly and thus, one even becomes spiritually far away from All{h 

i. 
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Maybe you yourselves have noticed that during the Month of 

Rama~h{n, the people’s hearts are more willing and ready to hear 

advice and exhortation since through staying hungry and fasting in 

the day time, the hearts have developed a sense of purity in them. 

2. Looking at Others: What is the meaning of the word “نظر” in this 
tradition?  One is that of looking at a non-Ma¡ram which can lead a 

person to take his lower desires as his Lord. However this word has 

a much wider and deeper meaning than just this. 

By this we mean that any sort of look with the eyes which can lead a 

person’s lower desires to get excited, may be included in the 

meaning of this word in the tradition under review. For example: a 

person passes by a store and while staring with astonishment at the 

things he sees in the window, he wishes for them and says to 

himself, “Oh!  If only I had those things!”  Or a person sees the 

newest model of car that has come out and has the desire that he 

had that car. This sort of looking at something and having that 

longing and desire that he had such a thing can lead to negligence 

and forgetfulness (of All{h i). It is these sorts of wishes that make a 

person attracted and attached to this temporal world. 

However the look which is done to take lessons and learn, and 

which is purely a “religious look” or that look which is for example 

done to help and reach out to a poor, destitute person or a person 

who is sick so as to help and cure him is a look that is very highly 

recommend and has been emphatically emphasized (in our 

religion). 

Point to Consider: Many types of wealth and levels of status in this 

material world, as has been mentioned in the traditions and Nahjul 

Bal{gha, can be described as such: 

 نٍء مياكُلُّ شنـلديما س هأَاعيع نم ظَمعانِه.  
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“Everything that is in the world which is heard about (that people 

say) is greater than what can be seen of it (greater than it truly 

is).”40 

As it is commonly stated, “The sound of the kettledrum is pleasing 

to hear from afar.”  From a great distance, the sound of such a drum 

is nice and pleasing however as a person gets closer and closer to it, 

he will then realize that it is a flimsy, empty thing which actually 

hurts the ears! 

The late «adhrat ¤yatull{h al-˜U£m{ Bur}jerd| once gave the 

following advice to us in one of his lessons, “If a student (of the 

«awza) studies Isl{m with the intention that he wants to reach the 

level or status that I (¤yatull{h al-˜U£m{ Bur}jerd|) have reached to, 

then do not have any doubt about his foolishness and simplicity. 

You are thinking from afar (not in this position that I am in) and you 

see that I am at this position of Marja˜iyyat  however I see myself at 

a station where I am not the master of my own life and how it passes 

by. I do not even have the ability to control when I take a rest or 

relax.” 

Almost all gifts of this world are just like this.� 

 





=
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رنَّأَى و را ولَس الَقَ �للٌّه :كْيلْا لُممؤمن إِيمانه حتى يحوىت لى ع
ةَائَم ثَالَثَ و خالٍص :فلٌع و علٌم نِ وةٌي و ابطن اظَ وهأَ الَقَفَ .رمري 
: � الَقَ؟ فَالٍصخ ثَالَثَو  ةَائَملْاا م �للٌّه ا ولَسا ري: � نينِمؤملْا
يا علي من فَصلْا اتمؤمنْأَ ن ونَكُي جلْا الُورِكْفج ،وهرا يّرِكْلذ ،

  ...ةُعازِنملْا يلُم، جهملْيماً حظع مهلْرياً عثكَ
It has been narrated that the Messenger of All{h � said to the 

Commander of the Faithful, ˜Al| b. Ab| ¬{lib �: “The true believer’s 

faith will be completed when he possesses one hundred and three 

particularities and these can be divided up into five categories: 

actions that have been done in the past; actions that are done and 

continue to be done (in the present and future); (his) intention; the 

external characteristics; and the internal characteristics.”  the 

Commander of the Faithful, ˜Al| b. Ab| ¬{lib � said to the Prophet 

�, “O’ Messenger of All{h! What are these one hundred and three 

particularities?”  The Prophet � replied, “O’ ˜Al|!  Of the 

characteristics of a true believer are that he is continuously in 

thought; he performs the remembrance of All{h out loud; he 

possesses a great deal of knowledge; his forbearance is great; and his 

confrontations (with others) is done with beauty…”41 

 
In reality, this detailed tradition is a complete course in Isl{mic 

ethics (Akhl{q) which the Noble Messenger � presented to ˜Al| �. 
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In this talk, the Prophet � summarized the Isl{mic morals into five 

categories which are: past actions, continuous and future actions, 

intention, internal characteristics and external characteristics. 

What is the difference between [فعل] or past actions and [عمل] or 
continuous future actions?  The first word refers to something 

which was done in the past and stopped in the past which a person 

sometimes still performs, whereas the second word refers to any 

action that is continuously being done. 

The Noble Prophet � said that, “The first characteristic of a true 

believer is that he is one who is continuously in thought.”  By this 

we mean that he is not a person who is like a rock that is stationary 

and stagnant – rather he is one whose thoughts are always 

continuously progressing and he is always striving to grasp new 

views and is never satisfied with his level of knowledge. 

In this part of the tradition, the Prophet � has mentioned that the 

first characteristic of a true believer is in relation to his thoughts - 

and this shows the importance of thought in Isl{m. 

The greatest act for a true believer is to continuously be in thought, 

and as it is said that the form of worship that Ab} Dharr � 

performed the most was thought and contemplation. If we seriously 

think about the outcome of the events (before we perform them) 

then we would not fall into the difficulties that we are in today. 

The second characteristic that has been mentioned is the 

remembrance of All{h i out loud – in some versions of the tradition 

the word [جوهري] has been replaced with the word [جهوري] – however 
both mean out loud. In our opinion, both forms (of the tradition) 

relate to the fact that the remembrance of All{h i should be 

performed out loud. 
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It should be noted that by performing the remembrance of All{h i 

out loud, this does not go against the intention of doing this act 

simply for the pleasure of All{h i, since in the Isl{mic legislation, 

we have been commanded to remember All{h i both out loud and 

also quietly. In addition, we have also been told to give the ªadaqah 

and Z{kat both privately and also in the open and each of these has 

their own benefit and advantage. 

When these acts are done in the open (for others to know about) it 

is a form of tabl|gh or propagation of the teachings of the religion; 

whereas when they are done in private and secrecy, it also brings 

about a special spiritual effect to the person. 

The third characteristic of the true believer is that he has abundant 

knowledge. It has been mentioned in the traditions that the Divine 

reward that is given to a person (for one’s acts of worship) is based 

on their level of knowledge and intelligence. Thus, it is possible that 

one person prays a two Rak˜at ªal{t and another person performs 

one hundred Rak˜at of ªal{t, however the person who performed 

two Rak˜at may actually receive more Divine reward than the other 

person. In reality worship has a coefficient and the coefficient of 

worship is knowledge and intelligence. 

The fourth characteristic of the true believer is that he has a graet 

deal of forbearance. By this we mean that just as his knowledge is 

vast, his forbearance too is great. 

A scholar interacts quite frequently with people within his society 

and if he does not possess forbearance, then he will definitely fall 

into troubles. We should take the forbearance and self-control of 

Prophet Ibr{h|m � as an example. In history, we do not have any 

group of people who were more corrupt than the people of Prophet 

L}¢ � and their punishment too was the most frightening of all 

other forms of punishment: 
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� فَلَمآا جنرَء أَملْنعا جا عهيالا سلَهافنطَرأَم ا وهلَيا عجا ح نةً مار
 ودضنجِّيلٍ مس�  

“When Our decree which was issued came to pass, We turned (the 

cities) upside down and rained down on them brimstones hard as 

baked clay spread layer upon layer.”42 

Their punishment was such that their cities were turned completely 

upside down. At one point, the Angels came down to let loose the 

punishment on these people which consisted of the raining of 

stones upon them, however they first came to Prophet Ibr{h|m � 

and gave him the good news that a son was born to him and his wife 

which made Prophet Ibr{h|m � extremely happy. After hearing 

this, he prayed to All{h i for the permission to intercede for the 

people of the tribe of Prophet L}¢ � and it is quoted in the Qur`{n 

that it was said: 

� فَلَمرإِب نع با ذَه يمااهج و عوآلر هاَءتجرى يشلبلُنادمِ لُوطي قَوا ف .
رإِنَّ إِب يماهيمللَح أَواه نِيبم �  

“When fear had passed from (the mind of) Ibr{h|m and the glad 

tidings had reached him he began to plead with Us for L}t’s people. 

For Ibr{h|m was without doubt forbearing (of the faults of others), 

tender-hearted, oft-returning to All{h.”43 

It takes a great deal of forbearance for a person to pray for his 

intercession to reach to a tribe of people (such as that of the people 

of L}t �) and this is one sign of the nobility, forbearance and 

magnanimous heart that Prophet Ibr{h|m � possessed. Thus with 

this said the scholar too must have a great deal of tolerance and as 

much as possible, must try to correct the wrongs within the society 

slowly and try not to and remove all the wrong doings immediately. 
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The fifth characteristic of a true believer is that his method of 

speech is beautiful and when he discusses or speaks to others, it is 

through beautiful exhortation and he does not resort to a war of 

words or harsh disputes. 

The conditions of our society today are very delicate. The dangers 

are only one step away from us and in these present conditions, 

what does our intelligence tell us to do?  Should we just take any 

issue that comes up as a pretext or excuse to jump into the battle 

arena or does our intelligence tell us that the time we are living in 

right now is a time that demands harmony and unity? 

Thus, we must always go back to the Qur`{n: 

� لِ اوبوا بِحمصتالَاعيعاً ومج قُوا  للٌّهفَرت�  
“And hold tightly to the rope of All{h all together and do not be 

divided…” 

Is today not the day of unity of the entire nation?  What does our 

intelligence tell us in regards to this?   

The writers, those in charge of the government, the representatives 

of the Parliament, the University students, and all others!!  I swear 

by All{h – we must all wake up!   

Does our intelligence tell us that anytime an issue comes up that we 

must use this as an excuse to gather together and make our way 

from the Universities to the Masjid or other parts of the city such 

that the enemies can take advantage of such movements and 

activities? 

It is our hope and prayer that if there is discussion and even 

disagreement then these take place under the banner of: 

جالْ يلٌممازِنعة.  
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That we must have beautiful discourses and dialogues with one 

another as this is one of the characteristics of the true believer we 

must keep in mind the rules and laws and that the standards of 

unity are maintained. 

A majority of the people within our country are religiously minded 

and when the Month of Rama~h{n or the days of ˜¤shur{ come 

around, we see the entire scene of the country changes – thus we 

can say that the people have a strong connection with the religion. 

Thus, we musrt gather around the religion which is our source of 

power and worth and make the best use of this agent that we have. 

� 
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In our previous discourse, we related a tradition from the Noble 

Prophet � which he conveyed to Im{m ˜Al| � where he 

mentioned that a true believer would not be considered as such 

until he possess one hundred and three characteristics and these 

characteristics are divided up into five categories. In our previous 

discussion, we explained what these five categories were. Now we 

will relate five more characteristics. 

ماً، سبت هكَحساً، ضفْن مهلَّذَراً، أَدص اسِلنا عسو، أَةعاجِرملْا مـيرِكَ...
ا وجتماعه تماًلَّع...  

“(The true believer is one who possesses) noble interactions (with 

others); his (spiritual) bosom is the most expansive from all other 

people; his soul is the most humbled (of others); his laughing is done 

(only) with smiling (not out loud); and his gathering (with others) is 

(only) in order to learn something… “44 

 
The first characteristic mentioned abovue is that a true believer’s 

interaction with others is of a noble nature. This line actually has 

two meanings: 

1. The meetings or interactions that the people have with him are 

dignified and venerable – meaning that when they want to meet 

him, if he has the ability he meets with them or he gives them a 

promise that in the future he will meet with them. If this are not 

possible then he excuses himself that he will not be able to meet 

with them. In this regards, the Qur`{n states: 
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� نّم ريةٌ خرفغمو وفرعلٌ مقَو  قَةدصهعبتآ أَذًىي �  
“Speaking a good word (to others) and asking forgiveness (from 

them) is better than charity which is followed by aggravating (the 

other person).”45 

2. When such a person goes to meet other people, he does so with 

nobility and dignity. By this we mean that if he needs something 

from another person, he requests it from him with the proper 

etiquette - not that he is forceful or persistent in asking the person 

for a particular thing. Thus, he does not impose himself on others 

and then due to humility, they are forced or compelled to give him 

what he wants. 

The next characteristic of the true believer is that he is one whose 

(spiritual) bosom is expansive – meaning that his heart is much 

more (spiritually) open than all other people. In relation to the 

spiritual openness of the heart, the Qur`{n states the following: 

�  رِدي نافَمهردص حرشي هيدهأَنْ ي الَ للٌّهلِإلس لَّهضأَنْ ي رِدي نم مِ و
  � يجعلْ صدره ضيِّقاً حرجاً

“So then that person whom All{h intends one who is deserving of 

guidance) to guide (to the Truth) – He opens his heart up (to 

receive) al-Isl{m and whoever He intends (that person who is not 

deserving of guidance) to leave in misguidance, He constricts his 

heart.”46 

What is the true meaning of having an expansive chest?  Those 

people who possess an expansive (spiritual) chest are able to endure 

anything that happens to them (things one does not enjoy, 

difficulties, trials), and he is a person who is not affected by people 

speaking bad about him and is also one who does not become 

hopeless quickly. He is a person who takes in knowledge and 
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information of various types and if a person was to speak or do 

something bad to such a person, he would keep this in the back of 

his mind and would not fill his head with the bad things that happen 

to him. However the person who has a constricted spiritual bosom is 

the person who, when afflicted with the smallest difficulty becomes 

upset and does not have the ability to accept and handle trials and 

tribulations. 

The eighth characteristic is that one’s soul is humbled. In the 

language of the ˜Arabs, the word [ذلت] means humility and the 
meaning of the word [ذلول] is that of one that is disciplined. However 
in Persian, the word [ذلت] carries with it a very negative connotation 
– thus, it should be said that this characteristic is in the meaning of 

humility, meaning that a true believer has extreme humility and is 

humble in the presence of other people. 

Whether another person is great or insignificant, he respects 

everyone and does not wait or expect that others should show 

respect to him (first). 

The ninth characteristic of a true believer is that he possesses the 

trait of not laughing with a loud voice. It has been mentioned in the 

tradition that the Prophet �bnever laughed with a loud voice – 

thus, even the laughing of a true believer should be done with 

dignity and following etiquette. 

The tenth characteristic of the true believer is that when he is 

sitting in a gathering, he strives to learn and gain knowledge in 

something, and one does not busy himself with backbiting and other 

things which do not pertain to him or which have absolutely no 

benefit. � 
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In our previous discussions, we had begun explaining a tradition 

from the Noble Prophet �bin which this great personality detailed 

one hundred and three qualities which the true believer must 

possess. Ten of these qualities have been explained in detail, and 

now we embark on explaining six more characteristics: 

ذَمّكالْ رغلِافم ،عّلالْ مجالَلِاه ، يؤذى من يؤذيه الَ و يخوض فا الَيم 
ينِعيه الَو يشمبِ تمصيبة الَو كَذْيأَ رداً بِحـغيبة... 

“(The true believer) is that person who continuously reminds those 

people who are negligent; they are teachers of the ignorant people; 

they do not aggravate other people who aggravate him; and they do 

not interfere in those things which are not their business; and if 

another person falls into a tribulation, (the true believer) does not 

rejoice at it; nor does he back-bite another person”47 

 
The eleventh characteristic of a true believer is that he 

“continuously reminds those people who are negligent” meaning 

that the true believer is a person who advises those around him who 

are inattentive (to the faith). 

A person is said to be negligent (Gh{fil) when he knows something 

however he does not pay attention (concerning that thing). For 

example he knows that drinking alcohol is ¡ar{m (prohibited) 

however he does not pay attention to that ruling. 

The twelfth characteristic of a true believer is that he is a “teacher 

of the ignorant person” – meaning that he teaches others around 
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him who may be unaware (of their religious responsibilities). The 

ignorant (J{hil) is a person who does not know (something). 

What is the difference between scolding the person who is negligent 

and guiding the person who is ignorant and (what is the difference) 

between Amr bil Ma˜r}f and Nah| ˜Anil Munkar (Forcefully 

commanding to that which is ethically right and vigorously 

forbidding from that which is bad or evil)?  These three obligatory 

acts must not be mixed up or confused with one another. 

The negligent person is one who knows the (Isl{mic) rulings, 

however he is not attentive (meaning that he has forgotten the issue 

or ruling at hand). For example he knows that it is prohibited to 

backbite another person, however he forgets this and may het 

involved in an act of backbiting.  

The ignorant person is the one who does not know the ruling and 

thus, we wish to teach him the ruling - for example a person who 

does not know the rulings in relation to backbiting.  

The ruling of Amr bil Ma˜r}f and Nah| ˜Anil Munkar is also 

something that is performed in regards to an issue in which the 

person is aware of the issue at hand and the rulings pertaining to it 

and is neither negligent of it, nor is he ignorant. 

With this said, the question arises that what is the ruling of each of 

these? 

In relation to a person who is negligent and inattentive, if the issue 

is not so important such as the eating of something which is najis 

(ritually impure), then it is not w{jib (obligatory) to remind that 

person; thus this issue is only limited to those important tasks, for 

example, shedding the blood of an innocent person thinking that he 

is a sinner (one for whom the death penalty has been specified for in 
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Isl{m and must therefore be killed after going through the judicial 

procedure).  

The person who is ignorant to the rulings must be taught them and 

this act is a w{jib (obligatory) one. 

In relation to Amr bil Ma˜r}f and Nah| ˜Anil Munkar in which a 

person knowingly and intentionally performs a sin, we must 

command him to good and prevent him from committing evil 

through the use of kind words.  

Thus, each of these three acts is w{jib (obligatory), however their 

scope is quite different from one another.  

That which is normally seen among the common population is that 

they say “Let M}s{ be on his own faith and ˜Is{ be on his own faith” 

(meaning that we should not interfere with other people or pry into 

their lives) or some people say that, “You are not going to be in my 

grave” (so then do not tell me what to do and what not to do) but 

these are all words which have absolutely no meaning.  

We must guide one another and not be indifferent to this issue. iIt is 

not equivalent to interfering in the lives of other people. Rather, it 

has been mentioned in the traditions that the example of a person 

who lives among a group of sinners is similar to a person who is 

sitting in a boat in his own area and drills a hole in the bottom of the 

boat. When other people start to ask him what he is doing he 

replies, “I am making a hole in my part of the boat” to which the 

people reply to him, “We all share the same eventual outcome. If the 

boat has a hole in it, then we will all drown!”   

There are other examples in the traditions such as the one in which 

it states that if a store in the shopping market of town catches fire, 

then when the people who work in that plaza get together to help 

put out the fire, the owner of that shop has no right to say “Why are 
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you interfering here – this is my shop!”  Since in reply, the people 

would say, “We too are working in this same plaza and it is possible 

that the fire from your shop may also affect and burn down our 

shop.” 

These two examples are accurate portrayals of the philosophy 

behind Amr bil Ma˜r}f and Nah| ˜Anil Munkar and are proof that this 

is a general responsibility for all people since we all share a common 

eventual end. 

The thirteenth characteristic of the true believer is that he does not 

irritate people who irritate him. In the Isl{mic understanding, we 

have two terms which are different from one another: 

1. ˜Ad{lah: The meaning of this word is: To that amount that you 

have been oppressed, you are permitted to oppress the other party 

(not more than this). 

2. Fa~il{h: This is something other than ˜Adl or justice and in reality, 

is what we refer to as ˜Afw or forgiveness. By this we mean that we 

do good to a person who does bad to us and this is one of the 

greatest characteristics, such that the Prohpet of Isl{m � has said: 

عيطى من همرح.  
“The person who has prevented you (from something) should still 

be given (his right).” 

يفَعو عن من ظَلَمه.  
“The one who has done oppression should be forgiven.” 

يلِص مقُ نطعه.  
“Try to establish ties with the one who broke off relations.” 

The perfect true believer does not go after ˜Ad{lah, rather, he goes 

after Fa~il{h. 
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The fourteenth characteristic of a true believer is that he does not 

interfere in things which are not his business. The phrase in this 

tradition [ يعينهما ال  ] is in the meaning of [ما ال يقصده] which means that 
the true believer stays away from anything that is not related to 

himself. 

One of the most important challenges that people face is when 

others interfere in things which are none of their business. This 

even happens at the level of government and also as we see when 

one country tries to interfere in the affairs and business of another 

country. 

The fifteenth characteristic of a true believer is that if another 

person falls into a tribulation, he does not rejoice at the misfortune 

of that person. 

In life, we have both good and bad days and a true believer is that 

person, who when difficulties fall upon him, does not resort to 

rejoicing at another’s misfortune. The true believer is a person who 

does not say, “You see what kind of troubles All{h has placed upon 

you!  I told you that you should not do such and such an act!”  

Speaking in such a way to another person is a very cowardly, foolish 

thing to do and is just like rubbing salt into a wound on the body. 

Although it is very likely that the person is facing some tribulation 

due to some bad deeds that he performed, however a true believer 

must not rejoice at this sort of thing because maybe tomorrow, a 

tribulation may come his way, since all of us face difficulties in our 

lives. 

The sixteenth characteristic of a true believer is that he does not 

backbite another person. As for the importance of not backbiting 

another, it is sufficient for us to mention that the Late Shaykh al-

An#{r|, in his book al-Makasib has mentioned that if a person who 

backbites does not ask All{h i for forgiveness before passing away, 
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then he will be the first person to enter into the hell fire and if he 

asks for forgiveness and it is accepted from him, then he will be the 

last person to enter into Paradise. 

Backbiting destroys the character and respect of another Muslim 

and as we know, the character and respect of a Muslim is sacred, 

just as his blood is sacred and sometimes it can be seen that his 

character and respect are actually more important than his blood 

(life). � 
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In the previous dicsussions, we had narrated a tradition from the 

Noble Prophet �bin which he listed one hundred and three 

characteristics to Im{m ˜Al| � that a true believer must possess in 

order to be classified as being complete and one who possesses true 

faith. Up until now, sixteen characteristics were mentioned and in 

this discussion, we will cover six more. 

...رِبيئاً ملْا نمحرماتو ،اقفاً عنا دلشبهكَات ،ثلْا ريقَاِءطَع ،ذى، َألا يلُل
عناًو لْليبِرِغأَ ، ولْباً لـييمِت...  

“(The true believer is one who) stays away from all prohibited 

things; is at a standstill when it comes to things which are doubtful 

(in the religion); gives away a lot (to others); bugs and annoys others 

very little; is a helper to the stranger; and acts as a father to the 

orphans…” 

 
The seventeenth characteristic of a true believer is that he stays 

away from all prohibited things, meaning that not only does he 

refrain from that which is prohibited, but he also keeps away from 

sins. 

There is a difference when we state that a person does not commit 

sins and when we say that he stays away from sins. There are people 

who find that when committing certain sins brings about pleasure 

for them, however because of All{h i, they keep away from these 

acts. However, sometimes it is possible that through a person’s self-

building and purification of the soul, one reaches a level that he 
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actually develops an aversion to committing sins and does not gain 

any sort of pleasure from these acts. It takes a great amount of work 

and struggle to reach this stage in a person’s life such that one can 

develop pleasure in obeying All{h i and an aversion to sinning. 

The eighteenth characteristic is that one is at a standstill when it 

comes to things which are doubtful in the religion. Areas of doubt 

can actually lead to the (performance) of forbidden acts and the one 

who falls prey to performing acts which are doubtful in the religion, 

will eventually find himself following the prohibited acts (as well). 

These doubtful acts resemble the shoulder on the side of the road 

(which a person driving a car must avoid to stop himself from 

falling into the ditch) and is something which the true believer must 

stay away from.  

In reality, the doubtful acts are the sanctuary of the prohibited acts 

and thus, we must stay away from these since their force and power 

is just like electricity which is so great such that if a person was to 

get too near this electricity, it would not only pull the person close, 

but it would also burn him! 

In our traditions, there is a good explanation which has been given 

that states, “Do not enter into the private property of other people 

otherwise you may be pulled towards usurpation.” 

There are many people who have been pulled towards drug 

addiction in their lives and in the beginning we see that they give 

the excuse that they are smoking just to pass time and for pleasure, 

however it reaches a point where they are completely dependent on 

such things. 

The nineteenth characteristic of a true believer is that he gives a 

great deal to other people. As we know, the word “a lot” is a relative 

term. For example, if in order to build a hospital which is needed in 

a society, a rich person (who has millions of dollars) gives 
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$100,000.00 then this amount may be – in relation to his amount of 

wealth – something very small. However if a person who is not well 

off gives $1,000.00 (which may be a large portion of his savings), 

then everyone would congratulate him. Therefore, giving gifts and 

charity are things which are relative.  

During the battle of Tab}k, the Prophet � asked the people to 

prepare the Muslim troops for battle and everyone helped quite a 

bit. Amongst those who gave in the way of Isl{m, there was a simple 

worker who in order to help the Muslim army - worked an extra 

night and whatever earnings he gained on that night, he presented 

to the Prophet �. The Mun{fiq}n (Hypocrites) started to make fun 

of this person, then the following verse of the Qur`{n was revealed: 

ي الصدقَات والَّـذين الَ  ــالْمؤمنِني ف لَّذين يلْمزونَ الْمطَّوِّعني منأَ �
 رخس مهنونَ مرخسفَي مهدهونَ إِالَّ ججِداللٌّيه ــم  ـذَابع ملَهو مهن

يمأَل �  
“Those who taunt those of the Faithful, who give their ªadaq{t 

(charity) freely, and also those who give to the extent of their 

earnings and scoff at them (as well); All{h will pay them back their 

scoffing, and they shall have a painful chastisement.”48 

It was at this time that the Prophet told Ab} ˜Aq|l (the man who had 

worked extra to help the Muslim troops) to place the dates that he 

had earned on top of the other dates that others had given so that 

through his hard work, the entire supply would be filled with Divine 

spiritual blessings. 

The twentieth characteristic of a true believer is that he tries to 

limit inconveniences to other people. In order for this point to be 

made clear, we present the following example. 
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Life is filled with troubles and inconveniences such as the need for 

everyone to build a house to live in and thus, when this is being 

done, the place where people would pass from becomes blocked 

while a house is being built. However that which is important is that 

those inconveniences that come about naturally in our daily life 

must be avoided as much as possible. Thus, a true believer is the 

person who, if he needs to inconvenience other people, keeps it to a 

minimum amount. 

The twenty-first characteristic is that one helps and assists another 

person who is in a strange land and is an outsider (in that area). 

It is very good to help your neighbours and your close family 

members however in reality, this is nothing more than “give and 

take” as today you may help your neighbour and tomorrow he will 

come to your aide. However that which is important is that you help 

and assist another person and do not expect that he gives you 

something back in return for your help. Thus, the highest level of 

assistance is shown to a foreigner or stranger. 

The twenty-second characteristic is that one acts as a father to the 

orphans. In this tradition, the Prophet � did not tell us that the 

true believer is one who helps, feeds and takes care of the orphan – 

rather, he told us that he acts as a father to the orphans. This means 

that any job or responsibility that the father would have over his 

own children is the same thing that the orphan is entitled to 

receive. 

We must keep in mind that these ethical commandments were 

explained and brought forth in an environment in which anger and 

hatred for other people ran strong and had a negative effect on the 

people and the way they interacted with others. 
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We hope and pray that All{h i makes us all successful in being able 

to fulfill these obligations and that we pay close attention to these 

characteristics of a true believer who has perfected his faith. �
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In our previous discussions, we had narrated a tradition from the 

Noble Prophet � which he spoke to ˜Al| � in which he listed the 

characteristics of a true believer. Twenty-two of these 

characteristics have been explained, and now we go through four 

more of the one hundred and three characteristics. 

  ...راًتس كتهي اً والَرس فشكْي ، الَدلَلصا نم دلَصأَ و دهلشا نلى محأَ
“(The complete true believer is one who) is sweeter than honey; and 

is stronger than the outside of a rock; and who does not expose the 

secrets that people confide in him; and if he himself finds out 

something about other people, he does not expose this 

information.” 

 
The twenty-third characteristic of a true believer is that he is 

sweeter than honey, meaning that interaction with him is 

something pleasant.  

Looking at the lives of the A`immah, especially the life of ˜Al| �, it 

is commonly known that sitting in his presence and any sort of 

interaction that others had with him was always something 

pleasant, as he was a person who had a sense of humor and always 

spoke with grace. 

Some people believe that the more holy or pious a person is, the 

more stern and harsh he must be, whereas we see that the things 

which actualyl make a person progress in various areas such as 
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politics, society, culture, etc... and which also play a very important 

role in his life, is his pleasant interaction and demeanor with others. 

Sometimes, the most difficult of tasks can be solved through 

pleasant interaction which is full of love and tenderness and carried 

through with a cheerful face. It is through such interaction that the 

knots of enmity can be loosened and in which displeasures are 

removed. In addition, the fire of anger can be put out and chaos and 

confusion between individuals can be controlled. 

The Prophet � has stated:  

  .قِلْخلْا نسح و للٌّهاوى قْت ةَنجلْا يتمأُ هبِ جلا تم رثَكْأَ
“The most (important) of things which will bring my Ummah closer 

to Paradise are Taqw{ of All{h and having a good disposition.”49 

The twenty-fourth characteristic is that he is stronger than the 

outside covering of a rock. Seeing as how sometimes people go to 

one extreme and think that to be of good character means that a 

person must give up his rights in the face of his enemy, the Prophet 

� continued his speech by saying that although interaction with a 

true believer and indeed his character is sweeter than honey (very 

kind and loving), but at the same time he is not a push over. Rather, 

in the face of his enemies, he is harsher and harder than a rock 

(meaning that he does not give in).  

It has been mentioned in the Noble Qur`{n that a true believer is 

merciful amongst his friends and fellow believers while he is harsh 

against the enemies and that he is even stronger and more powerful 

than iron and even a mountain: 

  .لِبجلْا نم دشأَ و يددحلْا رِبز نم دشأَ
“(The true believer) is firmer and stronger than iron and more 

powerful than a mountain.” 
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As we know, a mountain and even iron can be molded and cut 

through however a true believer can never be cut through, molded 

or changed. The true believer must be just as ˜Al| � was. However 

there are some people who bring up the excuse that since by nature, 

Im{m ˜Al| � was a very joking person, thus, he was not able to be 

the leader of a society - however at the same time, we see that he 

was also powerful and harsh with others. Of course in those areas 

where the Isl{mic laws give permission, a person must not be harsh 

and unsympathetic and it has been mentioned that the person who 

is harsh with others in this world will be judged with harshness by 

All{h i on the Day of Judgement. 

The twenty-fifth characteristic of a true believer is that he does not 

expose the secrets which others confide in him.  

What does it truly mean that one does not expose the secrets of 

others??  We know that during the course of one’s life, all of us have 

secrets which we do not like others to know, because if they were to 

be known, then this would make life very difficult. Thus, if a person 

was to relate thess secrets to other people and tell them that, 

“Whatever has been mentioned in this gathering is a trust that you 

must keep and no one else must know these secrets”, then this must 

be obeyed.  

It has even been mentioned in the traditions that if a person was to 

tell you something and while telling you, kept looking around him 

to the left and right to make sure that no one else was listening to 

what he was telling you, then this is also a sign that what he is 

telling you is a secret, even though he may not have expressly told 

you that it was such.  

A secret that another believer confides is sacred and must be 

respected just as the blood of a true believer is sacred. Therefore, 

the secrets that he keeps with you must be kept hidden from others. 
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The twenty-sixth characteristic of a true believer is that he does not 

expose thath which is hidden about another person. Exposing this is 

only possible when the person does not tell you the secret directly – 

rather, you yourself find out something about him and thus, you 

keep this thing to yourself and it is this thing which you must not 

expose to other people. 

One of the forms of backbiting is when someone exposes the secrets 

of another person and spreads hidden information (about others) – 

things which have become common place in today’s day and age. 

However we must be very careful that even if there is no danger to 

anyone else and the issue is only related to us but here too, we do 

not indulge in spreading hidden information.  

However if a person has some knowledge of the government, 

general society, close family members, the youth, the faith of other 

people, etc… then in these issues, spreading hidden information 

(about others) is not a problem at all. This issue shares the same 

ruling of backbiting such that if backbiting a person is more 

important than the protection of the secrets of the people 

(backbiting would serve a higher and nobler goal), then it is not a 

problem. In addition, in the issue of covering the secrets of other 

people that you yourself are made aware of, this principle too must 

be put into practice (that sometimes it may be more important to 

expose such secrets as it would help in serving a higher and nobler 

goal). 

We hope that All{h i gives us all the opportunity to act according 

to these guidelines. � 
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In our previous ethical discussions, we narrated a tradition from the 

Noble Prophet � to ˜Al| � in which he listed one hundred and 

three characteristics of a true believer. We have covered twenty-six 

of these characteristics and in this lecture, we will cover another 

five of them. 

 ... يفكَالَطرلُّو لْحح ،ااتشلْم ريكَث ،ةدااهبلْع نسح ،ةلْوِقَااد ارِ، لَيِِّن
 ...انِبِلْجا

“(The true believer is one whose) movements are with grace and 

elegance; seeing him is something that is sweet (pleasing); he 

performs a great amount of worship; he moves with eloquence and 

dignity; and he is gentle and loving.” 

 
The twenty-seventh characteristic of a true believer is that his 

movement is with grace and elegance and when he deals or 

interacts with the creations of All{h i, he does so with love, and 

gentleness. 

The twenty-eighth characteristic is that seeing and meeting him is 

something sweet and pleasing and he is never harsh or bitter with 

others. 

The twenty-ninth characteristic is that he performs a lot of worship 

(of All{h).  

Is the meaning of this worship simply related to his ªal{t and ªawm 

or is it something else? 
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As we know, ˜Ib{dah (worship) is of two types: 

1. ˜Ib{dah in the specific meaning: These are forms of worship which 

if not performed with the intention of seeking closeness to All{h i 

are rendered null and void. 

2. ˜Ib{dah in the general meaning: Any action, which if done with 

the intention of seeking nearness to All{h i earns the person a 

reward, however the intention is not one of the conditions for the 

correctness of the act.  

Thus we can include all actions that we perform in this section and 

thus when the traditions speak of ˜Ib{dah, they refer to this 

meaning. 

The thirtieth characteristic of a true believer is that he moves with 

eloquence and dignity (the word وِقار and قارو both come from the root 
word of وقر which is in the meaning of a weighty object). 

The thirty-first characteristic is that he is gentle and has love and 

affection (for others). 

Amongst these five characteristics which we just mentioned, there 

are four characteristics which are related to a person and his 

interaction with other people. We see that a pleasant interaction 

and good dealings with others is so important and has a great effect 

on people whom we are speaking to – whether they be people of the 

faith or people who are engrossed in this materialistic world. 

The enemies of Isl{m are unyielding on placing the label of violence 

and aggression on the Muslims and we must show them that 

although we are: 

  �أَشدآُء علَــى الْكُفَّارِ  �
“Harsh against the disbelievers.” 
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However at the same time, we are also: 

� يآُء بـمحـرمهن �  
“Merciful with one another.” 

Looking at the lives of the A`immah, we see that they showed love 

and affection even with those who were not Muslims and who were 

not at war with the Muslims. For example, in the books of history it 

is mentioned that Im{m ˜Al| � was once traveling with a Jew and 

when they reached a place where they were going to separate on 

their own routes (to their own city), we see that the Im{m went a 

partial way on the road with the Jew. Upon seeing this, the Jew told 

him that he had taken the wrong road to which the Im{m replied, 

“In order to follow the commandments of my religion and observe 

the rights of the person I am traveling with, I came a short distance 

on the path with you.”  The Jewish man was very surprised at the 

conduct of the Im{m and after a short period of time, he accepted 

Isl{m.  

Acting according to such a simple injunction in the religion of Isl{m 

resulted in a great number of people becoming Muslims: 

� ينِ  وـي دلُونَ فخدي اسالن تأَياراجاً  للٌّهأَفْو�  
“And you will see people entering into the religion of All{h in 

groups.” 

With great regret though, some people who think themselves to be 

holy, pious people - are in reality just shallow minded individuals, 

whoi act in such ways that give an excuse to the enemies (to insult 

Isl{m) whereas the principles of our d|n are not based on aggression 

or hatred.  

In the Qur`{n, we have 114 chapters of which 113 of them all start 

with the words:  
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  � نِ الرحيمِه الرحماللٌّ بِسمِ �
“In the Name of All{h the Most Merciful, the Most Compassionate.” 

Thus, a fraction of 1/114 of Isl{m deals with anger and harshness, 

whereas 113 parts of Isl{m deal with mercy and compassion. 

In addition, we have two different types of interaction with people: 

1. Acts of showing off which are done to gain some material benefit 

in this world. 

2. Acts which are done with sincerity and come straight from the 

heart. 

The first type of act is quite common in the West – for example in 

order to gain the pleasure and satisfaction and attract more 

customers, the people show more care and love to their clientele. It 

is through this act that they can gain wealth because they know that 

if they have good interaction with their customers, then they will be 

able to attract more people to product. 

The second type is one of the characteristics of a true believer and 

when we say that a true believer is one who is pleasant to interact 

with, it is not done to gain profit from this material world, rather, 

they do this to unite hearts and get spiritually closer to one another. 

The story of Luqm{n, the Wise, and the advice that he gave to his 

son, it has been narrated in the Qur`{n: 

 � والَ تصعّر خدك للناسِ والَ تمشِ في اَألرضِ مرحا  �
“And swell not thy cheek (for pride) at peopke, nor walk with 

insolence through the Earth.”50 

The word in this verse [تصعر] comes from the root word of [صعر] and 
its original meaning is a sickness that a camel becomes plagued with 

and due to this disease, his neck is contorted to the right or left side.  
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This verse speaks to people and tells them that they must not 

develop the same sickness that a camel develops which makes his 

neck contorted for this sort of spiritual sickness in a person can lead 

him to turn away from the people. Through the use of this phrase, it 

is clear that people who have bad etiquette actually possess a 

sickness. In the continuation and end of this verse we are told that 

we must not walk the road of pride and this is another characteristic 

which we must all keep in mind. � 
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ا، كْمةَ غَير أَهلها فَتظْلموهلْحاتعطُوا  الَ! اسلناا يهأَ: �للٌّه االَ رسولُ قَ
الماً فَيبطُلَ فَضلُكُم، و بوا ظَـاقتع ا فَتظْلموهم، و الَا أَهلَهتمنعوه والَ
لْموجود فَيقلَّ خيركُم، اتمنعوا  اس فَيحبطَ عملُكُم، و الَلنااؤوا تر الَ
هاا اَيلناإِنَّ ! اسيٌاَء ثَالثَةَألش :را أَم و ،وهبِعفَات هدشانَ ربـتسرأَم 

  .للٌّهاختلف علَيكُم فَردوه إِلـى ا أَمرتنِبوه، و ـسـتبانَ غَـيه فَاجا
The Messenger of All{h � has said, “O’ mankind!  Do not convey 

wisdom to those people who are not worthy (of receiving such 

teachings), as you would have done oppression to the wisdom; and 

do not deprive those people who are worthy of receiving such 

teachings, as then you would have done oppression to them. Do not 

seek revenge from the person who has oppressed you for if you do, 

you would make your worth and value null and void; and do not 

perform (good) acts for other people to see, for through this you 

would eliminate (the good) of such acts. Do not prevent yourselves 

from giving charity otherwise you will reduce the good that is to 

come to you. O’ Mankind!  Verily things are of three types: (1) some 

of which whose correctness is apparent to you so then follow these 

(and perform them); (2) actions whose incorrectness is apparent to 

you so then avoid performing these acts; (3) actions whose 

performance is of doubt, so then refer the ruling on these to 

All{h…”51 
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This tradition consists of five sections. In the first section, the 

Prophet of Isl{m � has given us five commandments: 

1. We must not convey wisdom and knowledge to those who are not 

worthy of such teachings, for then we will do oppression to 

knowledge. 

2. We must not deprive those people who are worthy of gaining 

knowledge from our knowledge since if we do this, we will commit 

oppression to those people.  

From the wordings of this part of the tradition we can deduce that 

there are specific conditions which must be met for a student of 

knowledge - the most important is that one must have the 

(spiritual) ability to accept such knowledge and if this is not within a 

person, then one is not worthy of acquiring knowledge – that 

knowledge whose acquisition has been promised a great reward. 

The Prophet � has stated that, “If there is a person who is not 

worthy of gaining a (particular) knowledge, then you must not 

teach it to him since when knowledge falls into his hands, he will 

use it in the wrong way and will lead the world to destruction. A 

person who is ignorant and lacks knowledge neither has the power 

to destroy a land, nor to make it habitable.”   

In the present time, those people who are leading the world into 

corruption are the ones who are at the head of the colonializing 

governments of the world through the guidance of their self-

proclaimed “scholars” and “intellectuals”. 

The Qur˜{n contains many different expressions such as:    

� دىه  نيقتمّل�  
 “A guidance for those who have consciousness (of All{h).”52 
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  �إِنَّ فـي ذٌلك لَأَيات لّقَومٍِ يسمعونَ  �
“Surely in that (the day and the night) are signs for a people who 

listen.”53 

It is phrases such as these which clearly show us that knowledge 

without spiritual purification bears absolutely no (positive) results. 

Thus, it is clear that true guidance is specifically for those people 

who have already laid the groundwork (to accept knowledge and 

further guidance). Based on this, we see that in the past, the true 

scholars did not give permission to just any student to come and sit 

in their classes – rather, they tested them in relation to their ethical 

morals and from this, they would see what level of piety the 

students were at. 

However this does not mean that one has the right to hoard his 

knowledge!  Rather, one must only teach such knowledge to those 

who are worthy of receiving it and it is through the knowledge that 

one possesses that he must try to cure the ailments of the people. It 

does not make a difference if the ailments are in relation to their 

material life or their spiritual life, although we believe that spiritual 

ailments and diseases are much worse than the material or physical 

sicknesses. We believe this since we accept the fact that All{h i will 

hold a person responsible for his spiritual illnesses (and not his 

physical sicknesses), just as it has been mentioned in the traditions 

that: 

ذَ ماا أَخلى  للٌّهلِ أَعىاهتوا، حلَّمعتلِ أَنْ يهلى لْجذَ علِ أَ أَخلْمِ اهنْ أَلْع
  .يعلّموا

“All{h has not taken a covenant from the ignorant people to learn 

until he took a covenant from the scholars to teach (the ignorant 

people).”54 
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In the religion of Isl{m, learning as well as teaching are both 

obligatory (w{jib) and these two acts are not separate from each 

other since they are the prerequisite and necessity of one another. 

3. If an oppressor commits oppression upon you and you take 

revenge, then your spiritual worth will be removed because you 

would end up being just like him.  

Of course forgiving the person who has oppressed you should only 

be carried out when you know that he will not take advantage of 

your forgiveness and that you forgiving him would not have a 

negative impact on the entire society (by him then committing 

other acts of aggression on others under the presumption that they 

too would forgive him). 

4. You must perform all your actions sincerely for All{h i and must 

not entertain even the slightest amount of showing off in them.  

This is a very difficult task to accomplish and as we know, showing 

off in one’s actions is only one of the springs of corruption of one’s 

good deeds. In this regards, there are many other things such as 

pride, one’s own inner passions and desires, etc… that may come 

into play to corrupt one’s good deeds, and spoil the good work that 

one performs.  

For example, sometimes we perform the ªal{t so that we become 

pleased with our own selves and we do not think about other people 

- this in itself is a form of corrupting our good deeds. Or for example 

we perform the ªal{t out of habit, or we perform the ªal{tul La|l so 

that we can become better than other people or… and it is these and 

other things that can lead to the corruption of our good deeds. 

5. If a person wants something from you, then do not be stingy in 

relation to it because if you do not give it to the person (yet you are 
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able to) then All{h i will cut off the bounties that would come to 

you since: 

ذْلُ االُ كَمب ودالْجودجولْم.  
“The perfection of a person is that he gives what he has.” 

If a host does not bring to his guests whatever he has at home (when 

guests come over to his house), then he has done oppression to 

them and in similar way, if the guests ask the host for an excess of 

things, then they would be counted as oppressors! 

The second part of this tradition is divided up into three sections: 

1. The actions whose correctness is apparent for all to see. 

2. The actions in which the misguidedness and corruption is 

apparent for all to see. 

3. The actions which are obscure from the point of view of: 

 a. The subject matter. 

 b. The Isl{mic ruling. 

This tradition is in relation to the actions in which the Isl{mic ruling 

is one of doubt or obscurity and in some traditions, in place of the 

phrase: 

  ...للٌّها ردوه الَى
“Return the (ruling of that particular act) back to All{h.” 

it has been mentioned that in those types of actions where we have 

a doubt as to its ruling, we must exercise precaution, because the 

questionable actions are the precursor to the forbidden acts. 

There are some people who have are habituated in saying: 

وهكْركُلُّ م اجيِز.  
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“All the makr}h (reprehensible) acts are permitted to be 

performed.” 

To such people who state this, we say to them that yes it is true that 

we are permitted to act upon an apparent ruling on a particular 

issue, however when there is clearly a doubt on a particular ruling, 

then if a person pollutes himself with performing that doubtful 

action, then slowly the indecency of that particular act with become 

less in his estimation and thus, he will fall into performing the 

prohibited! 

All{h i has told us, “Be careful of the evil footsteps of Sha|¢{n” and 

as we know, one of the most clear examples of following the 

footsteps of the Sha|¢{n is to perform the acts in which there is a 

doubt. 

Sha|¢{n even misleads the holy, ªal{tul La|l performing people in a 

special way. He does not come to them and tell them, “Go out and 

drink alcohol”. Rather, he starts out by saying, “ªal{tul La|l is not 

one of the obligatory ªal{t, so go ahead and stop performing it.”  

Once the person leaves this ªal{t, then slowly, Sha|¢{n would 

approach him in relation to performing the obligatory ªal{t right 

when the time sets in and will say to him, “It is not a condition of 

the ªal{t that you perform it right when the time sets in…” and he 

would continue in this way until the person becomes completely 

detached from All{h i. 

If a person truly wishes to develop a deep spiritual insight and gain 

spiritual pleasure, then he must keep away from doubtful foods, 

gatherings, and speech and without doubt, in relation to all of the 

actions that he performs, the utmost of precaution must be 

exercised. � 



 
 
 
 
 

afp`lropb=qtbkqvJlkb=
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The 25th of the lunar month of Dh}l Qa˜dah - according to some of 

our traditions - corresponds with the event known as Da¡wul Ar~ 

(Earth Day). It is also the day when Im{m ˜Al| b. M}s{ al-Ri~{ � 

proceeded on his journey from Mad|nah towards ¬}s (in present day 

Ir{n).  

As for the first event, we know that the meaning of Da¡w is to 

spread or stretch and it is from the following verse of the Noble 

Qur˜{n that we extract this meaning: 

� ضِ ا وَألربعذٌ دلك دحايه �  
“And after that He (All{h) spread forth the Earth.”55 

What exactly does it mean to spread or stretch out the Earth and 

how do we rationalize this theory with today’s science which states 

that the Earth has come from the Solar System (that we exist in) and 

is actually a piece of the Sun which broke off? 

When the Earth was separated from the Sun, it was a ball of fire with 

molten liquid upon it. After this occurred, air pressure was formed 

around the Earth from the water which was being transformed into 

vapor and with this, a period of heavy rains started to fall upon the 

Earth. This rain took over the entire face of the Earth and after a bit 

of time, some of the water settled into the Earth and the dry ground 

that was covered by water began to show.  

Thus, the term Da¡wul Ar~ is in the meaning of that day when the 

dry Earth was brought forth from the rain and water which was 
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upon the Earth, and according to the traditions, this event started 

from the House of All{h in Makkah.  

Looking at the knowledge and science of today, this theory has not 

been proven wrong.  

In reality, this day was a day of great blessing from All{h i, since He 

brought forth the dry, barren Earth from under the water which led 

to this planet being suitable for habitation. 

In addition, according to some of the books of history, Im{m ˜Al| b. 

M}s{ al-Ri~{ � began his journey from Mad|nah towards ¬}s on 

this day and this is also a great Divine blessing from All{h i for the 

people of Ir{n.  It is through his footsteps into that country that lead 

to the habitability, spirituality, sanctity and the blessings of All{h i 

being showered upon them, and if the sacred burial spot of the 

Im{m � was not in this country, then the Iranians would have had 

no place for refuge.  

Every year, close to 15,000,000 people perform his visitation 

(Ziy{rat) in order to renew their pledge of allegiance to the Ahlul 

Ba|t. It is only through the spiritual shadow of the Im{m � which 

covers the country which prevents calamities from befalling the 

Iranians 

In any case, for various reasons, this is a very special day and we 

pray that All{h i grants everyone the ability to make use of the 

Divine Blessings that are accompanied with this day. 

We have been narrating a tradition from the Prophet of Isl{m �bto 

the Commander of the Faithful,˜Al| b. Ab| ¬{lib � in which the 

Noble Prophet � listed one hundred and three characteristics of a 

true believer and of them, thirty-one have been discussed, and in 

today’s discussion, we cover another four. 
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...حذَإِيماً للَهِا ج لَعيهص ،بوراً على مأَ نلَإِ اَءسيهبي ،بِكَلْا لُجري و 
يرحا ملصغري...  

“(the true believer is one who) when a person (says) something out 

of ignorance about him, is forbearing; patient when a person does 

something bad act to him; shows respect to his elders and shows 

mercy to the young ones…”56 

 
The thirty-second characteristic of a true believer is that he shows 

forbearance when a person acts with ignorance in relation to him, 

and if the ignorant person says something bad to him, then he bears 

it with patience and he does not reply to the bad thing with 

something bad. 

The thirty-third characteristic is that he bears with patience when a 

person intentionally commits something bad to him. The difference 

between this characteristic and the previous one is that the 

previous characteristic was in relation to when a person said 

something bad, whereas this second level, it is in relation to a 

person doing a bad action against him. 

In Isl{m we have both what is known as the legislative law and the 

ethical law. The legislative law states that if a person does 

something bad to you, then you are permitted to do something bad 

to him in return but only to that limit which he has done to you. In 

these regards, the Qur`{n states: 

  � مكُيلَدى عتـعاا م لِثْمبِ هيلَوا عدتاعفَ مكُيلَدى عتـعا نِمفَ �
“So then if a person attacks you then you too attack him just as he 

attacked you.”57 
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These sorts of laws have been put into place so that those who wish 

to perform bad deeds would not go to an extreme (of performing 

bad acts because they know there would be some sort of 

accountability even in this world). However the ethical law (in 

relation to this) is that not only should we not retaliate with bad in 

the face of a bad deed, rather, we should repel the bad act with 

something nice!  In this regards, the Qur`{n states: 

� ذَإِ وا ماللَّا بِروِغ مروا كاماًر �  
“And when they pass by vain and trivial acts, they pass by with 

dignity.”58 

  � ةَئَيِّلسا نسحأَ يه يتاللَّبِ عفَدإِ �
“Repel evil with that which is much better.”59 

� ذَإِ واطَا خبهلْا مجالُقَ ونَلُاهماًالَوا س �  
“And when the ignorant people address them, they (simply) say, 

‘Peace’.”60 

This is the ethical law. 

The thirty-fourth characteristic of a true believer is that one shows 

respect to the elders. The issue of showing respect to one’s elders 

and old people of the community has been mentioned quite often in 

the traditions. The late Sha|kh ˜Abb{s al-Qumm| �  narrates the 

following tradition in his work Saf|natul Bi¡{r: 

من قَّوذَ را شيبة لشيبته آمنا هللٌّه تـالعى مفَ نعٍز يولْا مقيمة.  
“The person who shows humility to an old person due to his old age, 

All{h, the Most High, will protect that person from the evil on the 

Day of Judgement.”61 

In another tradition it is mentioned: 
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  مِلسملْا ةبيلشاى ذَ امركْإِى ـالعت للٌّها لِالَجإِ نم نَّإِ
“Surely one of the greatest things of All°h, the Most High, is the 

showing of respect to the older Muslims.”62 

The thirty-fifth characteristic of a true believer is that he shows 

mercy and compassion to those younger than him. 

It is well known that when a person meets a, old person, he shows 

respect simply for the fact that the person is of old age, and when 

someone meets a younger person he shows him honour and respect 

because he has committed less sins then him(since he has been on 

this Earth a shorter time). � 





 
 
 
 

afp`lropb=qtbkqvJqtl=
`Ü~ê~ÅíÉêáëíáÅë=çÑ=~=qêìÉ=_ÉäáÉîÉê=Ó=m~êí=sfff=

Our ethical discussions have based on the tradition from the Noble 

Prophet �bto Im{m ˜Al| � in which there are one hundred and 

three characteristics that a true believer must possess. Previously, 

we have covered thirty-five of these characteristics and in today’s 

gathering, we will explain six more. 

ا، يحلْاحلْفُه  لتقّى وا هفُلْ، إِاتانيخلْا نيداً معب، اتانمَألالى يناً عمأَ...
  ...لِلَزلْا يلُل، قَحذَرِلْا ريـثكَ

“(The true believer is one who) is trustworthy when given 

something to keep as a trust; is one who is far away from treachery 

or deceit; his close companion is piety; his associate is modesty; and 

in the face of dangers, he is always; alert and his misguidedness is 

little.”63 

 
The thirty-sixth characteristic of a true believer is that when one is 

given a trust, he takes care of it. This trait plays a very important 

role in the teachings of the Prophets: 

ما بللٌّا ثَعه اًبِنبِ الَّإِ يصلْا قِدحديث أَ وا اُءدَألمانة بِلْالى عو اجِفَلْا رر.  
“All{h did not raise up a single Prophet except that he spoke the 

truth and gave back trusts (that were entrusted to him) to either the 

righteous person or to the wicked sinner.”64 

The reason why the word “trust” has been mentioned in the plural 

form in this tradition could be due to the fact that it refers to 

various types of trusts that one is given to maintain. 
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The trusts of All{h i that are with us are many, such as: our life, the 

period of our youth, our health, faith, religion, children, the country 

we are living in, etc… and all of these are Divine trusts from All{h i 

that we must preserve. 

If a person’s child goes astray or we act in such a way that leads to 

irrelevancy of the religion of Isl{m or the teachings of the Ahlul Ba|t 

in the eyes of the people, then we have done treachery to the trusts 

that have been given to us. 

Amongst all of the trusts that we have been given, the most 

important of them is the responsibility and accountability that all of 

the creations refused to accept and it was only mankind and 

humanity that accepted it. It is this trust that has such a great status 

which we must not be negligent of and it is because of this 

responsibility that when a boy or girl becomes physically mature 

(B{ligh), that we hold programs to celebrate this special occasion. 

Such a program is completely appropriate and suitable to be held 

because at this age, the boy or girl is spoken to directly by All{h i - 

and this is not something to be taken as trivial!  

The thirty-seventh characteristic of a true believer is that one keeps 

far away from treachery and deceit. By this we mean that the true 

believer keeps away from all forms of treachery - treachery in 

relation to wealth, knowledge (which he has been given which he is 

supposed to pass on to others), the spiritual heart (his emotions and 

sentiments), etc… The complete true believer is one who keeps away 

from all sorts of deceits and treacheries. 

The thirty-eighth characteristic is that one is the true friend of a 

believer who possesses All{h consciousness (Taqw{).  

As we know, Im{m ˜Al| � is the complete and most perfect 

example of this part of the tradition, and we see in history that 

when his brother (Aq|l b. Ab| ¬{lib) asked him for something more 
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than what was his right from the public treasury, Im{m ˜Al| � said 

to him that the relationship of being his brother was only up to that 

point of maintaining family ties and that he would not break the 

laws of All{h i even for his own brother. 

The thirty-ninth characteristic is that one’s close companion is 

modesty. The topic of modesty has many details associated with it 

but basically means that one turns away from anything that is a sin. 

Today, the powers of influence are trying to pull the modesty away 

from the youth and if they are successful in breaking this shield that 

is around the youth, then without doubt, the youth will fall prey to 

many sins. 

The enemies (of Isl{m) try to define modesty («ay{) as being a 

person possessing a weak soul, whereas this is not the case. We 

know that modesty in the face of the arrows of the enemies is like a 

rifle-pit (that protects the one who has this trait). 

The fortieth characteristic is that when a true believer faces 

dangers, he pulls himself together; and when faced with the lower 

desires of his soul from within and the callings of Sha|¢{n from 

outside, one is careful and attentive.  

In many places in the Qur`{n it is mentioned that when the lower 

desires of the soul and the Sha|¢{n try to pull a person to perform a 

bad action then they (either the lower desires of the soul or the 

Sha|¢{n) try and depict that act as being something beautiful and 

attractive.  

For example, one of the the worst sins is to kill another person but 

even worse than this is when a person kills his own child, and even 

worse than these two is when a person kills his infant baby. The 

˜Arabs at the time of Ignorance used to bury their new-born 

daughters alive and in doing this, they thought that they were 
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actually helping their wife!  In reality, Sha|¢{n had actually made 

their wicked deeds seem beautiful and fair-seeming to them!   

The same things can be seen today however in different forms such 

as under the guise of human rights and fighting against terrorism 

we see that the United States of America acted out some of the 

worst forms of treachery around the world! 

The forty-first characteristic of a true believer is that his 

misguidedness is very little. If he possesses any type of this in 

himself, then he definitely feels disappointed since he is able to see 

the true face of the actions which he is committing. 

We pray that through the spiritual blessings of the Noble Messenger  

�, who has spoken these words in this traditions, and through the 

spiritual blessings of the Commander of the Faithful,˜Al| b. Ab| ¬{lib 

� who was the one being spoken to, that All{h i grants us all the 

success to implement these teachings within our own lives. � 



 
 
 
 
 

afp`lropb=qtbkqvJqeobb=
lå=íÜÉ=lÅÅ~ëáçå=çÑ=ÚbáÇìä=dÜ~Çáê=

We are on the heels of the commemoration of the glorious event of 

˜Eidul Ghad|r. May All{h i make this a graet day of celebration for 

all of the Sh|˜a, and grant us all the ability to follow in this school of 

thought which aims to make us true human beings. The ethical 

tradition and verse of the Qur`{n on the occasion of ˜Eidul Ghad|r 

concerns the greatness of the Commander of the Faithful,˜Al| b. Ab| 

¬{lib �. 

� نِنيمؤبِالْمو رِهصبِن كدي أَيالَّذ وه .أَن لَو قُلُوبِهِم نيب أَلَّفوا  فَقْتم
  �... ه أَلَّف بينهمكن اللٌّفي اَألرضِ جميعا ما أَلَّفْت بين قُلُوبِهِم ولٌ

“He (All{h) it is who has strengthened you (Mu¡ammad) with His 

aid and with (the company of) the believers. And (moreover) He has 

put affection between their hearts (the believers). Now if you had 

spent all that is in the Earth could you have produced that 

affection?  But All{h (alone) has done it…”65 

 
In this verse, the Noble Qur`{n was speaking directly to Prophet 

Mu¡ammad �band saying that one of the miracles of this great 

personality was his ability to bring the hearts of the true believers 

together; and in addition, they also rose up to assist the Prophet �.  

The word “بنصره” translated as “with His aid” points to the Hidden 
help and assistance which was given (to the Prophet �) in various 

battles that he fought and even in other non-wartime events such as 

the event know as La|atul Mab|t (the night that the Prophet 

migrated from Makkah to Mad|nah). If the help of the Divine was 
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not present, then it is very difficult to say if the Prophet �bwould 

have been saved (on that night), or not. 

All{h i assists the true believers – actually not all of the believers – 

rather, only those believers whose hearts are united with one 

another!  In continuation, this verse tells us that the joining of the 

hearts was not something which the Prophet �bdid by himself, 

rather, this was brought about through the power of All{h i. 

We see that during the time of ignorance of the ˜Arabs, there was a 

great deal of animosity for one another and this hostility was even 

inherited and passed down from one generation to the next and 

(even generations later), revenge would be taken against another 

tribe. Such a hatred and animosity that existed in this group of 

people could never be removed through the normal means at one’s 

disposal. Thus, All{h i said that if all that was in the Earth would 

have been given in charity, still the hearts of the ˜Arabs would not 

have been united – rather, it is through All{h i that the hearts of 

the believers were made into one. 

In this noble verse of the Qur˜{n, the word “مؤمنني” has appeared in 
the plural form and this can be done for two reasons: sometimes it is 

done to mean the actual, complete definition of the word (in the 

plural sense of the word), and sometimes it is done to show respect 

to one person. Thus, the plural is used, however it indicates only 

one person – and in this verse, both interpretations can be accepted. 

In relation to this verse of the Qur˜{n, the late ˜All{mah Amin| in his 

work al-Ghad|r66 narrated two tradition – one which has been 

mentioned from the work by Kha¢|b al-Baghd{di who is one of the 

most well known scholars of the Ahlus Sunnah, and another 

tradition from al-Suy}¢| (another well known scholar of the Ahlus 

Sunnah). In addition, others have also related this tradition. 
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 اقِلى سع تيأَر يبِ جرِا عملَ: ))وسلَّم(للٌّه علَيه و آله اصلَّى ( يبِلنا الَقَ
 هترصني لعبِ هتديأَ، هللٌّا ولُسر دمحم ،هللٌّا الَّإِ هلٌإ الٌ: وباًتكْم شِرعلْا
  .يلعبِ

The Prophet � said, “When I was taken up (into the heavens on the 

Me˜r{j), I saw the following written on the leg of the Throne (of 

All{h): ‘There is no creature or entity worthy of worship except 

All{h, and Mu¡ammad is the Messenger of All{h and I have 

strengthened him (Mu¡ammad) with ˜Al| and I have assisted him 

(Mu¡ammad) with ˜Al|.” 

عن ا الَقَ رٍابِجبِلنلَّى ( ياص هآل و هلَيع للٌّه)لَّمسو(( :كْموتب يف ابِب 
 هللٌّا الَّإِ هلٌإِ الٌ: ةنفى سلْأَبِ ضِرَألا و اتوملسا هللٌّا قلُخي نْأَ لَبقَ ةنجلْا
محمد رللٌّا ولُسأَ هّيدتبِ هعلي.  

J{bir narrated from the Prophet � that he said, “One thousand 

years before All{h created the heavens and the Earth, it was written 

on the Door of Paradise: ‘‘There is no creature or entity worthy of 

worship except All{h, and Mu¡ammad is the Messenger of All{h and 

I have strengthened him (Mu¡ammad) with ˜Al|.” 

The Divine Throne is the point where the beginning of creation took 

place and Jannah (Paradise) is the end of the path – meaning that 

from the beginning to the end (of this universe), the entire trail or 

pathway is emblazoned with the name of All{h i, the Prophet 

Mu¡ammad � and Im{m ˜Al| �. This points to the fact that ˜Al| 

� was trained and brought up as the helper, brother, assistant, 

supporter and protector of the Prophet �, and in instances where 

everyone else ran away, it was only ˜Al| � who stayed to defend 

the Prophet � and the best example of this was during the battle of 

U¡ud. 
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What is the difference between assistance (نصرت) and confirming 
 If these two words are used separate from one another (not in  ?(تأييد)
one sentence), then they carry the same meaning. However, when 

they are used together, then the meaning of confirming (تأييد) is to 
help one in spiritual affairs while assistance (نصرت) is in the meaning 
of the physical help one gives to another person. 

This tradition quoted above has a message for everyone and it tells 

us that ˜Al| � did not reach to the rank that he possessed for 

nothing. Rather, through his helping the religion of the Prophet �, 

he reached to that grand status. 

Helping the religion of the Prophet �bis not achieved through 

holding gatherings (maj{lis) to commemorate joyous occasions in 

the Isl{mic calendar, nor is it achieved through simple recitation of 

poems, nor even going for Ziy{rat. Rather, that person who claims 

to be of the Tashayya˜ (Sh|˜a), must traverse on the path of being a 

fighter for the religion, especially during our present time where 

various types of attacks are being leveled against the Sh|˜a, and 

those things which the Sh|˜a hold sacred.  

Of course, this enmity against the Sh|˜a clearly shows that the 

spread of the teachings of the Ahlul Ba|t � and the Sh|˜a beliefs are 

on the increase and thus, the enemies have also risen up against us 

and our beliefs.  

One of the proofs of the truthfulness of the Sh|˜a beliefs is the 

sources and references for all of our beliefs can also be found in the 

books of the Ahlus Sunnah. In addition, all of the spiritual greatness 

that have been recorded about the Ahlul Ba|t �  in our books are 

also mentioned in their books! 

When it comes to defending the issue of Wil{yah and the teachings 

of the Ahlul Ba|t �, we must do so with logic and related proofs 
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and continue such discussions with a cool head and complete 

control of our entire presence. 

It is our hope that Insh{-All{h, we are able to be living examples of 

 .� and that we too can assist the school of the Ahlul Ba|t ”أيده بنصره“

� 
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 نأَ يبِأَع وبايَألنولَ : الَقَ يارِصسر تعماس قُولُ �للٌّهلُّوا : يح
لْمخالَفَة، فَاجعلُوا آخرتكُم الَنفُِسكُم، ااع ا قنلْبِسوهأَاعةَ، ولطَّانفُسكُم أَ

 ،قَرِّكُمتسمل كُميعس أَو وا ولَمأَعكُمن قَل نيلٍع ر لُونَ، واى ـلإِاحللٌّه 
الَص ونَ، ورنِ ائغيي نه كُمنع كالَّإِال لٍصمع حال  نسح و ،وهمتمقَد
فَأَ ابِثَو ،وهمتزرإِح كُمإِنمنلى مونَ عمقْدا تمـا قَدو مت لى جونَ عاز
لَفْأَا مـستم.  

It has been narrated from Ab| Ayy}b al-An#{r| who said: “I heard the 

Messenger of All{h � say: “Cover yourselves with the clothing of 

obedience (to All{h) and cover (your heart) by going against the 

desires of your soul. Make your next life by yourselves (through 

your actions) and make your strivings (in this world) be for your 

perpetual and everlasting home (meaning the next world). Know 

that surely very soon you shall leave this world and you will go back 

towards All{h; so realize that on that day, nothing will profit you 

except for the righteous actions that you send forth for yourselves 

and the good deeds which you save for your own souls. Certainly 

you are in need of that which you send forth for yourselves and for 

all the deeds you perform, you will be rewarded and punished 

accordingly.”67 
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In this tradition, we will start with four Isl{mic commandments and 

then will work into a discussion concerning the transient aspect of 

the life of this world. These four Isl{mic commandments are: 

1) The things which make a person more attractive is his obedience 

to All{h i. 

2) We must clothe ourselves with the clothing of disobedience to the 

lower-self. 

3) We must build and decorate the next life by ourselves. 

4) Our struggles and endeavors (in this life) must be directed to our 

original (and permanent) abode. 

In this tradition, there is a sentence which we must pay careful 

attention to. We are told that obedience (to All{h i) is a beautiful 

garment for the person who wishes to make his countenance 

beautiful. Thus, the covering which All{h i has commanded us to 

adorn ourselves with is the clothing of obedience.  

The society in which the laws and regulations of All{h i are put 

into practice is a good society and that society which lacks All{h i 

is one in which whatever angle and aspect we look at them from, we 

see (spiritual) sicknesses and immorality. 

If there was no concept of a next life involved (for those who do not 

believe in All{h i) – which definitely exists for some people – then 

even for the life of this world, mankind should still be compelled to 

follow the orders of All{h i, since it is by following the 

commandments set by Him that give a person character and elevate 

his status. 

Just imagine a person whose tongue, eyes and all of his body parts 

are free and not under any sort of control, such that they permit 

him to perform any wrong act. Compare such a corrupt person with 
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one whose tongue, eyes, heart and entire presence are spiritually 

aware (of All{h i) and the Last Day. Naturally, you would develop a 

stronger attraction to the person who is spiritually cleansed and an 

aversion to the first sort of person. The first person has removed the 

covering of obedience of All{h i from his own heart and has turned 

into a F{siq or an open sinner.  

The word “فسق” or Fisq comes in the meaning of: 

بالن وجرخةرمنِ التع ات.  
This means that the seed (of a date) has been taken out from the 

date and the seed or pit is no longer clothed or covered with the 

actual edible part of the date. Similar is a person who is a F{siq as 

the kernel of his existence has been removed from him and all that 

remains is his physical shell. 

However it is a spiritually cleansed person who obeys the 

commandments of All{h i and thus covers himself with the 

obedience of All{h i. 

As for the words of the Prophet �bin regards to the transient life of 

this material world, in many traditions we see that the human being 

has been compared to a traveller in which this world is one of the 

momentary or temporary sojourns of a person, whereas his final 

objective is the next life.  

This traveller is a person who is not in control of his trip and thus, 

we see that he was brought to this location, and in the end he will be 

taken away from this place (against his will). At a resting place, the 

traveller would naturally prepare and gather the things that he 

would require in order to continue his journey. 

The trips and journeys that people took in previous times and those 

which are undertaken today differ drastically from one another. In 

the past when people wanted to travel from one city to another, 
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they would take into consideration the distance between the two 

points and divide this stretch of land over the amount of distance 

which they had the ability to cover per day and along the way, 

would setup a camp to rest.  

For example, a hundred kilometer trip would be referred to as a 

‘three-stage’ trip meaning that a person would start his trip by 

leaving in the morning and whatever place he reached to in the 

evening would be taken as a resting place and they would rest and 

sleep (and this would be the first stage of their trip). Obviously, even 

stopping to rest and sleep at night was also for some purpose such 

as: 

1. Rest.68 

2. Protection from the dangers of thieves and wild animals.  

3. On these long journeys, there were also people who used to 

wander around the paths with water (for the travellers to make use 

of). Those who were travelling and needed water or help with 

preparing their animals for the next leg of the journey would be 

provided this assistance by these people. The travelers who reached 

such a resting spot during the period of their trip never considered 

that a place as their permanent home.  

Without doubt, if our outlook for this world was like these travellers 

such that it is not our permanent abode and that eventually we 

must return back to our original home, then our state of affairs 

would definitely be different than they are right now and we would 

definitely go through a complete spiritual change. 

Our true life is reserved for ‘that’ place and in the Noble Qur˜{n we 

read that: 
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� م وا ه هاذياوةُ لْحنـلدالَّإِا ي  بلَع و ولَه  انَّ إِولد ةَ لَهِآلااررخي 
  � انوا يعلَمونَانُ لَو كَلْحيوا

“And the life of this world69 is nothing more than sport and play and 

surely the abode of the next life – that is the (true meaning) of life – 

if only they had any intelligence.”70 

If we truly had this vision in ourselves we would not bother fighting 

for things like a piece of land or status, or other trivial things. 

The resting places that existed in the olden days on the roads differ 

from the life of this world since the travellers knew that when they 

reached such a house or locality at night time, they would stay there 

until the morning and then once the sun was up, they would 

proceed on their journey. However no one can guarantee us that we 

will be alive in this world until the morning time until the 

afternoon? 

That which has been explained in the tradition is that there is 

nothing in this material world that will be of any use or benefit for a 

person except for two things:  the righteous actions which one 

sends forth for oneself; and the reward for the good deeds which a 

person does for his own good while in this world.  

It is possible that the difference between these two items lies in the 

fact that righteous actions are the property of the person himself 

while the rewards given are actually a blessing from All{h i. By this 

we mean that deeds should be performed which will result in the 

blessings and grace of All{h i being showered upon us even if we 

did not possess any righteous deeds (in our book of actions). 

However it should be such that due to the good intentions that we 

have, we will receive the reward of All{h i or such that others will 

perform action and send the reward for us. 
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In any event, the greatest calamity for humanity is that in this 

world, we are not able to comprehend the realities!   

How beautiful are the words of the Commander of the Faithful,˜Al| b. 

Ab| ¬{lib � where he said: 

 محارا للٌّه نم ملرًِء عأَمف و نيي  و نأَى ـلإِأَيين. 
“May the mercy of All{h be upon that person who truly knows 

where he has come from, where he is (at present) and where he is 

going.” 

Without doubt, our entire existence in this world can be summed up 

in these three short statements:  where we have come from, where 

we are and where we are going. This means that any person who 

truly knows and understands these three points will be enraptured 

within the mercy of All{h i. 

In relation to this, there is a well known tradition from the 

Commander of the Faithful,˜Al| b. Ab| ¬{lib � in which he stood 

was standing behind the door to the city of K}fah (˜Ir{q) and started 

to speak to the dead people and he said to them: 

 .لتقْوىااد لزانَّ خير أَمِ الََخبروكُم لْكَالَا يذنَ لَهم فأُا لَو مأَ
“If these people (who are deceased) were given the permission to 

speak, then surely they would tell each and every one of you that 

without doubt, the best provision (to send forth) is All{h 

consciousness (Taqw{).”71 

A person must continuously repeat this statement to oneself such 

that one truly understands it and is made aware of its deeper 

meaning. � 



 
 
 
 
 

afp`lropb=qtbkqvJcfsb=
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لسبقَةُ ااق، و لسِّباار، و غَداً لْمضمالْيوم انَّ إِو  الَّأَ: � يعلالَ قَ
  ...ارلناايةُ لْغا لْجنةُ، وا

The Commander of the Faithful, ˜Al| b. Ab| ¬{lib � has said, “You 

should know that today (this world) is the day to prepare (for the 

next life), and tomorrow (the Day of Judgement) is the day of 

competition and the prize (for this competition) is Paradise (for the 

good doers) and the punishment is Hell (for the evil doers).”72 

 
In this tradition from our master, the Commander of the Faithful, 

˜Al| b. Ab| ¬{lib �, we see a very clear explanation of the transient 

world and the next life. In addition, the picture of the sojourn of 

humanity in these two places is also presented in this tradition.  

In a very interesting explanation of the next life, it has been 

compared to a competition ground and just as he has said, “Today is 

the day of preparation.”73 

The word “مضمار” comes from the root words “ضمور” and “إضمار” in the 
meaning of preparing a horse for a competition. As it is known, in 

order to take part in competitions, horses must go through intense 

training so that they can eliminate their body fat and prepare 

themselves for competition against other horses and this entire 

time frame of preparation and training is known in ˜Arabic as 

 .”مضمار“
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In reality, the entire world outlook of Isl{m in relation to this world 

and the next life can be summed up in the following two sentences: 

  .ارلناايةُ لْغالْجنةُ و ا بقُةُلسأَ
“…and the prize (for this competition) is Paradise (for the good 

doers) and the punishment of Hell (for the evil doers).” 

Therefore, this world is the place of preparation and is not our final 

or ultimate goal. During this time of preparation and training, a 

person must continuously be within the stage of self-building, and if 

he slips or falls into neglect for even one second while on this path 

and is not able to develop the necessary prerequisites, then there 

will be no chance for him in the field of the next life.  

Maybe you have heard of the preparation that astronauts go 

through in their profession?  They have a difficult training mission 

in which they operate in a weight-less environment. Everything 

that is outside of the gravity of the Earth becomes weightless and 

even the human being himself is not beyond this law. This state of 

weightlessness – for the person who has become accustomed to the 

gravity of the Earth - is a very difficult and frightening state to be 

put in. Thus, they must be trained in a man-made weight-less 

environment so that when they are put face to face in such an 

environment in space, they are not dazed - rather, they are able to 

accomplish their goals. 

These astronauts are placed in a specially designed chamber and are 

continuously moved up and down – of course in such a way that 

would not lead tp any broken bones – and after coming out of this 

enclosed chamber, the face, head and feet of some these astronauts 

are sometimes bloody (due to minor injuries). No matter how much 

they try and take care to protect themselves, this free falling is not 
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something that a person can come out of easily with no scratches to 

his body. 

This sensation of weightlessness can be experienced on Earth when 

a person is free-falling – such as when a person falls from a high 

place down to the ground. For those few seconds that he is in the 

air, he will experience what it means to be weightless – the same 

feeling that the astronauts feel!  If we consider the journey that 

astronauts take, we see that it requires a lot of preparation (on their 

part) accompanied by difficulties and struggles.  

Just imagine what is required for the greatest trip – the one towards 

the next life!  How much must a person prepare for that trip and 

how many difficulties one has to go through and what sort of things 

must one’s soul struggle to fight against so that one would be able to 

reach that great and exalted status of the next life!  Is it possible 

that without any struggles or difficulties and by not tasting the pain 

of inconvenience and of bereavement, one can reach to any station 

or rank (in the next world)?! 

There are many people, who in order to reach higher levels and 

ranks with the military, go through difficult exercises and training 

and force themselves to experience the pangs of hunger and thirst 

such that sometimes they go for long periods of time with only 

water to train the body: 


	� �� ��د�� ��                   ����د� ر�
�د �ن ���� ��ن ��ادر آ� آ�ر آ�د� 

“It is not possible to gain the prize without going through 

difficulties, The one who went through troubles is the one who will 

get the reward.” 

It is here that we must stop and think - What have we done in this 

world?  What stage have we reached to here?74 
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If we wish to reach to grand and lofty (spiritual) levels and we desire 

to attain proximity to the Lord, then we must endure and withstand 

the difficulties and challenges and must struggle against our soul.  

If we look at those people who only live for this material word, we 

see that they have not attained the materialistic pleasures of the 

world without going through difficulties - thus, how can we assume 

that without any difficulty or challenge, we would be able to reach 

to the (lofty levels of the) next life?   

This world is the house of difficulties and tests and in this 

temporary residence, the tests of the close, intimate friends (the 

Awliy{h) of All{h i are harder and much more difficult (than 

others face): 

��                             ه�آ� در ا%$ ��م �"�!ب �� ا
 ��م �+ ��*(ش �� ده�'

“Whosoever is closer (to All{h) in this world will have to give a more 

difficult examination.” 

Some of the examinations (of this world) are general while others 

are specific. The common people are tested in one way while the 

close friends of All{h i are tested in other ways and thus, this world 

must continuously be a place of competition for all people.  

Of course, there are some people, who depending on the time period 

that they live in, who are faced with special tests related to that 

specific time. For example, that person who was in the battlefield in 

Karbal{ or who was taking part in the Battle of Badr had a special 

test (that he was put through).  

During the Isl{mic Revolution (of Ir{n) and the time immediately 

following the Revolution, the situation was very unique and 

extraordinary and some people were not able to make it through 

those days. It is as if there was a sieve or strainer that was busy 
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removing all of those people who were not sincere and only 

preserved those who were genuine and honest. In that period 

during the course of the Revolution, those who forgave (others), 

were aware of what was happening (around them) and who were 

sincere, etc… were known and well-defined (from the others). 

In any case, it was a time period that from one point of view, was 

very dangerous and something that was confusing to people and 

from another point of view, it also brought about great happiness 

and joy. 

Therefore, in those areas where the difficult storm of the tests of 

All{h i are active, it is that same area where some people actually 

take benefit from such an environment.  

However it is also a very dangerous place for those people who have 

not prepared themselves (for the tests) and thus, they get caught in 

the tail wind of such a storm and are destroyed. � 
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 نسِ قَأَعالَن :طَبخولُ نساا ر للٌّه� لى نع هااقَتضلْعأَ: الَاُء، فَقَبها ي
ا لْحق على غَريِنانَّ أَا كُتب، و كَا على غَيرِنيهموت فلْا نَّأَاس، كَلنا

، اجِعونَا رنيلَإِ يلٌقَلا عم سفْرات مواَأل ا نسمع مننَّ مأَوجب، و كَ
 مهوِّؤبأَندجن و ،مأْاثَهركَكُلُ ت ،مأَاثَهان مهدعونَ بلَّدخم...  

Anas has narrated that, “The Prophet � spoke to us while he was 

(sitting) upon his camel named Al-˜Adb{` and said, “O’ Mankind!  It is 

as if death has been prescribed for other that us (and that we will 

never die); and it is as if the truth (the rules and regulations of 

All{h) are only obligatory upon other than us; and it is as if those 

who are dead are on a journey and that soon they shall return back 

to us and that we have only covered them over with dirt while we 

are busy devouring their inheritance. It is as if after them, we shall 

remain alive forever…”75 

 
In this tradition from the Noble Prophet of Isl{m �, he has touched 

upon some of the reasons why we are prevented from having a deep 

cognizance (of the realities around us). In order for us to have a 

better understanding of the issue at hand, we begin by engaging in 

the following introduction:76 

In the course of our lives, there are issues which are referred to as 

“issues that prevent us from having a deep cognizance of the things 

around us”. Within the Noble Qur`{n, there are many verses in these 
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regards, however with complete regret, since we do not have a 

strong love for the Qur`{n, we are negligent of these verses.  

Some of these issues which prevent us from obtaining a deeper 

understanding - which the scholars have mentioned - include the 

love of self. 

You all have definitely heard the saying: 

 باحلشِءي مصي مى وعي.  
“Love for (a particular) thing makes one blind and deaf.”77 

This uncontrolled love would result in a person not being able to see 

the reality of things around him and in the words of the Noble 

Qur˜{n: 

� ... مأَلَهنيالَ ع ونَ بِهرصبي ملَه الَ انٌآذَا و ونَ بِهعمساي... �  
“…They have eyes with which they do not see and they have ears 

with which they do not hear…”78 

Thus, we see that a person wants to have everything good for hiself 

while he desires everything that is bad should fall upon others.  

For example, when a person hears that in a flood or earthquake had 

taken place in a particular part of town or that there was a car 

accident, he would not think that it is possible that this same event 

could one day happen to him and thus, he thinks that all events that 

happen are independent of one another. Because of this, when he 

sees such events taking place, they would not have any effect on 

him and they would not cause any sort of change within him.  

It is for this same reason that the Prophet �bhas said, “O’ Mankind!  

What has happened to you?? Why are you in such a sleep of 

negligence?  Do you think that death has only been prescribed for 

your neighbors and that this will never come to your house?  Maybe 
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you have made a covenant with yourselves that you have been given 

a respite and that you will remain alive for some time to come 

still!?” 

  .ا كُتبا على غَيرِنيهلْموت فانَّ أَكَ
In addition, some people feel that it is only others who must follow 

the Truth and obey the rulings of All{h i and that these laws were 

only put in place for others and that they are exempt from such 

rulings: 

لىانَّ أَكَ وع قلْح رِنغَيبجا و.  
A similar important speech can also be seen in the enlightening 

words of the Commander of the Faithful,˜Al| b. Ab| ¬{lib �. One 

day, this noble personality was taking part in the burial of a fellow 

Muslim when he saw and heard a person who had a boisterous 

laugh. The Im{m said to him, “Why are you laughing?  Do you think 

that only this person will be brought to the graveyard and that you 

will never have to see the same day?”79 

Some of the difficulties that humans face are the (spiritual) veils 

that cover our understanding and comprehension and thus, the 

Prophet � has said that “The veils of arrogance, unfounded 

prejudice, pride, following our lower desires, love and hate of other 

than All{h i and other things must all be removed. This must be 

done so that the person is able to make use of the internal «ujjat – 

meaning his intelligence – to discern between good and bad and so 

that he would be able to comprehend and find the correct path to 

tread upon.” 

We must accept that it is very much possible that all of the things 

which are happening to other people can also one day happen to us 

and just as the ˜Arab poet has once said: 
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نيى برِإلاا يسنانُ فيه نراً مبرى خى يتبِراً حخألََاا مــخارِب. 
“At that time when a person is informed of the death of another 

person, it is then that his own death is also written and recorded 

(that it will take place).” 

Death does not know the difference between young and old – it has 

no relationships or ties with anyone – and thus, it can and does 

come after a person unexpectedly. 

Pay careful attention to the wording of the tradition and see how 

carefully the words have been chosen. It is stated, “It is as if death 

has been prescribed for other than us (and that we will never die).”  

Who has been promised that they will remain alive for another 

instant?  If there is no possibility of a promise coming to play in this 

issue of death, then why do we constantly delay and postpone the 

doing of good deeds?  We leave off repentance and asking 

forgiveness for our sins until tomorrow or the day after. We are so 

relaxed and laid-back that before we realize it, time will have passed 

us by and at that time when we are about to die, any amount of grief 

or anguish will be of no use. 

Our mistake is right here that we all think that those who have died 

and left us are simply on a trip and that tomorrow, they will be 

coming back to us. It is us ourselves who have placed then in the 

ground under the dirt and are now busy in eating up the inheritance 

that they have left behind for us yet still we act in such a way that 

we think we are going to live forever! 

Just look at the way that some people act in this world and 

sometimes with great regret, we see that it is this same inheritance 

that they leave behind that make the people after them act in the 

most disgusting and dangerous ways! 
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One time when we were in Tehr{n, we were informed that there 

were two brothers – who were around the ages of 10 – 15 years old. 

They got upset with one another due to the way that the 

inheritance was split up between the two of them to the point 

where they would not even go to each other’s house. 

We must say to such people that: “Are you certain that you are 

going to be able to make use of all of this inheritance that has been 

left for you?”  Without doubt, if we think over this just a little bit 

then the answer will definitely come, “No - since in life there are 

events which can take place that we as humans are completely 

unaware of such as that time span between life and death which is a 

very short time period.”  Mankind is still amazed at how short this 

time span truly is!    

Sometimes, some people can be seen as saying: “All{h has surely 

been merciful to me as I was close to falling off of the edge” – or 

other such things. All of these things that happen to us are actually 

trials for us to learn lessons from which we must learn from and 

then put into action since there is nothing closer to mankind than 

death however he is ever forgetful of this most important advice. 

The greatest advisor or warner for the purification and refinement 

of the soul is death and thus, we have been advised and 

recommended to continuously visit the graveyard (to remember our 

own death). 

Going to visit the deceased is not only done simply as a show of 

respect to those who have gone before us. When we see that we are 

recommended that we should interact with a believer – whether he 

is alive of whether he is dead – in a particular way. In addition, we 

should give him something good and full of blessings so that he can 

benefit from it. We must also recite S}rah al-F{ti¡ah for him and 

this recitation of S}rah al-F{ti¡ah and all of the other things 
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actually have more of an impact and effect on the person before he 

dies than after he is dead. 

When we place our hands upon the grave, we realize that between 

him and ourselves, there is nothing more than a one meter gap. It is 

possible that tomorrow, we too will be in that same place that he is 

in right now. When a person thinks upon this issue, when he thinks 

about death, then he will definitely try and control his soul: 

  ...بِذكْرِ الْموت هو للٌّ...
“…Control it (the soul) through the remembrance of death…” 

At this time will the veils of negligence, pride, etc… be lifted from 

our eyes, ears and heart, and this is the most important thing that 

we can do for ourselves - have these veils and curtains lifted from in 

front of us. 

A tradition from the Prophet � states: 

انَّ أَ الَ لَويلشاطلى قُ نيونَ عومحنِلُيوا  يوبِ بظَرلَن ،مـلإِآد لَكُوتى م
  .اتولسما

“Surely had the Devils not whispered into the hearts of the children 

of ¤dam, they would have been able to (just as Prophet Ibr{h|m) see 

into the depths of the heavens.”80 

Thus, we too could see into the heavens as All{h i permitted 

Prophet Ibr{h|m � to do for in the Qur`an, it says: 

رضِ و ليكُونَ من َألاات و ومـلسايم ملَكُوت هابرإِ يلك نرِو كَذٌ �
  � نينِـلْموقا

“And thus did We permit Ibr{h|m to glance into the depths of the 

heavens and the Earth so that he would of those who had 

certainty.”81 � 
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We were previously narrating a tradition from the Noble Prophet 

�bto the Commander of the Faithful, ˜Al| b. Ab| ¬{lib � in which a 

total of one hundred and three characteristics of a true believer 

were explained. Instead of aimlessly wandering around (spiritually), 

the person who wishes to tread upon the path of Isl{mic ˜Irf{n 

(mysticism) should make use and act upon that which is mentioned 

in this tradition and one will get closer in his journey towards All{h 

i.  

In our previous gatherings, we discussed forty-one characteristics 

and today, we cover another four characteristics of a true believer. 

 ...قُووراً، صبوراً، رضوراًكُياً، ش...  
The Prophet � continued: “(A true believer) is: dignified (in the 

face of challenges), patient, content (with whatever All{h decrees 

for him), thankful (for the blessings that All{h gives him).” 82 

 
We can actually place this tradition alongside the Khutbah of the 

Commander of the Faithful, ˜Al| b. Ab| ¬{lib � given to Hamm{m 

� in which 110 characteristics that a muttaq|n (those who have 

All{h consciousness) must possess was explained. 

Three of the characteristics given by the Commander of the Faithful, 

˜Al| b. Ab| ¬{lib � in his talk to Hamm{m � were actually 

explanations of the words of the Prophet �bin this tradition: 

ا يفلِزِالَلز اًورقُو و لْا يفارِكَمه صاًورب ا يفَ ولراِءخ اًوركُش.  
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“In the face of calamities they are dignified, and in the face of 

detestable acts they are patient; and in the face of ease and comfort, 

they are thankful.”83 

The forty-second characteristic of a true believer is that of “ًوقورا”. 
The word “وقور” is in the meaning of something heavy, and in the 
Noble Qur˜{n, we read: 

� و هِانِآذَ يفم راًقْو  �  
“And in their ears is a heaviness.”84 

Thus, we see that due to the sins that people commit, All{h i places 

heaviness in their ears such that they are no longer able to hear the 

Truth. 

In the above mentioned speech to Hamm{m, the Commander of the 

Faithful,, ˜Al| b. Ab| ¬{lib � further said, “They (those who have 

consciousness of All{h) remain in the time of trials the way they 

remain in comfort.”   

Sometimes, we see that certain people are like feathers such that 

even with the slightest movement (in the world around them), they 

lose their footing because they have absolutely no foundation. 

There are others who are like a leaf; others who are like the 

branches of a tree; and some who are like the entire tree – however 

even if a strong wind was to come about, it would rip the tree out of 

the ground by its roots!  However a true believer is like a mountain 

such that even with strong winds - not only does it not move at all, 

rather the mountain actually makes the wind stop in its place – and 

a true believer is just like this! 

� لْأَ وَألا يقى فضِر رواسنْأَ ي تمكُبِ يدم �  
“And He has set up on the Earth, mountains, standing firm, lest it 

should shake with you!”85 
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In the commentary of this verse of the Qur`{n it has been mentioned 

that if the mountains did not exist on the Earth, then the winds 

would have destroyed the all of mankind. Therefore, a true believer 

is one who is able to stop all sorts of corruption and evil and at the 

same time, move along with the current. 

The troubles which the Commander of the Faithful,, ˜Al| b. Ab| ¬{lib 

� alluded to in this speech are sometimes in relation to the inner 

being of the person such as the inner (lower) passions and desires.  

It has been mentioned in S}rat Y}suf where it has been stated: 

� قَلَود همبِ ته وهبِ ما لَهنْأََ الَو رأى برانَه بِّره �  
“And (with passion) did she (Zulaykha) desire him, and he (Y}suf) 

would have desired her, but he saw the evidence of his Lord.”86 

Sometimes, these troubles are outside forces, such as the evil 

whisperings of the many external Sha|{¢|n that exist. 

The forty-third characteristic is that of showing extreme patience 

and again, in the speech given to Hamm{m �, the Commander of 

the Faithful,, ˜Al| b. Ab| ¬{lib � said: 

و لْا يفارِكَمه ـصاًورب.  
“And during the times of distress, one is patient.” 

This means that in the face of the distressful events in life, the true, 

perfect believer has patience. It is not necessary that these 

distressful events come upon a person with great force – rather, 

even in issues such as sickness, poverty, losing one’s loved ones, 

etc… one must have patience. 

In the life of being a student, or and treading upon the path of being 

a soldier in the army of Im{m al-Zam{n �, and even within the 

period of our youth, there are many difficulties and challenges that 
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come about and if a person does not have patience and fortitude, 

then one will not be able to reach any stage in one’s life.  

We personally know of people who used to fast during the hot days 

of the summer months and at the time of breaking the fast, did not 

even have a piece of bread, or even money to go to the public bath 

to take a shower!  The difficulties of today are definitely much less 

than this and vary for every individual.  

If do not have patience, then what will happen?  If we are not 

patient, will this change our situation in any way?  How beautifully 

Im{m ˜Al| � has put it: 

 ترج تعزج نْإِ و ورجأْم تنأَ و يرادقَملْا كيلَع ترج تربص نْإِ
لَعيلْا كقَمادير أَ ونت أْمزور.  

“If you are patient, then surely that which has been ordained will be 

granted unto you and you will be rewarded; and if you are anxious 

or uneasy then surely that which has been intended will also be 

granted to you but you will be surrounded (by difficulties).”87 

Thus, it is best that we observe patience until we are able to achieve 

the reward. One intellectual stated that: “Whenever I am faced with 

difficulties, I say to myself: 

  .لْعفْأَا مفَ ربِصأَ ملَ نْإِ
The forty-fourth characteristic of a true believer is that one is 

content with whatever All{h i decrees for him. 

We must strive and struggle, but with all the work that we put forth, 

it is only that which All{h i has decreed that will come to pass and 

a true believer must be content with this – thus, the stages of Rid{ 

and Tasl|m (contentment and submission) are very important levels.  
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With the progress in science and technology today, there are many 

things which have become clear and understandable for us, such as 

when a child develops jaundice at a young age. Today it has been 

shown that this yellowness of the child is actually an antibiotic that 

protects the child from other diseases whereas in previous times, it 

was thought that this is a great problem. There are many other 

‘problems’ which humanity still does not know the reason why they 

occur but we must be patient despite everything. 

The forty-fifth characteristic of a true believer is that one is 

thankful. In the Khu¢bah of Hamm{m �, the Commander of the 

Faithful,, ˜Al| b. Ab| ¬{lib � has stated: 

و ا يفلراِءخ كُشور.  
“In times of ease, he is thankful.” 

Often, when a person is in a good period of security, safety, and 

peace, one tends to forget All{h i. However when one is plagued 

with difficulties, then one falls into the remembrance of All{h i. 

The Noble Qur`{n has said: 

 � ونَكُرِشي ما هذَإِرِّ بلْاى ـلإِ ماهجا نملَفَ �
“And when they reach back to land (after facing difficulties at sea), 

once again they setup partners with Him (All{h).”88 

Thus, a true believer is that person who remembers All{h i at all 

times – during old age and during one’s youth and thanks All{h i 

during times of difficulty and ease. 

It is our hope that All{h i gives us all the ability to act upon the 

words in this tradition, which are sufficient for our entire life time. 

� 
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Continuing on the tradition from the Noble Prophet �bto the 

Commander of the Faithful, ˜Al| b. Ab| ¬{lib � in which a total of 

one hundred and three characteristics of the true, complete believer 

were explained, we will cover two more in this discussion. 

  ...انسللْا وقد، صمِالَكَلْا يلُلقَ...
 “(A true believer) speaks less and is truthful in his speech…”89 

 
Thus, the forty-sixth characteristic of a true believer is that he 

speaks less. In relation to one speaking less, we have numerous 

traditions which show the importance of this trait since it is 

through the tongue that numerous sins are committed.  

This instrument of sinning is available everywhere, at all times and 

is very easy to make use of. However as for other sins, there are 

(other) ways through which they are done and they have a specific 

time and place in which they can be performed – however the sins 

of the tongue are the most dangerous ones. 

In addition, the tongue is that instrument through which (at least) 

thirty of the major sins are committed. However for sins such as 

drinking alcohol or gambling, there is only one instrument of the 

body at use when performing that sin. Therefore in order to counter 

the dangers of the tongue, we have been commanded to speak very 

less - rather - we must observe silence as much as possible. 

In relation to the importance of maintaining silence and speaking 

less, we have many traditions of which, we narrate five short ones 
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from the book Miz{nul «ikmah. Contained within each of these 

tradition is one point in relation to the benefit of not speaking 

much. 

1. Silence - The First Step in the Worship of All{h i: 

 .ةُادبعلْا لُوأَ وه تملصأَ: � قال رسول اللّه
The Messenger of All{h � has said, “Silence is the first form of 

worship (of All{h).”90 

Scholars who write and speak about attaining spiritual proximity to 

All{h i first off advise their students to observe silence and speak 

less. 

From the point of view of the general (Muslim) population, the 

person who drinks as much as one drop of alcohol when he is inside 

a Masjid is a very despicable person - however these same people 

(who think that this act is despicable) will spend the whole day – 

from morning to night – in that same sacred place indulging in 

backbiting, lying, and leveling false accusations against other people 

and they will not even tire out in the least!  This is because the 

detestability of the sins of the tongue are very less in the eyes of the 

people and they do not see such things as being bad to perform. But 

rather, this is one of the most dangerous things since as a sin gets 

more and more despicable, the more and more people will try to 

stay away from that sin, but the sins of the tongue are not even 

considered as anything bad by the common people. 

2. Silence Keeps Sha|¢{n Far Away: 

  .انطَيلشل ةُدرِّطَم هنإِفَ تملصا لِوطُبِ كيلَع: �للٌّه ا ولُسر الَقَ
The Messenger of All{h � has said, “I advise you to prolong 

keeping quiet since this act repels Sha|¢{n.”91 
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When a person speaks a lot, Sha|¢{n is around him, busy listening to 

what he is saying and at any moment, it is possible that the person’s 

tongue may begin to swerve and one may start to speak bad things. 

Sometimes the bad feelings, feuds and enmities which take place 

within families are due to the useless talk that Sha|¢{n enters into. 

3. Silence - The Best Protector: 

عن عل ي)هلَيالَا علسالٌ): م احأَ ظٌفظَفَح ما نلصمت.  
Im{m ˜Al| � has said, “There is no protector better for protecting 

(a person) than silence.”92 

We see that sometimes the tongue is the reason why a person is 

even killed. In the face of jealousy, enmity and other Sha|¢{nic 

things, remaining quiet is the best protector for a person. 

4. Silence - The Source of Dignity: 

عن عل أَ: �يلصمت ِسكْيلْا يكقَوار و كْيفيك مؤِإلا ةَنعارِذَت. 
Im{m ˜Al| � has said, “Silence clothes a person with the robes of 

dignity and reduces the need to always ask for forgiveness”93 

Those people who speak too much in gatherings are less dignified 

that others. Thus, it is through maintaining silence that the honour 

of a person is increased.  

In addition to this, a person does not need to always ask for 

forgiveness because when a person speaks too much, he will fall into 

the trap of saying things which may necessitate him to apologize 

more often. This will lessen his spiritual worth – and if he does not 

ask for forgiveness, then his worth will be lessened. Thus, if he 

always has to ask others for forgiveness, then his dignity is lowered 

and similarly, his honour is also lowered in the eyes of the people 

since he is always forced to ask others for forgiveness for his errors.  
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5. Silence - The Garden of Contemplation and Reflection: 

عن عل ي� :تمأَلص رولْا ةُضرِكْف. 
Im{m ˜Al| � has said, “Silence is the garden of contemplation.”94 

The person who speaks too much does not have the time to think, 

nor does he have time to study and do research. However when one 

is quiet, new thoughts and views are able to come into his head 

which get him to start thinking and contemplating on other issues.  

Thus, when a person’s tongue starts working (and he speaks too 

much), then there is no opportunity left for him to reflect and 

ponder. For this reason it has been stated that you should associate 

yourself with those people who speak less since they will inspire 

you with wisdom. 

This is just a small section on the traditions in relation to silence. 

Continuing on, the forty-seventh characteristic of a true believer is 

that he is truthful in his speech and when one does speak, his words 

are carefully thought out and truthful. It has been mentioned in the 

traditions that truthfulness in speech is one sign of true faith and it 

has been stated, “Do not examine people through the ªal{t they 

perform or the fasts that they keep, rather, examine and test them 

through the truthfulness of their speech. If their tongue is under 

control, then they have some worth to them and if their tongue is 

not under their control, then they have no worth to them and even 

if they perform worship of All{h, this worship has no merit in it.” 

For every single Prophet that All{h i raised up, He commanded 

them to follow two principles in their mission: 

  .يثدحلْا قدص و ةانمَألا اُءدأَ
“Maintain and return trusts given to them and truthfulness in their 

speech.” 
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Every morning, the tongue speaks to the other parts of the body and 

asks how they are doing. The rest of the body parts reply to the 

tongue that, “If you leave us, then we will all be okay!” 

Insha-All{h, all of us will take this issue as something serious and 

will speak less and think and will also consider whatever we speak 

to be a part of the actions that we do (that we will have to account 

for) and we will not take part in those gatherings in which vain and 

useless talk is going on. 

It is our hope that All{h i gives us all the ability to act according to 

these commandments.� 
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: يقُولُ يلْمنقَرِااصمِ ع بنِ سمعت قَيس: الَقَ نيِلْحصاعن علْقَمة بنِ 
: يالَ ل، فَقَيمٍتم يمن بنِ اعةمن جم وفْد يف �للٌّه اقَدمت على رسولِ 

، للٌّهِاا رسولَ ي: لَيه و قُلْتإِ، فَفَعلْت، ثُم عدت سدرٍ و ِءآغْتِسلْ بِمإِ
ظْنعنظَةً نـا عبِه عفالَا، فَقَت :ي ،سإِا قَي عانَّ مزِّ ذُاللْع إِ، و عانَّ ميلْح اة

 تاً، ووإِم عانَّ منـلدي ةً، ورإِا آخكُلِّ شنَّ لِس ٍءيلى كُلِّ ـيحع باً، و
شٍءي قـير كُلِّ إِباً ونَّ لةنسح ثَويِّئَةكُلِّ سل قَ اباً، وباًاع. 

It has been narrated from ˜Alqamah b. al-«a#|n that he said, “I heard 

Qais b. ˜¤#im al-Minqar| say, ‘I was with the Messenger of All{h � 

with a contingent from the tribe of Ban| Tam|m, when he said to me: 

“Go and perform a ghusl with water mixed with sidr (a type of 

tree).”  The companion said, “I did as I was told and returned back to 

the Prophet and said to him, ‘O’ Messenger of All{h!  Give us some 

good council so that we can make use of this advice.”  The Prophet 

said, “O’ Qais!  Surely along with honour and glory comes 

abasement; and along with life comes death; and with this world 

there is the next world; and there is an accountability for 

everything and there is a Watcher over everything; and for every 

good deed, there is a reward, and for every bad action there is a 

punishment.”95 

 
One of the traits of this world is the upheaval that comes along with 

it. By this we mean that both this world and even humanity 
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themselves – who are a part of this world - will never remain in one 

state. It is through paying attention to this point that a person’s 

pride and vanity is destroyed since most of the problems and 

troubles of mankind are due to one’s negligence.  

Thus, if mankind was not negligent, then they would not easily give 

themselves up to abasement, nor would they commit sins.  In 

summary it can be said that this negligence is the root of the 

misfortunes of mankind and in order to remove and protect a 

person from this wicked state, Isl{m has brought forth various ways 

and means that must be employed. 

Things which Destroy Pride and Negligence 

A) Paying attention to the confusion that take place around the 

world is enough to wake a person up and make him humble. If one 

notices that after every period of greatness (of a person or country), 

there is a period of abasement; after health there is sickness; after 

safety and security there is danger and anarchy; and after youth 

there is old age; then one would definitely humble oneself and try to 

remove all forms of negligence from within oneself. 

A person must know that status, wealth, power and all other 

material bounties are not everlasting and whether one likes it or 

not, one day, all of these will be taken away. 

This truth is something very important that the world will never 

remain in one state – rather, it is always changing and evolving and 

thus, we can not rely upon it. Yes, we must take this world as a 

bridge and a crossing point and a (temporary) residence to prepare 

ourselves for the next life, however we must understand that it is 

only the sacred essence of All{h i which will remain for eternity. 

B) Obedience and worship (of All{h i) are two more things which 

can remove arrogance and negligence. It is through the ªal{t that a 
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person can remember All{h i and remove the negligence within 

him. 

There are some people who ask, “Until when must we perform this 

ªal{t?”  It must be said to them that, “As long as we are in this 

world, we must continue performing the ªal{t since principally, we 

are in need of this ªal{t.”  We must lift our hands in need in this 

ªal{t while in the presence of the One who is completely free of all 

needs and it is from Him alone that we must ask for the spiritual 

medicine to cure ourselves. Thus, the ªal{t will remove our 

negligence and spiritually awaken us. 

C) Facing tribulations and difficulties also removes the veils of 

negligence from a person. When a person faces difficulties, we see 

that in the early stages, they are hard to go through, however if we 

carefully look at these difficulties, they are actually a blessing for us. 

In other words, these tribulations and all the difficulties which they 

cause are only one side of a coin while the other side of this coin is 

the happiness and pleasure that one will achieve (after having 

passed these tests). One of the people who used to speak to us from 

the Mimbar in the past used to give us a very good example and 

would say, “If the entire highway was clean and flat (with no bumps 

or side railings on it), then surely a driver would fall asleep at the 

wheel. However if a portion of the highway was under construction, 

then the person would stay awake while driving and he would drive 

with utmost caution and be more alert.”  In addition, sometimes a 

portion of the road (on the side – the shoulder) is made uneven, so 

that the driver does not fall asleep at the wheel.  

Trials and tribulations is similar to this – the apparent aspect of 

these challenges are things which may upset a person, however 

there is mercy and blessing contained within them. 
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Another issue that has been alluded to in this tradition is that a 

person must know and understand that every act one performs – 

however great or small – even something involuntary as one’s 

breathing – is under watch and is being recorded.96 

Over and above any single creature, All{h the Most High, is 

watching over and seeing what we do; then the two Angels are 

commanded to be witnesses and write everything in a book; and 

even the land that a person lives in and his own body parts will bear 

witness for or against him on the Day of Resurrection. 

In addition, it is mentioned in the tradition that even the day (each 

and every time period) will also bear witness on the Day of 

Judgement in relation to our actions and deeds. 

Thus in summary we must know that we are under close watch and 

scrutinized every moment of our lives.� 
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 نا يبِأَعدرالَاِء قَلد :نطَبولَخسلا ا ر لٌّه� ةعمج موأَ: الَ، فَقَيها ي
الحة قَبلَ لصاالِ عمألََادروا بِاا و بنْ تموتوأَقَبلَ  للٌّهِاى ـلإِاس، توبوا لنا
ن كْثروا مأَبينكُم و بين ربِّكُم تسعدوا و  يلَّذانْ تشتغِلُوا و أَصلحوا أَ
لْمنكَرِ انتهوا عنِ انوا و ـلصدقَة ترزقُوا و أْمروا بِالْمعروف تحصا

  .تنصروا
It has been narrated from Ab|l Dard{’ that: “The Messenger of All{h 

� spoke to us on Jumu˜ah and said, “O’ People!  Turn back to All{h 

(in repentance) before you die; and before you get too busy (in your 

life) perform righteous deeds; correct the relationship between 

yourselves and your Lord so that you may gain felicity; and give a 

lot of charity (#adaqah) so that you are given (by All{h) sustenance; 

and enjoin goodness upon others so that you may be protected 

(from the hell fire) and forbid others from evil so that you may be 

assisted (by All{h).” 97 

 
In this tradition, the Noble Prophet �bgave us six commandments 

to follow: 

1) Tawbah – Turning Back towards All{h i 

Tawbah is one of the blessings from All{h, the Most High, to His 

servants. How beautifully has Im{m ˜Al| b. al-«usain as-Sajj{d � 

put it in his Mun{j{t of the T{ib|n (Whispered Prayer of Those who 

Turn in Repentance to All{h) where he calls out: 
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لتوبةَ، اى عفْوِك سميته ـلإِاباً ادك بفَتحت لعب يلَّذانت أَ، يهلٌإِ
ا عذْر من أَغْفَلَ فَم�  توبةً نصوحاً للٌّهاى ـلإِ توبوا �: لْتــفَقُ

  ؟ابِ بعد فَتحهلْبادخولَ 
“O’ my Lord!  You are the One who has opened up for Your servants 

the door towards Your forgiveness and You named it Tawbah when 

You said, 	 Turn back in repentance towards All{h – a sincere 
repentance 
 – so what then is the excuse for a person who is 
negligent in entering into the door after it has been opened?”98 

The meaning of the sentence of the Prophet � in the tradition 

under discussion where he states, “Ask repentance before you die” 

is that immediately after we have committed a sin, we must turn 

back to All{h i - and this is because no one knows when death will 

come upon them.  

In the Noble Qur`{n, we read the following verse: 

� م رِــوديا ت فْسن اذَمم غَداً و كِْسبرِا تديا ت فْسضٍ يِّبِأَ نأَر 
وتمت �  

“And no soul knows what it shall earn tomorrow and no soul knows 

in which land it shall die.”99 

It has been narrated that the Prophet of Isl{m � – with all of the 

greatness and nobility that he possessed – would ask forgiveness 

seventy times every day!  We claim to be followers of this great 

personality, so then how many times a day do we ask forgiveness 

and turn back to All{hK? 

At night, before we go to sleep, how many acts do we bring to 

memory that we performed during the day?  If a person was to sit, 

examine and meditate upon his actions everyday and ask for 

forgiveness (for his evil deeds), then the spiritual darkness would be 
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lifted from one’s heart, and the soul would become illuminated with 

the Divine Light. 

It is for this reason that the best of actions that one can do before 

the break of down is to ask for forgiveness.100  Thus, a person should 

wake up in the middle of the night and in the calm of the night, pray 

and ask for one’s needs from All{h i and pour out his heart to Him 

– and in the words of the Qur`{n one sould be:: 

  �ارِ سحألََين بِامستغفرِ �
 “Those who seek forgiveness in the early hours.”101 

Almost all of our major scholars who have written treatises on the 

spiritual travel towards All{h i have stated that the first stage in 

this journey is Tawbah – just as the Prophet of All{h � has said: 

  .نْ تموتواأَقَبلَ  للٌّهِاى ـلإِتوبوا 
2. Performing Good Deeds 

A person does not always think about his free time, ease and 

comfort and naturally feels that he will stay young for his entire life. 

One’s thoughts are not always free and thus many obstacles can 

often be placed in one’s path. 

If you pay close attention to those around you, then you will notice 

that there are some people who have everything (materialistically). 

These people are not lacking anything in their material life however 

they say, “The yearning to learn and study has been taken away 

from me.”  If one would like to increase knowledge, then one must 

develop Taqw{ within oneself and must work towards self building 

and purification of the soul since whatever one has is through 

Taqw{ (All{h consciousness). We must also perform good deeds 

before we get to a stage in our life where we are overcome by 

difficulties. 
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3. Reconciliation with All{h i 

We see that, in relation to the events that happen around people, 

they are of three categories: 

There is one group of people who only look at what others are 

saying; there is another group who look partially at what others are 

saying and also partially at what All{h i has commanded them to 

perform; and the third group are those who only pay attention to 

what All{h i has commanded them to do and ignore other people. 

Keeping in mind this brief introduction, we see that when any event 

takes place, a person must see what it is that All{h i has ordered to 

be performed and do only that. 

By this we mean that the first right that is upon us is that we must 

see what All{h i wants and then we should see what the people are 

saying. If a person is to first establish a firm relation with All{h i, 

then in return, All{h i will correct that person’s relation with other 

people (and thus, whatever the people want will be what All{h 

wants). This fact can be seen in a hadith from the Commander of the 

Faithful,, ˜Al| b. Ab| ¬{lib � in which he said:   

 نأَم نيب و هنيب لَحاصِأَ، للٌّه لَحاصللٌّه م نيب و هنياا باسِلن.  
“A person who corrects his relationship between oneself and All{h, 

All{h will correct the affairs between himself and the people.”102 

Thus, the only way to reach the path of true happiness is that we 

establish a close relationship with All{h i. 

4. Giving Great Amounts of ªadaqah 

Giving ªadaqah to others brings with it two important benefits: 

1. One’s sustenance will be increased; 

2. Maladies and difficulties will be removed from a person. 
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In relation to an increase in sustenance, we see that this goes 

against the apparent aspect of this world, meaning that if a person 

gives charity in the way of All{h i then according to his bank 

account and the apparent outcome of this charity, his pocket should 

be empty. However according to the Isl{mic narrations, this act will 

actually increase a person’s sustenance and wealth! 

One should give ªadaqah in whatever amount possible such that the 

Prophet � has told us that we are even permitted to give away our 

old clothing as charity (if we don’t have anything else to give) and in 

addition, this act of ªadaqah increases a person’s life span. 

When starting any journey, it is advisable to count the number of 

days that one will be away and actually put aside an amount of 

money to give in ªadaqah and this is something that all of us should 

act upon because this act of charity will serve as a barrier against 

anything that may come upon us. 

5 and 6) Forcefully Commanding to that which is Ethically Right and 

Vigorously Forbidding from that which is Evil - Amr Bil Ma˜r}f and 

Nah| ˜Anil Munkar 

These two important things have great benefit in them and in 

relation to them, the Commander of the Faithful,, ˜Al| b. Ab| ¬{lib 

� has stated: 

م أَا وملْبِرِّاالُ ع كُلُّه اا ولْجِهف بِ يادا يلِسللٌّه دنألََا، ع و وفعررِ بِالْمم
  .يلُجِّ بحرِ يف كَنفْثَة الَّإِلْمنكَرِ، اعنِ  يِلنها

“All of the righteous actions, including Jih{d in the way of All{h – in 

relation to the act of Amr bil Ma˜r}f and Nah| ˜Anil Munkar – can be 

comparable to the water in one’s mouth and the water that is in the 

deep oceans.”103 
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Not paying attention to an act that another person is doing and 

leaving him to do as he wishes, which we usually refer to as 

“minding your own business” or “what does it matter to me,” or due 

to some other reason such as not wanting to trouble our friends and 

acquaintances or so as not to be a nuisance, we refrain from this act. 

There is a famous saying which says, “What is the need to tie a 

handkerchief around the head when it does not hurt?”  Acting in 

this way will slowly get us to the point that wicked acts will take 

rule over a society and the righteous doers will become less in 

number and good acts in general will be forgotten. 

This is definitely an empty belief and a great mistake that people 

think that honour and dignity lie in the hands of other people and 

not in the hands of All{h i, whereas it clearly says in the Qur`{n 

that: 

� شت نم زعآتشت نلُّ مذت ُءآُء و �  
“He gives honour to whomsoever He pleases and He debases 

whomsoever He pleases.”104 

In another place in the Qur`{n we read that: 

b َك نرِمةَ انَ يزالْع لٌّيدفَله مةُ جزيعاًالْع a  
“Whosoever desires honour, then with All{h alone is all the 

honour.”105 � 
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ن نع نعِ عقَااف ،رمن عولُ  الَالَ، قَبسار للٌّه� : كَلَّمداً تبع محر
 ،نِمأَفَغملفَس كَتس سانَ انَّ إِ. وّأَللش لَكمٍءي ِإللسالَأَانَ، ن  نَّ كَالَإِو م

و نهى عن أَبِمعروف، مر أَى، اَو ـالتع هللٌّاذكْر  الَّإِلْعبد كُلَّه علَيه، ا
، هللٌّاا رسولَ ي: اذُ بن جبلال لَه معفَقَ. لْمؤمننيابين  حصالَإِو أَمنكَر، 

ؤاَناخذُ بِمت؟ فَقَا نالَكَلَّم : كُبلْ يه اولننلى مع اسف مرِها ياخالَّإِارِ، لن 
صح دأَائ نفَم ،هِمتأَلِْسنر الَاادلسفَظْ محةَ، فَلْيمرى بِها ج سلهان  

It has been narrated from N{fi˜ from b. ˜Umar that he said, the 

Messenger of All{h � said, “May (All{h) have mercy on that 

servant who gains benefit when he speaks, or one who is protected 

through maintaining silence. Surely the tongue is the thing which 

wields the most authority over a person. Be aware that everything 

that servant speaks is against him, except for the remembrance of 

All{h, the High, or the commanding of others to that which is right 

or preventing them from that which is evil, or setting the affair 

right between two believers.”  One of the companions named 

Ma˜{dh b. Jabal said, “O’ Messenger of All{h!  Will we be held 

accountable for that which we speak?”  The Prophet replied, “Is 

there anything else except an active tongue of a person that will 

lead him into the hell fire?  So then whoever seeks safety (from the 

fire), then let him protect that which comes out from his tongue.”106 
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In this tradition, the Prophet �balluded to some issues regarding 

the tongue107 and has stated that, “May All{h’s mercy be upon that 

servant whom people can benefit from his speech and who observes 

silence in order to stay safe and protected.”  In this part of the 

tradition, there are two important issues which we must mention: 

1. More than anything else which is within the body of a person, it is 

the tongue which rules and controls one. The peculiarities that exist 

and which are limited to that person who has a tongue can not be 

seen in any other body part nor in any other creation. 

a. The tongue is always at the disposal of the person. Sometimes 

the following similitude is given that, “For a person to speak is like 

drinking water.”  Even still, if a person wants to drink water we see 

that there are some prerequisites which must be fulfilled and 

carried out, however in order to speak there are no prerequisites. 

b. The dangers of the tongue cannot be compared to the dangers 

of any other body part, and the major sins which can be committed 

by the tongue number apout twenty or thirty!108 

c. The despicability of the sins of the tongue are not very detested 

in the sight of the people and when this occurs, then the danger and 

hazard of performing them also increase. If – may All{h i protect 

us – a person performs adultery then he has definitely done a very 

bad act in the sight of the people. However if he was to backbite 

another person – then as it is mentioned in the traditions, this is 

actually worse than adultery and even worse than drinking alcohol 

and its punishment is much more severe!  Normally, in the beliefs of 

other people, the despicability of the act of backbiting is something 

minor, or it may not even be considered as something bad at all! 

The Prophet � then continued his speech and said that, 

“Everything that a person says is against him, except for three types 

of speech” and this limit or threshold is a true and factual threshold 
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and there is no room to say that this is a symbolic gesture on behalf 

of the Prophet �. These three things include: the remembrance of 

All{h; Amr bil Ma˜r}f and Nahl ˜Anil Munkar; and making amends 

between two believers. 

We must make sure that all of that which we speak in this world are 

limited to these three issues and if we fall out of this boundary, then 

we will definitely incur loss. 

In relation to this tradition, there is an interesting interpretation 

which should spiritually move some people. We see that after this 

speech of the Prophet �, Ma˜{~ b. Jabal said, “O’ Messenger of 

All{h!  Is speaking also something that a person will have to be 

accountable for!?”  The Prophet � replied, to him, “Is there 

anything else except for the remuneration of the tongue that a 

person will be thrown face first into the hell fire?” 

Thus, it is clear that the sins for which a person will be thrown into 

the hell fire – face first – are not related to the sins performed by 

the chest, feet or hands – rather it is that which he has earned 

through his tongue. 

It may be that such a punishment has been prescribed since when a 

person is thrown into the hell fire due to the sins he has committed, 

he will be thrown into the fire by that thing which led him to 

commit the sins. Since it is the tongue by which he committed sins, 

thus, he will be thrown into the hell fire face first. Thus, the first 

thing to be burnt by the fire is his tongue – and it is this same 

tongue that lit the fires (of hatred and sin in the world) and it is this 

organ through which one (innocently) accused people and annoyed 

others. 

Thus, every morning when we wake up from our sleep, we must ask 

All{h i to protect us from the evils of the tongue. In addition, when 

we are ready to go to bed to sleep at night, we must ask forgiveness 
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from All{h i for the sins which we committed in the day and 

definitely the tongue of a person puts one into a great difficulty.109 

� 
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دبع نلٌّلا عبنِ عب سولَ : الَاس قَهر تعملاس قُولُ �لٌّهأَ: يهاا يلن ،اس
ا بِم فَمغتبِطٌلْعملِ، اار ماد مضلْمعاجلِ، و َألاملِ متقَدّم حلُولِ َألابسطُ 

لْيأْس ا، و فَقْرلطَّمع انَّ إِاس، لناا اَيه. دمان اتهافَبِم متيسِّر، و نِماحتقَب غَا
... معدنٌا لدنيا، و كَنزلْعملَ ا، و دةٌالْعزلَةَ عبا، و حةٌااعةَ رلْقَناو  ينِغَ
نْ أَسِ، قَبلَ حالَِإلااسِ، و جِدة نفَألََامهلِ  يتم فـنأَلْعملَ و اادروا بفَ

  .لندماينفَع  تأْخذُوا بِالْكَظْمِ، فَالَ
It has been narrated from Abdull{h b. ˜Abb{s: “I heard the 

Messenger of All{h � say: ‘O’ Mankind!  Before death comes to a 

person, all sorts of wishes and desires are placed in front of him and 

surely the Resurrection Day is a field of trial and a competition. (On 

this day, people will be in one of two groups) The (poor) person will 

possess (the good form) of envy (Al-Ghib¢ah). In that same amount 

as the wealth which he gives (in the way of All{h), will he be 

successful and dignified. The other type of person is that rich 

person who possessed things however did not make use of his 

wealth and did not spend it in the way of All{h and thus, he will be 

in grief and upset. O’ People!  Surely greed is (actually) poverty, and 

disregarding (that which other people have) is richness, and 

contentment (with what one possesses) is comfort and distancing 

ones’ self (from people) is worship, and (righteous) actions are a 

treasure, and this world is the mine (of treasures) … Thus while you 

have the opportunity, strive to perform good deeds even if the time 

remaining for you (on this Earth) is as much as the time between 
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two breaths or the time it takes to mount upon your saddle, before 

the way of breathing is taken (away from you) at which time any 

remorse will be of no use.’”110 

 
The Noble Prophet �bbrought forth two points in this tradition: 

1 Before the time of parting (from this world) and one’s 

death, all of the wishes and desires (which a person possesses) will 

be presented in front of him.  

This part of the tradition may point to the fact that as a person gets 

older, his (material) desires also increase – and these also become 

spiritually devoid and less logical as times goes on.111 

Thus, this is the danger bell to that person – no matter how old one 

is, the desires for material things increase. It is this same thing that 

will prevent a person from making the best of this world in order to 

prepare oneself to have a better life in the next world. 

1 The Resurrection Day is the field and area of actions. The 

reason why the ˜Arabs refer to the competition ground as a “مضمار” is 
due to the fact that before they would start a horseback riding 

competition, they would first look to find an open area to practice in 

and there they would try to get their horses to run as much as they 

could and it is through this act that they would accomplish two 

things: 

1. The horses would get more training and experience. 

2. The horses would get thinner and fitter. 

The word “مضمار” is also in the meaning of becoming thinner and 
thus, in the 24th khu¢bah recorded in Nahjul Bal{gha it is mentioned 

that, “Today is the day of the competition ground.”   
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This world which we are in is the training ground and the 

competition is the next life. From this expression, we can deduce 

that sometimes the area of competition – the competition ground – 

is also referred to as the “مضمار” since it is there that the horses will 
run and will get thinner and fitter. 

In any case, according to this commandment from the Noble 

Prophet �, the Resurrection Day is the competition ground for 

actions. We should not think that a person will be able to reach any 

status in life with long desires and hopes. At that place (on the Day 

of Resurrection) it is the actions of each person which will compete 

with one another, and the person who had more good deeds will be 

the winner of this competition and whoever had less good deeds 

and was polluted (with evil and sin) will be the loser. 

This world tries to keep everyone busy with long desires whereas in 

the market of the Resurrection, these desires will serve absolutely 

no purpose – rather, it is only those actions which produce benefits 

which will be of use for us. 

From the following sentence in the ¡ad|th, we understand that 

people are of two types: 

One group is those who are envious (good envy) of others or مغتبط, 
whereas the second group is those who are content or متيسر. Some 
people have stated that the first word actually means one who is 

happy or joyous however according to our opinion, it refers to a 

poor person who is envious and jealous of others and in the same 

amount that he spends his wealth in the way of All{h i, in that 

same amount he will attain happiness and success. 

There are some people who possess everything (materialistically 

speaking) however since they are not able to make use of their 

wealth, they are always upset and discontent. 
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In the next sentence, there are six points which have been 

mentioned: 

1 and 2) The wealth and poverty of a person are related to the inside 

(spiritual aspects) of a person and are not related to his apparent 

aspects. If a person who possesses a lot was to own everything that 

is in the world, he would still be poor – and the opposite of this is 

true as well that if a person who does not pay attention to the 

material world did not possess anything, he will still be rich. It is the 

soul which must be full (of spiritual blessings) and which must 

remain self-sufficient and needless (of others) since the best wealth 

of a person is his internal and spiritual wealth. Thus, one who 

possesses everything (materialistically) is actually poor, and one 

who disregards wealth and material pleasures of this world is the 

truly wealthy person: 

  .ىيأْس غنلْا، و فَقْرطَّمع لانَّ إِ
“Surely coveteousness is poverty while contentment is richness.” 

3) A person is in need of rest and relaxation, and if he wishes to find 

this rest and relaxation, then he must do so by searching deep 

within oneself since it is through contentment that a person finds 

ease and comfort: 

 اونلْقةُ رةُاعاح.  
“Contentment breeds comfort.”  

and it is due to greed that a person is often put through difficulties 

and challenges. 

4) In order for a person to continuously be in the worship and 

servitude of All{h i, one must sit in a quiet and tranquil area. By 

this, we do not mean that one distances oneself entirely from the 

people. Rather, we mean that during the 24 hour period, one must 
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put aside some time for himself to be with his soul and his All{h. 

The best time to engage in this contemplation is the last part of the 

night just before the rising of the sun when normally, most people 

are asleep. The worship and prayer with full attention and presence 

of the heart in the middle of the night gives the heart and soul of a 

person spiritual energy: 

 لَةُاوزلْع بةٌاعد. 
“…distancing ones’ self (from people) is worship…” 

5 and 6) The treasures and riches of a person are his actions, and 

this world is the quarry (where these treasures can be extracted). 

Therea are various explanations and similitudes in relation to the 

world that have been given. For example it has been said that this 

world is the planting ground for the next life or that this life is a 

house of admonition and a bridge to cross (to the next life), however 

it is only in this tradition that it has been mentioned that this world 

is a quarry, and this is the only place where this similitude has been 

given. This world is a mine out of which treasures are extracted.  

Thus in summary, for that person who makes use of this world (for 

the next life), this world is not such a bad place. 

From these sentences we can deduce that in reality, the world is not 

something despised and despicable, rather, it is us who have made 

this world something reviled: 

 لَاوملْع  و زاكَننـلدنٌ ايدعم. 
“…and (righteous) actions are a treasure, and this world is the mine 

(of treasures)…” 

In closing, the Prophet b has ended his dialogue with a discussion on 

the end of the life of a person and has stated that, “Of those issues 
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which are hidden from people is that of the end of his life. Not a 

single person knows exactly when or where one will die.” 

In the Qur`{n, we read the following: 

� رِــمدي ا تفْسن اذَمم غَداً و كِْسبرِا تدي ا تفْسن ضٍ بِأَيِّ أَر
 وتمت�  

“And no soul knows that which it will earn tomorrow and no soul 

knows in which land it shall die.”112 

Thus, it is from the wisdom of All{h i that  a person is kept 

unaware of the time when one will die and keeping this hidden has 

two benefits which have been mentioned in the book, Taw¡|d al-

Mufaddhal. If man knew the time span of his life, then his existence 

on this Earth would not fall out of the following two scopes: 

1. If he knew he had a long life, then in this scenario, negligence 

would overtake him and he would reassure himself that, “I have 10, 

20 or 50 years left to live and thus, the need to ask forgiveness for 

my sins can be delayed and it is not necessary to make haste in 

asking for forgiveness.”  Thus, a person will continue to perform 

sins and pollute himself with negligence and fall into carelessness. 

2. If a person knew that he will live for one more hour, one day, one 

month or even one more year, then life will have no meaning for 

him as he will say to himself, “I am only going to live one more 

month, so then why should I go through all of this struggle?”  Thus, 

the pleasure and enjoyment from life would be gone and a person 

would fall into despair. 

This issue has other benefits to it which make a person lean towards 

the two states at any given time - meaning that he is constantly in a 

state of fear and hope.  
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From one point of view, he does not stop stretching forth his hand 

and at the same time, he does not come close to committing sins 

since he does not know if he is going to live another hour. In the 

Isl{mic narrations this issue has been mentioned quite frequently.  

In this tradition, two topics have been mentioned in the following 

way: In that time period that we have been given respite and are 

still breathing, we must work – this wording may allude to the fact 

that in between each breath that a person takes (when he breathes 

in and then exhales out), the time period between this cycle is 

something very short. Incidentally, it has also been mentioned that 

between the beats of the heart of a person, there is a short time 

period of rest which is referred to as the “respite of the heart” and 

thus in summary, we see that even in between the breaths which a 

person takes, there is also a respite between each one and this is the 

shortest period of time that a person is able to imagine. 

The Prophet � then stated, “…just as you are given the respite to 

live, during the time when you are inhaling and exhaling each 

breath, in that same amount of time, you should not have hope of 

living in this life for a long period as it is possible that when you 

exhale you may never inhale again.”  Therefore, in this short period 

of time, you must work towards righteous actions: 

وا فَبرااد لَ ومأَلْعف متلِ  ينهفاسَِألامن. 
“Thus while you have the opportunity, strive to perform good deeds 

even if the time remaining for you (on this Earth) is as much as the 

time between two breaths…” 

In the past, it was common that when a noble person mounted his 

steed, he would place a cloth or some material on the horse (and 

then mount it) and thus, the Prophet � said, “If you have been 

given respite during your life even for that period that it would take 
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to put on and take off a cloth from your house – meaning such a 

short period of time – then you must work towards righteous 

actions since it is very likely that in the next instant, your life would 

come to a close.” 

 ةجِدالسِِإلاوح.  
“…or the time it takes to mount upon your saddle…” 

Before the time that you breathe your next breath and do some 

action that you will later feel guilty about and which willhave no 

benefit for you after and no turning back, you should perform 

righteous deeds.  

If a person has even a small amount of knowledge in relation to the 

laws of universe, then he would know how close death is to him. In 

the body of a person, we see two important organs which can easily 

stop working: the heart and the brain. There are a series of thin 

veins which are responsible for the nutrients going to the heart and 

if these thin veins were to break, then a part of the heart would stop 

working and a person would end up having a heart attack. 

Within the brain of a person even, there are various capillary veins 

and if even one of these was to lose its power, then the brain would 

stop working - and how tragic it would be if that part of the brain 

that stopped working happened to be the control centre and this 

could even happen if the heart was working properly and was 

healthy but it is the brain which commands the heart in its 

activities.  

Or can we imagine if one of the veins which controls actions of one 

side of the body was to lose it ability to function causing that side of 

the person’s body to become paralyzed. Or if due to an impact on 

one of the veins, a person was to develop a blood clot, then in this 

event too, a person would lose the faculty of movement. 
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We see that when we are eating food and are swallowing our 

morsels, this small tongue that we have which is inside the mouth 

actually covers over the air pipe which is in our throat. If this act 

was to take place with even the slightest delay, then we know that if 

a small amount of food was to get caught in our wind pipe, and if 

through coughing, we could not release this food, then without 

doubt, our death would be sealed. 

Thus in summary, if a person does even a small amount of 

contemplation on the creation and at his own life, then slowly one 

would definitely develop thoughts in his own mind that tonight 

when one goes to sleep, there is a possibility that one will not wake 

up in the morning! 

In any case, these events that take place both within us and outside 

of our bodies are numerous.  

If we take for example these travels that we endeavour which is now 

a part of everyone’s life we see that our journeys that we go on are 

full of dangers, even if a person is careful and vigilant - however it is 

possible that others may not have this same vigilance.  

Thus, while we are able to and as long as we have the strength and 

energy, we must go forth to perform righteous actions and leave the 

accountability with All{h i.  

Can we truly say that all of the actions that we have performed were 

sincerely for All{h i and that no amount of insincerity or material 

gain were involved in them? 

We must seek refuge with All{h i because when a person will enter 

into the presence of the Most High and see his hands empty (of good 

deeds) and when he is given his book of records in his hand, he will 

scream out, just as it has been mentioned in the Qur`{n: 
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� ينلَتيا وا ماذَا الِ هتابِ الَلْك غيغص رالَـياد ةً وةً ـيكَبِ رالَّإِر 
  � اضراًا عملُوا حا و وجدوا ميهحصأَ

“Ah!  Woe to us!  What a book is this!  It leaves out nothing small or 

great but takes account thereof!  They will find all that they did 

placed before them…” � 
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يكْتب من  لْعبد الَانَّ إِاس، لناا يهأَ: خطْبته ييقُولُ ف � للٌّهاالَ رسولُ قَ
ني لْمؤمنِاالُ درجةَ ين ، و الَهانِاس من يده و لسلناني حتى يسلَم لْمسلما

ني حتى يدع قلْمتايعد من  ادره، و الَاره بوائقَه و جخوه بوأَمن حتى يأْ
االًم بِه أْسذَ بحماراً ع اا بِهأْسإِ. لْبخ نم هن اافيلْبات لَجاَد...  

The Messenger of All{h � said in one of his speeches: “O’ People!  

Surely a servant will not be counted as one of the Muslims until 

other people are protected from his hand and his tongue; and he 

will never reach the stage of a true believer until his brother (in 

faith) is safe from his evil and annoyance, and his neighbour is 

protected and safe from his harshness and anger; and he will never 

reach the stage of being one with Taqw{ (All{h conscious) until he 

keeps away from those erroneous actions which cause him to 

spiritually pollute himself. Surely the person who fears that he will 

remain asleep, keeps active and moves at night...” 113 

 
In reality, in this tradition the three words: Muslim, Mo`min and 

Muttaq| have been explained, and for each of these words, there is a 

special level that one must strive to attain. 

The Prophet � stated that, “A person cannot be considered as a 

Muslim until other people are safe from his hand and tongue and if 

this is not the case, then such a person is not a Muslim. In addition, 

a person is not considered a Mo`min until his Muslim brother and 

neighbours are safe from him annoying or aggravating them.” 
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The Prophet � used two forms of the words “سلم” and “أمن” in this 
tradition since the reality of Isl{m is complete submission (تسليم) and 
also making sure that others are safe or protected from the person 

 and both of these concepts are contained within the (سامل)
understanding of the word Isl{m. Thus, a person must be safe from 

both the physical (hand) of another Muslim as well as his tongue. 

A Mo`min or true believer is a person whose friends and neighbours 

are safe from his hands, while a Muttaq| or one who possess 

consciousness of All{h i is one who refrains from all doubtful 

things. If a person pollutes his soul with doubtful actions, then 

surely he is not a true Muttaq|! 

Anyone whose tongue acts like a snake or scorpion and is busy 

hurting others through his speech whether it be by makes of 

backbiting, levelling false accusations against others, making fun of 

other people, humiliating them, destroying their character, cursing 

them, etc… and injures other people is not considered a Muslim! 

There are many people who are tricked and misled by Sha|¢{n and 

thus when they are involved in a serious conversation, they protect 

their tongue (from speaking bad things). However when they are 

busy joking with others, they perform these same things which they 

would not do while engaged in a serious discussion. For example, 

when a person is busy joking with others, he may humiliate or make 

fun of his Muslim brother or bug him and then he will say, that “I 

was only joking with you and I did not mean what I said.” 

Sometimes, such joking is even worse than speaking the truth 

because when a person is speaking the truth, he is limited and 

maintains restrictions and boundaries in what he is saying. However 

when one begins to joke around, then these limits and boundaries 

are often transgressed.114 
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If we look carefully through history, we see that court jesters and 

clowns used to speak truthful things to those in their presence, but 

they spoke of such truths in their jokes and amusements. The 

function of them was not just to keep the kings busy, rather, one of 

the philosophies of them was that whenever those around the king 

could not tell something very important to him directly, they would 

pass the information on to the clown or jester and he would convey 

this information to the king in a way of amusement!  Thus, the jokes 

and playing of the jester was actually more serious than the truth! 

A true believer is one who is very respected in Isl{m and we are not 

permitted to joke in this way with a true believer nor can we 

destroy his character or personality. May we seek refuge with All{h 

i if one of us – under the pretence of making a joke – destroys the 

character of another believer!115 

At this point, we look at the topic of refraining from doubtful things. 

In the Science of Jurisprudence (˜Ilm}l Fiqh), actions which are 

Makr}h (discouraged) fall into the category of being permissible to 

perform and it has been mentioned that in all areas where there is a 

doubt – whether the act is obligatory or forbidden – the principle is 

that it is permissible. However at the same time, they are many 

instances in which these same doubtful things act as a bridge 

towards certain forbidden acts. It is for this reason that a person 

must not make his way to the ultimate level of these permissible 

acts – meaning the makr}h things. Why?  This is said because the 

final level of the permissible acts is the edge where the forbidden 

acts begin and there is a possibility that at any moment, a person 

could trip and fall into the forbidden deeds. 

In the commentary of Nahjul Bal{gha of Ibne Ab|l «ad|d it is written 

that: 
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 .ارِمهمح للٌّهانَّ حمى إِو  الَأَ
“Be advised that the protected limits of All{h (which we must not 

transgress) are those things which He has made impermissible.”116 

There is an area which a person is prohibited from entering into and 

if he moves closer to it, we see that sometimes through 

transgressing the boundaries, one will become overcome by the evil 

whisperings such that he may proceed to move forward (towards 

the ¡ar{m acts) due to the excuse that: 

كُوكشكُلُّ م اجونظْنكُلُّ م يِز اجيِز.  
“All doubtful things are permissible, and all actions which one is 

uncertain about are (also) permissible.” 

Thus, such a person may begin to perform those actions which 

could cause him to enter into sin and they will be classified as 

forbidden (¡ar{m) acts. All of these acts are permissible to perform, 

however at the same time we must not approach the boundaries of 

the forbidden acts since this boundary is one full of danger.  

Of course we are not saying that we must refrain from all Makr}h 

(reprehensible) acts, however there is a difference here and in 

certain instances, we must be extremely careful. If a person wishes 

to stay away from the danger boundary, then one must also distance 

oneself from the uncertain and doubtful acts. 

The final sentence in his tradition is that if a person succeeds in 

destroying the mystique behind sins and no longer feels frightened 

at performing forbidden acts, then one will easily contaminate one’s 

pure essence. When some sinners speak to others about their life 

and the actions that they had performed in the past, they say, “The 

very first time that I performed such and such a sin, I felt my entire 
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body tremble. However after continuously performing that sin, it 

became second nature for me.” 

Thus in summary, what protects a person is being frightened of 

performing a sin. However when committing sins becomes common 

place, then one resorts to trying to justify sinning and one will try to 

make every doubtful act something permissible.117 � 
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دبع نقَلٌّلا ع رمنِ عب ولُ : الَهسر تعمللٌّاسقُولُ � هي :منا وا هريخ 
يتعين فَطُلب،  حقو أَتنِب، ـعرِف فَاج طلٌاو بأَيتقى،  شرو أَيرجى، 

 ةٌورإظَلَّ أَ آخقْبالُهلَه ىعا فَسيدن ا، ون رِففَا عهأا فَادهنع رِضنَّ إِ... اع
اِء، و لْفَناارِ اِء، و هو يسعى لدلْبقَاارِ لْعجبِ لمن صدق بِدالْعجب كُلَّ ا

 فرى أَعللٌّانَّ رِضه طَ يفهتاععى فسي وه ي، و خمهالَفَت.  
It has been narrated from ˜Abdull{h b. ˜Umar: “I heard the 

Messenger of All{h � say, “Surely that which is good is what a 

person anticipates, and that which is bad is what a person keeps 

away from; and that which is vain is what a person is made to know 

about and it is avoided; and that which is the truth is clear and 

apparent when a person seeks it; and the next life is drawing near so 

work towards it, and it is known that this world shall come to an 

end, so then turn away from it. Surely that which is the most 

amazing is that a person who believes and accepts as being true that 

there is an eternal abode, however he strives and struggles for the 

abode (of this life) which is transitory; and one acknowledges that 

surely the pleasure of All{h lies in obedience to Him, however one 

struggles in going against Him.” 118 

 
The sentences in this tradition are somewhat complex, however 

that which can be noted is that in the beginning of his words, the 

Noble Prophet � wanted to discuss the substance of this material 
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world. In the continuation of the tradition, the Prophet � talked 

about the inconsistencies between the actions and theological 

beliefs of a person; meaning that the problem with people is not 

their inability to recognize All{h i – rather, it is the shortcomings 

in their (righteous) actions.  

The traits of this world are of two types – they are either good or 

bad. If they are good traits, then they are worthy for a person to 

seek, and if they are bad, then it is better that a person keeps away 

from them. In other words, there are a series of truths which are 

recognized and defined and a person too must recognize these and 

accept them and must realize that without doubt there is a next life. 

Each and every person is standing at the threshold of a path, and in 

order to reach to felicity in the next world, one must put forth an 

effort and struggle hard. 

Each of us must realize that we cannot trust this material world for 

it has never been loyal to anyone, thus we must try to keep our 

distance from this material world.  

Many times we commit sins and place the blame of this sin on the 

shoulders of being ignorant and not knowing better – although we 

do not say that ignorance is not one of the causes of being misled 

since many of the despicable acts and bad deeds stem from being 

unaware - however if we were to put this in the balance, we would 

see that most of the issues (of life around us) are clear and it is the 

person himself who is to blame. 

It has been mentioned in Nahjul Bal{gha119 in relation to a person 

who denounces the material world as being one of deception and 

trickery and a wicked place, and the Im{m � said to him, “O you 

who denounce the material world and have been deceived by it’s 

trickery, tell me where has the world deluded you?” 
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The Im{m then continues and states, “Are these bones of your 

forefathers and ancestors that are under the ground the things 

which have deluded you?  Is it these graves which are now 

destroyed which belonged to your friends and relatives the things 

which have deluded you?  Is it the ill people who had fallen sick for 

nights on end and had been bed-ridden and called you to their side, 

and through their cries, screams, yelling and the soul leaving  their 

bodies the thing which has deluded you?” 

Im{m ˜Al| � stated that the best of warners are these same corpses 

that are placed in front of a person and with the chanting of “ ال إله إال
 …are passed in front of our eyes to see ,”اهللا

فَكَفى وتى عوظاً بِملُوا اعمح ،موهمتنـلإِاير رغَي مورِهى قُب و ،بنياك
  .نـيازِلا غَير نيهنزِلُوا فأُ

“The dead whom you witness suffice as warners. They were carried 

to their graves, not going themselves, and were placed in them (the 

grave) but not of their own accord. It seems as if they never lived in 

this world and as if the next world had always been their abode.”120 

In the fall season, we just need to walk through the gardens and 

look at all of the lessons around us within the dead plants and trees. 

This is the same garden - which in the spring time - was full of the 

sound of the nightingales and the sights of all of the other beautiful 

sights including the budding and blossoming flowers – and this 

scene is similar to the world around us. Sometimes for a period of 

six months, sometimes for a period of sixty years and sometimes for 

a period of… these beauties last. So where are these things that have 

deluded us?  It is the person himself who wished to delude himself 

and thus, when he sins he tries to place the blame of this act on the 

world? 
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It is because of this that we have been told to occasionally pay a visit 

to those who are buried in the graveyard. At least once a week we 

should try to make a trip to the cemetery so that we know that our 

final stage in this world is there. It has been mentioned in the 

traditions that through visiting the people in the graveyard, our 

depression and sorrow is reduced, because these feelings are not 

related to the spiritual aspect of our lives. We show grief because of 

the fact that we are not able to reach such and such a lofty station 

(in the material world). We show grief over not having a nice house!  

We show grief for many reasons and thus, when we go to the 

graveyard and see our eventual resting place, our hearts then 

become as the grave – at ease and full of tranquility. 

There is a graveyard in Qum in which many scholars are buried. One 

day I went to this area of the graveyard and saw many photos above 

the graves – those of my previous teachers and many of my friends 

– not just one or two but all of them are buried there. When you see 

these photos and the graves, then you realize that death has also 

been prescribed for us and these things that the common people say 

in relation to death such as: “May All{h protect us from death” and, 

“May we seek refuge in All{h (from dying)” have absolutely no 

meaning!  Death does not joke around with people - and all nations 

and religions accept the fact that the final outcome of everyone is 

death and that not a single person knows exactly when he will die! 

The Commander of the Faithful, ˜Al| b. Ab| ¬{lib � spoke some 

amazing words while on his death bed and summarized everything 

in one sentence when he said: 

  .ارِقُكُمو غَدا مفَ عبرةٌ لَكُملْيوم اا نأَاحبكُم و مسِ صَألا بِانأَ
“Yesterday I was your companion and today I am the lesson (which 

you should learn from) and tomorrow I will depart from you.”121 
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Thus, we can summarize our life in this world into these three days 

– yesterday, today and tomorrow. 

Therefore, is there any value that a person should commit sins or 

take the rights of another person?  If these things have no value, 

then let us step forward and try to correct and reform ourselves. 

A Conflict Between Actions and Beliefs: 

ارِ اِء، و هو يسعى لدلْبقَاارِ لْعجبِ لمن صدق بِدالْعجب كُلَّ انَّ إِ... 
 .الَفَتهمخ ي، و هو يسعى فاعتهطَ يف هللٌّانَّ رِضى أَاِء، و عرف لْفَنا

“Surely that which is the most amazing is that a person who 

believes and accepts as being true that there is an eternal abode, 

however he strives and struggles for the abode (of this life) which is 

transitory; and one acknowledges that surely the pleasure of All{h 

lies in obedience to Him, however one struggles in going against 

Him.”  

Sometimes we see that a conflict arises between a person’s beliefs 

and actions – by this we mean that he may believe one thing 

however his actions go against this. For this sort of a conflict, we 

must go straight to the source and determine what it is, since a 

person’s beliefs have a direct impact on his actions and similarly, his 

actions are related to his beliefs.  

The difference between mankind and animals is that animals only 

posses the natural and animalistic instincts to work with, however 

mankind has the use of power of intelligence – meaning that 

mankind should think and rationalize and then determine the good 

and bad in the act which one wishes to perform. Once this is 

determined, then one should decide how to act. However even 

though mankind has been given this trait, we see many people still 
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have a conflict between their actions and their beliefs and thus we 

must analyze where this comes from.122 

An example of this is in two sentences which the Prophet � stated 

in the tradition mentioned: “It is amazing that a person accepts the 

Day of Resurrection however all of his endeavours are for this 

material world!  In addition, it is amazing that a person knows that 

the pleasure of All{h i lies in obeying Him, however he leaves this 

to perform sins!” 

From the point of view of psychology, such a disparity between 

actions and beliefs actually stems from various sources, some of 

which include: 

1) Weak Faith: One’s theological beliefs are weak and in this 

instance, they get mixed with doubt and uncertainty. This doubt 

stems from the absence of true acceptance (of the religion) in the 

heart. Such things also have an impact on the actions that one 

performs since the actions are a mirror image of that which is inside 

a person’s heart. 

When you see a fire burning, it is impossible to think that you will 

ever bring your hand close to that fire. If we had this same amount 

of belief in the words of All{h i then it is impossible that a conflict 

could ever occur between our beliefs and actions that we perform: 

اراً و بطُونِهِم ن يا يأْكُلُونَ فنمإِامى ظُلْماً لْيتاالَ موأَين يأْكُلُونَ لَّذانَّ إِ �
عنَ سلَوصيرياًـس �  

“Surely those people who oppressively eat (take) the wealth of the 

orphan, certainly they are eating fire in their stomachs and soon for 

them shall there be a punishment of (hell) fire.”123 

Thus, in order to be protected from these trials and tribulations and 

calamities, we must make our beliefs firm. 
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2) Power of the Lower Desires: On the surface, a person may have 

good, strong faith – however his lower desires are so strong that 

they actually take over his faith. In order to prevent this spiritual 

disease, the person has no other choice but to control his lower 

desires through the (spiritual) mortification of his soul and this can 

not be accomplished except by studying the lives of the great 

Muslims in history, reading about our previous scholars and studing 

the verses of the Qur`{n and the traditions. 

3) Negligence: Such a person has faith and his lower desires are not 

powerful but this person can be compared to the negligent one who 

unintentionally goes towards fire or who, due to his negligence, 

accidentally pours hot water on his hand. In summary, negligence is 

one of the factors responsible for this form of conflict between one’s 

faith and actions. 

The material aspects of this world are so beautiful and alluring that 

a person becomes negligent of all other things. The path to confront 

this is through constant thinking - meaning that during the day, a 

person must set aside some time for contemplation – and the best 

time is just before going to sleep. One must stop and think for some 

time about the actions that one performed during the day and what 

one was not able to do. One should think to himself where one is 

and why he was brought into this world and what was the purpose 

of being created?  One should ask himself if he has reached close to 

the purpose of existence on this Earth?  In summary, this 

continuous thinking can result in the curtains of negligence being 

ripped apart from oneself.124 

In any case, when we see that there are people who act contrary to 

that which they believe in, it is due to the reasons mentioned above. 
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Keeping in mind these issues, from one point we see that we must 

strengthen our pillars of faith and from another point, we see that 

we must constantly be engaged in thought.  

Our faith can be increased and strengthened through more reading 

and studying and through performing good, righteous deeds and by 

restraining our lower desires.  

Righteous actions make a person unwavering and steadfast in one’s 

faith; and it increases the n}r (Divine Light) of guidance in the heart 

of a person. � 
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س نعدبنِ عمِ با الللٌّه ننِإِ عقَ ب رمالَ، قَعولُ  يالَ لسار للٌّه� : كُن
ا يفنـلدأَا كَي كغَرِنيب ع بِوس يلِابِر ا، وددع ف كفْسا ين تى، وولْم
تحدّثْ  ت فَالَمسيأَا ذَإِاِء، و تحدّثْ نفْسك بِالْمس صبحت الَأَا ذَإِ

بِالْص كفْسنببش نم و كقْمسل كتحص نذْ مخ احِ، و و كمرهل ابِك
ح نـمفَيول كاتكالَإِفَ. ات كرِ نديت غَداًاا م كمس. 

It has been narrated from S{lim b. ˜Abdull{h from b. ˜Umar who said 

that the Messenger of All{h � told me: “Live in the world as if you 

are a stranger and just passing through and consider yourself as one 

of those who is already deceased. When you wake up in the 

morning, do not desire that you should live until the evening and 

when the evening comes do not think that you will be alive until the 

morning. Make use of your health before you fall ill, and make use of 

your youth before you turn old, and make use of your life before you 

die, since surely you do not know tomorrow (meaning on the Day of 

Resurrection) what group of people you will be gathered with.”125 

 
This tradition discusses the most important issue of training (of the 

human soul) and that is the remembrance of death.  

In the traditions, we see that it is been constantly mentioned that 

we must not have trust or reliance upon this passing world, and in 

Bih{rul Anw{r it has been mentioned: 
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 باحنـلديطكُلِّ خ أْسا ريئَة.  
“Love of the (material) world is the source of all sins.”126 

It is the love of this world which is also brought about when a 

person is negligent of the transient nature and one thinks that this 

world shall remain forever. When a person engages in such a 

transaction (with this material world), then one will naturally 

develop a love and affection for it, and when this happens, it is very 

difficult to separate one’s soul from the material world. 

It is for this reason that one of the best ways of training a person 

and to combat against the performance of sins is to pay attention to 

death.127 

A person must be such that when he wakes up in the morning, he 

does not assume that he will remain alive until the evening - and 

when he enters into the evening, he does not consider that he will 

remain alive until the next morning. 

We should all live this state that we may not survive for another 

moment. It is this same issue – meaning the focus upon All{h i and 

turning away from the material world which leaves a deep effect on 

our souls. A person must truly believe that at any moment, one is in 

the grips of danger.  

For example, pay attention to the heart which makes the blood 

reach all the parts of the body. The heart is the centre from which 

the blood is distributed, however it does not take its own 

nourishment from the blood which is inside itself. In reality, the 

heart considers itself as equal to all the other parts of the body (and 

thus waits for the blood to be distributed to it). 

Sometimes the walls of the secondary blood veins become very 

narrow or develop a clot in them – and as it is known, blood can clot 

very easily. As soon as the blood comes out of the veins, we see that 
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there is something inside it which makes it clot and sometimes it 

can also be seen that the agents which make up the blood can 

become contaminated and thus the blood clots right there in the 

veins and through this clot of the blood is so small – maybe one 

millimeter in size – however it takes over the channels in the blood 

vessels and thus, the blood can no longer reach to the heart. When 

this occurs, then after a few minutes the heart will stop working and 

this is what is known as a heart attack. 

When a specialist in this field (Physiologist) explains this to a 

person, that individual will develop fear since he knows that it is 

possible that he could die at any instant. Sometimes he may even 

plunge himself into doubts and the evil whisperings may overtake 

him. 

The vessels that pass through the brain are much thinner than 

those which are contained in the petals of a flower and if there was 

to be any excess pressure on one of these, and if one of these blood 

veins was to burst, then with that blood spilling inside the brain, it 

is very well possible that the person could die. 

In addition, it is possible that someone – due to having one bite of 

food to eat – could also die. When a person is eating, if a small piece 

of food or something else was to enter into the air-pipe which 

controls one’s breathing, then the only way that this can come out is 

through coughing it out. However if the morsel of food or thing that 

went down the pipe was large, then it would stay in the pipe and 

there is nothing that could bring it out – except for death. 

Thus in summary, dying is something that is simple and can come 

about very easily. Even in the trips we take we see that there are 

many dangers associated with them and even something like 

driving a car – even if we ourselves obey all the rules and 
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regulations – it is possible that another person may not be following 

the rules and thus, due to him, the harm will reach you. 

When a person knows that there is absolutely no guarantee in life 

and living, then why does one still go towards various types of sins?  

It is from this point that we must remember death and use this 

remembrance as the powerful breaks on our lives (like the breaks in 

a car) to prevent ourselves from committing sins. 

When the blood is being transferred through our veins, we see that 

the small ones are right beside the large veins which come out of 

the heart and return back and feed the heart. Therefore, the heart is 

just like any other body part which is nourished through the 

tributary blood veins. 

Thus it has been mentioned in the traditions that the most skillful 

person is one who remembers death the most. As well, in the 

traditions it has been mentioned that when Imam as-Sajj{d � used 

to recite S}ratul «amd and reached the line: 

� مِ موي كينِاالّلد �  
“Master of the Day of Judgement” 

he would continuously repeat this line in order to remind himself of 

the meaning of this verse. We see that the Im{m � who possessed 

such a level of humility and infallibility acted in this way, so how 

should we who are polluted with sins – act?  Thus, it is pertinent 

that a person reminds himself everyday of death. � 



 
 
 
 
 

afp`lropb=qefoqvJpfu=
m~óáåÖ=^ííÉåíáçå=íç==
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ني قَدّمني، و بقيةُ متيِـاضتم خلَف مـنأَا نمإِ: � للٌّهِاالَ رسولَ قَ
انوا اكَسكَن مأَا زعجوا عنهأُعظَم سطْوةً، فَأَكْبر منكُم بسطَةً، و أَانوا كَ
ا، فَلَم يمنعهم انوا بِهكَ اوثَق مأَا خرِجوا منهأُو  )مهِبِ تردغَ و( لَيهاإِ

قَبلَ  مبلّغٍ ادنفُسكُم بِزأَ، فَارحلُوا فديةٌقُبِلَ منهم بذْلُ  ، و الَريةٌعشقُوةُ 
 .ادستعدإلِِ و قَد غَفَلْتم عنِ نْ تأْخذُوا على فُجأَةأَ

The Messenger of All{h � said: “Surely you all are the remainders 

of those who have come before you and the remnants of those who 

have already passed. Surely those before you where much greater in 

power and superior in strength and greater in authority and thus 

even though they were at the pinnacle of luxury and comforts and 

even though they had complete reliance on this world, He (All{h) 

still took them to the next life and the most powerful people of their 

group and their tribe were not able to prevent them from leaving 

(this world) and not even offering all the money that they had in 

ransom prevented them from being taken from this world. So before 

you leave this world without any sort of preparation and while you 

are in a state of negligence, make sure that you prepare something 

in great amount (that you will be able to use in the next world).” 128 

 
This tradition is in relation to paying attention to the history of 

those who have already passed away and this is also an issue that 
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the Noble Qur`{n has placed great emphasis upon and which has 

been alluded to in various verses of the Qur`{n.  

This tradition tells us that there were nations in the past who were 

much greater than us in relation to their wealth, children and 

power and although they had all of this, it still did not stop the 

Angel ˜Izr{`|l � (the Angel of Death), from sparing them, or giving 

them any respite. Thus, we should fear as well and not be dragged 

into this same outcome which they were put into of being oblivious 

to death! 

History is one of the six sources of knowledge, since as we know, we 

are not the first nation of human beings to inhabit this Earth and 

who have lived on this planet. Before us human beings were on this 

Earth and there were other nations too who lived here and their 

remains and effects have stayed behind for us to examine; and they 

are of two types: 

1. The physical remnants they left behind; 

2. Their historical remains. 

1. The physical remnants which they left behind include their 

historical narratives and works. When a person studies these effects 

of theirs and sees their eventual outcome, then one will easily learn 

lessons from them. 

2. Their historical remnants include things such as the cities which 

they lived in which were destroyed and the Qur`{n alludes to such 

events: “On your journeys to Sh{m (present day Syria), you will find 

the remnants of the destroyed cities of the people of L}¢, ˜¤d, 

Tham}d and others such nations.” 

Why is it that we do not hear the message that these destroyed 

nations are trying to convey to us?  Why do we not learn lessons 

from them?  When we walk by a cemetery, why is it that we do not 
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pay attention to the screams and cries of the dead?  Look at the 

palaces and castles that the kings and leaders had which are now 

ruins. Look at the remnants that Fir˜awn has left behind!  Look at 

those pyramids which were built with millions of stones and took 

years to build and in which thousands of workers had a hand in 

constructing. Even today, not a single person has been able to 

explain how these huge rocks were gathered and put into place to 

construct such buildings!  As it has been stated that in that part of 

the world where the pyramids were built there were no large 

mountains for thousands of kilometres such that it would be 

possible that they would have been able to procure rocks to make 

such monuments. And as it is known these huge buildings were built 

there to act as graves for the Pharaoh! 

All of these things are lesson for us. With all of the power, 

supremacy and “magic” that they possessed, where they able to 

keep alive for eternity or to stand up against the face of death? 

These examples are all lessons that we must learn from and indeed 

there are many. Even this evil Shah (that ruled Iran) – Mu¡ammad 

Ri~{ – it is narrated that upon the roof of his mansion, there were 

two machines installed that if at night, he wanted to see the sky, he 

would simply turn a key and the roof would open up (so that he 

could see the stars). At the time in which he ruled, this was one of 

the newest pieces of technology that was available. However in the 

end where did the Shah reach to with all of his pomp and glory?  Is 

it not that in the end, he too was buried under the ground? 

The Messengers and Intimate friends of All{h i – who were as a 

bouquet of beautiful flowers of creation – were not attached to the 

material pleasures of this life – so, what can be said about others?   
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It is for this reason that the Messenger of All{h � said, “You should 

fear that you are travelling towards the next world whereas you 

have not yet prepared yourselves for death.” 

The preparation for death is to turn back towards All{h i – Tawbah 

- meaning that one must sincerely purify one’s heart and soul of sins 

so that one will be ready to meet death. � 



 
 
 
 
 

afp`lropb=qefoqvJpbsbk=
cçêÖáîÉåÉëë=~åÇ=m~êÇçå=

 يـبولُ   نسا ا ر  للٌّه�  اج سذَ إِ ،  ل  أَ ا ر ني ض اه     ثَن تدى بتكاً حاح اي  فَقُلْن ااه :
 ولَ   يسا ا ر للٌّه  م؟ فَقَ  ، مكْتحالَ  :  الَ ا ضجر   نم أُ ن ـيمى   يئَجِ  تدي نيا ب

بِّ   لَ  فَقَ  ير هم  أَ ا داح :   ي    ل خذْ بِّ  ر خر    يبِمظْلمت  يا  آ  نفَقَ  م لَ  ،  للٌّه  ا ا
 عأَ :  ىـال ت طأَ   ع خ  هتظْلَمم الَ فَقَ .  اك  : ي       نسح نم قبي بِّ، لَما ر يات شءٌ ي .
و   �  هللٌّ ا ا رسولِ   اضت عين ثُم فَ  .  ي ارِ  وز  أَ ا ربِّ، فَلْيحملْ من      ي :  الَ فَقَ 
عنهم   ى من يحملُ  ـل إِ يه اس ف  لن ا اج  تـتح  لَيوم  لْيوم   ا لك  نَّ ذٌ  إِ :  الَ قَ 

   زأَو   مهقَ  .  ار للٌّ ا الَ  ثُمه  علطَّ ـال تى ل  هّقبِ بِحإِ :  ال     كرصب فَعا ى ـَل إِ ر  ،ةنلْج
  ظُرفَان  أْ           اذَ مفَر ،هأْسر فَعرى؟ فَرا ت  أَ ا ى م   نم هبجا ع   رِ ويا لْخ ةمالَ فَقَ .  لنِّع :

 ي    ه نبِّ لَمالَ ا؟ فَقَ   ذَا ر  : لَم طَ أَ ني انِ ع هنالَ فَقَ .  ثَم  : ي       كلمي نم بِّ، وا ر
. يكخ أَ بِعفْوِك عن    :  الَ لك؟ فَقَ   كَيف بِذٌ  :  الَ نت، فَقَ   أَ :  الَ لك؟ فَقَ   ثَمن ذٌ  

. لْجنةَ ا   يك، فَادخالَ    خ أَ فَخذْ بِيد   :  ىـال تع  هللٌّ ا الَ  فَقَ .  قَد عفَوت   :  الَ فَقَ 
  �ات بينِكُمصلحوا ذَأَ، و لٌّهلااتقُو ـفَ�: � لٌّهلارسولُ  الَفَقَ

“One day the Messenger of All{h � was sitting down and we saw 

him laugh until you could see the whiteness of his front teeth. We 

said to him, ‘O’ Messenger of All{h!  Why are you laughing?’  The 

Prophet replied, “Two men from my nation were in the presence of 

My Lord when one of the two men said, ‘O’ Lord! Take my rights 

(that the other person owes me in this world) from the other 

person.’  All{h, the Most High, said (to the other person), “Give your 
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brother back his rights (which you took from him in the world).’  

Then the second man said, ‘O’ Lord!  There are no more good deeds 

remaining (for me to give him) in place of the oppression that I did 

to him.’  The first person (who had been wronged) then said, ‘O’ 

Lord then place all of my sins on his back.’  At this point, the 

Prophet began to cry and said, ‘Today is the day which the people 

will be in need of a person to place their sins on.’  All{h, the Most 

High, then told the person who was trying to get his rights back, 

‘Lift your eyes up towards the Paradise and tell me what you see?’  

So the person lifted his head and saw that which amazed him from 

amongst goodness and blessings. The man then said, “O’ Lord!  Who 

is this for?’  All{h replied, “This is for the person who gives his 

worth over to me.”  The person questioned, ‘O’ Lord!  And who is the 

one whose worth is that?’  All{h said, ‘You.’  The man then said, ‘And 

how is that possible?’   All{h replied, ‘By you forgiving your brother 

(you have given your worth over to me).’  The man then said, ‘Surely 

I have forgiven him.’  At this time, All{h, the Noble and High, said, 

‘So then take your brother by your hand and both of you enter into 

Paradise.’  The Messenger of All{h � then said, ‘Have consciousness 

of All{h and sort out the disagreements between yourselves.’”129 and 
130 

 
In this tradition, there are two very important points which we 

must pay attention to: 

1. In the next life, there will be no other way to repay the debts 

which were left over from the material world and there will not be a 

way to become absolved from any responsibilities that one was 

under (in this world). Thus, the material rights which are on a 

person will be transformed into spiritual rights (in the next life). 
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For example, if in this world a person does not pay back his loans, 

then according to a verse of the Qur`{n: 

 � بنونَ الٌ و الَينفَع م يوم الَ �
“On the day when neither wealth nor sons will profit anyone…”131 

on this day (Day of Judgement), one must repay his debts through 

his good deeds. If a person does not have any good deeds to give out, 

then one will have to accept the other person’s sins on his record. 

This is a very important issue that no matter how many good deeds 

a person possesses, when he enters into the field on the Day of 

Resurrection, he may end up as a penniless beggar – what else does 

he have to give to other people except his deeds? 

No matter how few sins a person may have on his record, here, in 

that great location, his sins may be increased. A question which may 

arise is how is it possible for a person to take on the responsibility of 

the sins of other people? 

It is for this reason that while in this world, we account all our 

actions and pay back any debts that we have on us since. If for 

example, All{h forbid, we insult a person then we must seek his 

forgiveness since that which is even more important than the 

wealth of a Muslim is his honour and dignity. 

It has been mentioned in Bih{rul Anw{r that: 

  .لْمسلمِالرجلِ اا عرض لرِّبا بـىرأَنَّ إِ
“Surely the worst form of usury is the destruction of the dignity of a 

Muslim for no reason.”132 

If we destroy the honour and dignity of a person in this world and 

do not make amends for it, then the compensation will be taken 

from our good deeds (in the next world) and if we do not have any 
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good deeds with us, then we will have to take upon their sins. Thus, 

not only will we have to bear the weight of our own sins on our 

shoulders, but we will also have to bear the sins of others, just as it 

is mentioned in the Qur`{n: 

 � لُنمحلَيثْقَأَو و ماالًثْقَأَالَه  عثْقَأَم موي ئَلُنسلَي و هِمااليلْقمع ةوا ا كَمان
  � يفْترونَ

“They will bear their own burdens and (other) burdens along with 

their own, and on the Day of Judgement they will be called to 

account for their falsehoods.”133 

The next part of the ¡ad|th mentions the station of foriveness, and 

what a great status it is for the one who forgives others!  It has been 

mentioned in the traditions that: 

 ناثَمفْوالْع ةنلْج.  
“The price of Paradise is forgiveness” 

It is not an honour or distinction for a person that if he sees another 

person doing a bad deed that he keeps this in his heart such that 

one day he can take revenge on that person, because this act of 

taking revenge is for the animals.  

There are some people who consider taking revenge as being a 

proof of their courage and bravery and are of the belief that if a 

person was to strike a blow to someone, then one must strike an 

even harder blow to that person, however the opposite of this is 

true in Isl{m. If a person strikes a blow upon you, and you forgive 

him, then this is a sign of your courage and that you have complete 

control over your soul and thus, a hostile and revenge-seeking 

person is not one who is truly successful. 
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In this relation, not only should we forgive another person, rather 

even greater than this is that we must try and destroy the difference 

that exists amongst the believers and if we are able to do this, then 

we should then and convert the entire society into one that is built 

upon forgiveness of others and not seeking revenge. 

If this characteristic does not take shape within a society, then 

surely its opposite will eventually become more and more common 

in a society which will result in the entire population being in 

disharmony, disunion and dissension. Such issues may never come 

to an end but the only way that they can be put to rest is through 

forgiving one another. � 





 
 
 
 
 

afp`lropb=qefoqvJbfdeq=
cäÉÉáåÖ=cêçã=aÉ~íÜ=

  .لْموتا اَء صحبةَسأَ، فَقَد جلهأَمن عد غَداً من : �للٌّه االَ رسولُ قَ
The Messenger of All{h � has said, “A person who considers 

tomorrow as being a part of his life, shows that he is definitely not 

pleased with dying.” 134 

 
A person must not take tomorrow for granted and must not sit 

down and chart out a program (for the future), since this sort of a 

desire means that one is not pleased with dying and this act of not 

being pleased with death will result in negligence in the life of this 

world.135 

Of the very important issues which separates those who worship 

All{h i from those who worship the material word is their 

understanding in relation to the issue of death.  

Those who believe in the oneness of All{h i recognize death as 

being a “second birth” and consider it as being the beginning of a 

new life and in their point of view, death is nothing but a transfer 

from one house to another house in which they are then freed from 

the impediments of this world and are brought into a wide, and 

spacious other world. 

However the materialists consider death as being the end of 

everything and it is because of this fact that they are not ready to 

give their lives for the greater worths or to offer a sacrifice except if 

it is done under duress and pressure. At the same time, those who 

sincerely worship All{h i have no problem with killing or being 
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killed in His path and are ready to sacrifice their lives and wealth 

and they only fear All{h i. 

It is from this point that we can understand to what extent faith in 

the resurrection plays in the perfection of mankind. After the belief 

in the resurrection, there is no other belief or conviction other than 

Taw¡|d which plays a role in the building of the character of a 

person and we see that all of the Prophets were sent to invite people 

to these two issues and this constant reminder of the next life was 

done for a purpose. 

There is an anecdote in relation to ¤yatull{h al-˜U£m{ Bur}jerd| � 

where it was stated that someone once said about him that, “This 

man has firm belief in the Day of Resurrection.”   When you first 

hear these words, they may make you laugh – as if it is possible that 

a Muslim such as ¤yatull{h al-˜U£m{ Bur}jerd| � would not have 

faith in the Day of Resurrection!?  However we must look deeper 

into this lofty statement since the meaning of “firm belief” is one 

which plays a role in the life of a person – it is this firm belief whose 

beginnings stir a person to work and perform deeds only to attain 

the pleasure of All{h i and is not the sort of belief that does not 

have any impact or effect on the soul and life of a person. 

In relation to the Day of Resurrection, there are many important 

issues and because of this, in lectures, writings and classes held on 

self-building, this issue on the Day of Resurrection must be 

emphasized.  

A Muslim who has firm faith in religion considers the life of this 

world as simply being a bridge and introductory place to the Next 

Life. It may be possible that one of the proofs why we recite the 

following line (a minimum) of ten times per day is so that we do not 

forget this reality. 
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 مِ موي كينِاالّلد 	  
“Master of the Day of Judgement.” 

If we keep this event in mind and do not forget it, then our entire 

presence will become enlivened. 

Thus, that which we wish to mention is that there are many people 

who in relation to their theological beliefs are believers in taw¡|d 

and the Oneness of All{h i, however in relation to the next life, 

they are materialists. 

In other words, they have firm belief in the beginning and end of all 

creations, but when it comes to their actions, we see that they are 

actually afraid of death. It can be said that they feel that death is 

actually the end of all things and that there is nothing after it. This 

variance between belief and actions is definitely a great calamity. 

When we, from a practical point of view, do not believe in the Day of 

Resurrection, then we do not practice self-sacrifice. It is through our 

deeds and actions that we show that we do not believe in the 

following verse of the Qur`{n which states: 

� الَ و  نبسحاتلَّذلُوا فقُت يين لٌّلابيلِ س أَهولْ مأَاتاً بيبِّهِم  ٌءآحر دنع
  � يرزقُونَ

“And do not consider those who have been slain in the way of All{h 

as being dead, nay rather, they are alive in the presence of their 

Lord receiving sustenance.”136 

We are so attached to the life of this material world and fond of the 

lower desires and passions that we have become negligent of the 

Day of Resurrection.  

According to the tradition we started with, that person who has 

firm belief in that Day is always ready (for death). He does not 
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consider tomorrow as definitely being a part of his life, rather it is 

the opposite of this. He supposes that tomorrow his death will come 

and thus, he makes sure that his accountability and deed of records 

is clean (of bad deeds) and is prepared and ready to meet death at 

any time.137 

In many verses of the Qur`{n it has been mentioned that on the Day 

of Resurrection or at the time of giving up one’s life, a person will 

call out his last request: 

الحاً عملُ صأَعون لَعلّى رجِاالَ ربِّ لْموت قَاحدهم أََء آا جذَإِ حتى �
فكَالَّيم كْترإِ ا تهةٌا نمقَ كَل وهلُهائرو نم ا و هِمائخزرمِ ـلإِ بوى ي

  � يبعثُونَ
“Until that time when death comes to one of them he says, ‘O’ Lord 

return me back to the world so that I may work righteous deeds 

which I left behind in the world.’  But by no means!  These are only 

words which they say and thus behind them is a partition (Barzakh) 

until the day when all will be raised up.”138 

In all of these instances, the Qur`{n – either clearly and explicitly, or 

through the use of a metaphor or allegorically answers these 

protests by one word: “ّكال” – which means “But by no means”.  

The rule of perfection does not permit a person to return back to 

this world, just as it is not possible for a fetus which comes out of its 

mother’s womb to return back. From the point of view of this 

spiritual voyage of perfection which mankind is on, it is impossible 

to return back – whether one leaves this world and is “born” into 

the next world perfect or with deficiencies.  

When we see that this is how the issue is, then should we not pay 

extra attention to the life of this world?  While traversing this path, 
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should we not be strict with ourselves and think more about this 

issue?   

It is because of this that we must think a lot about the Day of 

Resurrection and we should not let even a single day pass by where 

we do not ponder on death and the Resurrection; and if we are able 

to correctly ponder on this issue and clothe our actions with these 

thoughts (of the next life), then we will see that our entire presence 

will be draped in the divine light and purity. � 
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: ثَحدى من ثَالَإِامة عن لْقيا اس يوملناا يؤتى نمإِ: �ه للٌّاالَ رسولُ قَ
 و عصبِية لَحمةأَا آثَروه للَذَّة و شهوةأَا رتكَبوهالدّينِ ا يف ا من شبهةمإِ
ا ذَإِنيِ، و ا بِالْيقلدّينِ فَاجلُوها يف شبهةٌحت لَكُم ا الَذَإِفَ. اعملُوهأَ

 لَكُم ترِضةٌعوهش وهعفَاقْم و ،دهذَإِا بِالز لَكُم تنةٌا عبغَض وها فَأَد
فَلْيقُم، فَال  جراًأَ هِللٌّاانَ لَه على امة من كَلْقيايوم  ادي منادنه ينإِ .بِالْعفُوِ

جره أَصلَح فَأَا و فَمن عفَ�: ىـاللَم تسمعوا قَولَه تعأَافُونَ، لْعاالَّ إِوم يقُ
 �للٌّهاعلَى 

The Messenger of All{h � said, “Surely when the Day of Judgement 

comes about, everyone will be grouped according to one of three 

deeds (and put into the hell fire): It may be due to the doubtful 

things of the faith which they performed; or it may be due to the 

desires of the lower self which had an effect on on; or it may be due 

to the prejudice which had been acted upon139. So then if any 

confusions or doubts come to you in matters of your religion, then 

remove them through certainty (of faith); and if your lower desires 

come upon you then stand up against them through asceticism; and 

if anger takes you over, then remove it through forgiveness. Surely 

the Caller will call out on the Day of Judgement that whoever has 

any rights upon All{h should stand up and take them back from 

Him. So then none except those who forgave others (in this world) 

will stand up – have you not heard the words of All{h, the Most 
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High, “So he who forgives and makes correct the relations, his 

reward is with All{h.” 140 

 
In this tradition, the Noble Prophet �bhas explained to us the way 

to flee from the lower desires of the soul and doubtful things and 

has stated that these affairs are made clear through possessing 

certainty of the heart. In addition, the lower desires of the soul can 

be cut off through observing self-discipline. However as for the fire 

of discrimination – whichever form it may be – this must be cooled 

with the power of forgiveness, and it is due to the things which have 

been mentioned in this tradition that people will enter into the Hell 

Fire. 

However, there are a group of people who are protected when in the 

presence of sins and are not dragged towards these sorts of deeds. 

For example, it is impossible to think that a true religious Scholar 

would – may All{h protect us – drink alcohol or gamble. However, a 

young individual who has been placed in a polluted environment in 

which these sins take place would quickly be attracted to these 

things. 

In addition, those who have knowledge of the religion would not be 

pulled easily into doubtful issues, whereas this may not hold true for 

the “common people”. Sometimes, when the person wants to justify 

something, he searches through the verses of the Qur`{n and the 

traditions and will try to find some ambiguous issue and then hold 

firm onto that – he will pre-judge something and bring forth proofs 

which are weaker than the a spider’s web. 

However, we must first see what All{h i and the Prophet � have 

truly said and must consider ourselves as students of the Qur`{n – 

not teachers of the Qur`{n!   
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Thus, it is for this reason that the Prophet � said that the source of 

people going to the hell fire are three things: following doubtful 

things, discrimination and adhering to lower desires of the soul. 

In continuation of the tradition, the Prophet � has mentioned, “On 

the Day of Resurrection, a caller will proclaim that anyone who has 

any reward to claim from All{h i should stand up. At this point, 

only those people will stand up who – during the time of anger – 

had chosen the path of forgiveness and pardoned their brother in 

religion.” 

After this, the Prophet � himself answers the question which was 

posed that, “Why do these people have a right on All{h?”  The 

Prophet � states that, “Have you not heard this verse of the Qur`{n 

which states: 

  �للٌّهِ اجره علَى ا و أَصلَح فَأَفَمن عفَ �
“So he who forgives and makes correct the relations, his reward is 

with All{h.” 

Therefore, we too must strive to establish love between our fellow 

Muslims. 

O’ All{h!  You have ordered us to forgive one another, however You 

are more worthy of forgiveness than we are, we have committed 

oppression upon our own souls, so please forgive us! � 
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عإِ ننِب عالَقَ :الَقَ اسِب را ولُس للٌّه� :يرى جُءآز ا قُمّدمو ، ةُلَّق غا ن
ملِّا خف لَ ولَّعه من حق نِمعه و من لَاطَب جمعه.        

It has been narrated from b. ˜Abb{s that the Messenger of All{h � 

said, “That which is sent forth will be seen and that which is left 

behind will have the least benefit, and woe upon those people who 

have left things behind (which will be of no use to them in the next 

life) – that which they left behind was either an entitlement which 

they prevented others (from using) or was something worthless 

which they had collected (to make use of) but it had no benefit.”141 

 
If we read this tradition with the verbs as being in the passive form, 

then its meaning would be, “That which will be sent forth will be 

seen and that which will be left behind will have the least benefit 

and woe upon those people who leave things behind (which will be 

of no use to them in the next life) – that which they leave behind 

was either an entitlement which they prevented others (from using) 

or was something worthless which they had collected (to make use 

of) but had no benefit.” 

This tradition points to the material possessions which a person has 

at his disposal while living in the world. If these possessions are sent 

forth before hand in preparation for the other life, then according 

to this tradition, the person will see all of these things there. This 

same issue can also be seen in various verses of the Qur`{n and in 

one particular verse of the Qur`{n in which we read: 
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� إِننذَرذَا أَنع ـياباً قَرِاكُم ظُرني مواباً يُء مرالْم دي تمقُولُ قَدي و اه
  �اباً ـي كُنت ترا لَيتنِافر يلْكَا

“Verily, We have warned you of a penalty near – the Day when man 

will see (the deeds) which his hands have sent forth, and the 

Unbeliever will say, ’Woe unto me! would that I were (mere) 

dust!’”142 

A person will definitely see everything that he sent forth for himself 

- and in other words, this verse clearly alludes to the issue of 

Tajassumul A˜m{l or the Physical Manifestation of our Actions - not 

that the reward or the effects of the act which were done will be 

seen. Thus, the material benefits which a person delayed in sending 

forth will have the least amount of benefit for him - especially if he 

had attained these things through illegitimate means. Thus, the 

important issues concerning the actions of a person revolve around 

the training of the soul (just as the topic of this discussion 

mentions). 

Question: What consequence do the actions of a person have (upon 

him and others)? 

Answer: A person’s actions have two effects: (1) The external 

outcome or the societal effects; and (2) the guiding effect on the soul 

and it is this aspect – the training of the soul – which is the 

important issue. 

Let us suppose that a person gives away something in the way of 

All{h i by offering something in charity - we see that this charity 

has two products or outcomes: The first outcome is that the society 

is saved from uneasiness and discomfort when the needy person is 

given a portion of this gift. The other aspect is the training of the 

souls (through this act of charity). Simply having a person who is 

willing to give up one’s wealth of this world and who is seeking to 
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strengthen the soul by means of sacrifice and piety in the way of 

All{h i - this act of his will slowly be transformed from a mere 

(physical) act into an usual and common action (that one will 

constantly perform) and in the end, this act of his will become a 

regular habit and second nature for him. 

A great number of actions only see the first aspect (as has been 

mentioned above). For example, a person may give something in 

charity, however his intention or purpose is not All{h i - rather, he 

performs this act to show off to others. Sometimes it is possible that 

a person – in order to attract the love of his close friends - and not 

for All{h i or for showing off - will perform an act of goodness – 

thus, this act is done for a reason or goal which does not belong to 

anyone (neither All{h, nor himself). The effect of this type of charity 

remains only within the society and it does not have any effect on 

the soul of a person because it was not done sincerely for All{h i. 

It has been seen that there are some people who state the following 

in relation to their will or bequest, “Even though I myself did not 

make use of my wealth, however I shall bequest that after my death, 

my money should be spent for righteous acts.”  This person is 

definitely negligent of the fact that the bequest he made has a weak 

effect on the training of one’s soul even though through this will, he 

may end up making a group of people rich!   

Thus, any good that is done for a person after his death does not 

result in an honour for him because he gave his wealth to somebody 

else to do good in his name. 

If a person was to bequeath all of his wealth - and even though such 

a will is not correct (from the Isl{mic point of view) - however this 

act still does not have any affect on the training of one’s soul. Thus, 

after death, what kind of an effect can these acts have on a person? 
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In a well known tradition from the Messenger of All{h �bit has 

been mentioned that a person made his will and stated that after his 

death, the entire supply of dates which were in his storage tower 

should be distributed amongst the poor people directly by the 

Messenger of All{h �. When the person died, the Prophet � acted 

just as the man had written in the will. When the distribution of the 

dates had finished, it was noticed that in the corner of the date silo, 

one withered, dried up date remained. The Prophet � picked up 

this dry date and said, “If the deceased man had given this one dry 

date in charity with his own hands, it would have been better for 

him than giving his entire store-house of dates in charity through 

my hands.”  This is the case since the training of the soul was 

contained within giving that one dry date by his own hands. 

As for that which will truly benefit a person on the Day of 

Resurrection is a pure heart (Qalb-e-Saleem) just as we read in the 

Noble Qur`{n: 

  �للٌّه بِقَلْبٍ سليمٍ امن اَتـى  إِالَّ �
“Except for the one who comes to All{h with a pure heart (Qalb-e-

Saleem)”143 

The response of the healthy heart can be seen in its outward actions 

which are a direct result of the inner soul, spirit and etiquette of a 

person and it is for this reason that we are told that we must make 

our intentions pure and sincere.144 

Some people question, “Why do you speak so much about the 

intention of a person??  Such and such a person built a hospital and 

no matter what his intention was, what difference does this make?  

In any case and whatever his intention was, there are thousands of 

unfortunate and downtrodden people who are making use of the 

hospital!”   
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However, this sort of thought is rejected in Isl{m and such words 

and opinions are a grave error since this is only in relation to the 

outward and material aspect of a deed done, however that which is 

important is the internal aspect of an action, which also has an 

affect on the training of a person.  

We are of the firm belief that all of our actions help him us achieve 

perfection and reach the ultimate aim and purpose of life which is: 

  �بدونَ ـليع إِالَّ �
And this purpose is the worship and cognizance of All{h i. 

The fruits of the world of creation are none other than the sincere 

servants – meaning the perfect human being - and this ultimate goal 

can not be accomplished except with a pure intention and thus, it 

has been mentioned in Bi¡{r al-Anw{r (volume 76, Page 210) that: 

ماا إِنمألََعالُ بِالنِّيات.  
“Surely all actions are  based on the intention.” 

The word here “األعمال” or actions include all deeds and actions - not 
only those of ˜Ib{d{t or worship. Thus, if a person was to pay 

attention to the meaning of this tradition, then one will definitely 

send things forth for oneself and would not wait for others to 

perform this task for him.145 

We see that the food which a person eats can be divided into two 

categories: (1) Food which enables one to continue living and (2) 

Food which only increases the fat content of one’s body and adds to 

the overall body weight. In the same way, anything which a person 

acquires while in this temporal world can also be divided into two 

categories: (1) Those things which can help and benefit one (in the 

next life) and (2) Those things which only add excess weight to one 
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(and do not benefit one in the next world and one will will have to 

be accountable for them on the Day of Resurrection).  

The extra weight and excess body fat can be withstood by the body 

even though it is of no benefit to the physical self, however on the 

Day of Resurrection, a person must also give account of this, just like 

the wealth which put a person through difficulty and did not benefit 

one in this world. In other words, there is toil but no benefit; there 

is accountability, but no advantage. Those people who send things 

ahead for themselves will benefit from those things, and that which 

remains behind will not necessarily help them. 

Therefore in summary, the most important issue in relation to the 

training of the soul is sincerity. Whenever the sincerity of a person 

increases, the effects which they have on one’s soul in training will 

also increase and thus, possessing sincerity is the first step on the 

path towards attaining spiritual closeness (to All{h i).  

There is a very important treatise concerning Sa|r wa Sul}k 

(attaining spiritual closeness to All{h i) which has been attributed 

to the late Ba¡rul ˜Ul}m146. In the final section of this work, there 

are things mentioned which make us think that it has not been 

written by Ba¡urul ˜Ul}m, however the first and second section – 

meaning almost two-thirds of this treatise expound upon important 

issues which form the basis of the tradition found on page 22, which 

states: 

نم لَصأَخ لٌّهل عبأَرني ـصاحاً،ب ترج نيا ابِيعةكْملْح نم إِلـى قَلْبِه 
سلانِه.  

“One who sincerely dedicates himself to All{h for forty mornings 

will have springs of wisdom (al-«ikmah) flow from his heart to his 

tongue.” 
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Thus in summary, if our actions are not performed with sincerity, 

then they will be like a lamp which others will be able to benefit 

from (its light) however, this lamp may burn a person himself and 

one will not benefit from it in the least. However, if our actions are 

performed with sincerity, then not only will others benefit from 

them, but in addition, we too will get the most benefit out of them. 

� 
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44 Bi¡{r al-Anw{r, vol. 64, Section of the Signs of a True Believer, pg. 

310, tradition 45 

45 S}rat al-Baqarah (2), Verse 263 

46 S}rat al-An`{m (7), Verse 125 

47 Bih{r al-Anw{r, vol. 64, pg. 310 

48 S}rat al-Tawbah (9), Verse 79 

49 Bih{r al-Anw{r, vol. 68, pg. 375, Section: Having a Good 

Disposition 
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50 S}rat Luqm{n (31), Verse 18 

51 Bih{r al-Anw{r, vol. 74, pg. 179 

52 S}rat al-Baqarah (2), Verse 2 

53 S}rat Y}nus (10), Verse 67 

54 Bi¡{r al-Anw{r, vol. 2, pg. 80 

55 S}rat al-N{ziy{t (79), Verse 30 

56 Bi¡{r al-Anw{r, vol. 64, pg. 311 

57 S}rat al-Baqarah (2), Verse 194 

58 S}rat al-Furq{n (35), Verse 72 

59 S}rat al-Mu’min}n (23), Verse 96 

60 S}rat al-Furq{n (35), Verse 63 

61 Saf|nat al-Bi¡{r, under the word شيب 
62 Ibid. 

63 Ibid., vol. 64, pg. 311 

64 Mustadrak S{finat al-Bi¡{r, vol. 9, pg. 519 

65 S}rat al-Anf{l (8), Verses 62 and 63 

66 Mustadrak S{finat al-Bi¡{r, vol. 2, pg. 50 

67 Bi¡{r al-Anw{r, vol. 74, pg. 182 

68 It has been mentioned in a Farsi Poem that: 

           �$ �� .�د ���'م ا%�/� آ� �� .�د ��ز روم
�ن آ� �ورد ��ا ��ز �2�3د در و0�1 

“I did not bring myself here such that I can leave on my own, He 

who brought me here will also take me back to my (original) home.” 

69 Another term that is used in the Noble Qur˜{n is “ الدنيا ةحيا ” which 

has been repeated many times in different S}rahs of the Qur˜{n. 
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This term points to the contemptibility of this world’s life as 

compared to the term “ اآلخرة ةحيا ” which is the perpetual and 

everlasting next life which will never come to an end.  

As we know, the word “دنيا” comes from the root letters of “دنو” 
whose original meaning is being close in relation to place, time, 

status or rank. Thus, the words “دينا” and “أدىن” are sometimes used 
for very small creatures who are close at reach and not for large 

creatures. 

Sometimes, this word is used in praiseworthy areas and other times, 

this word is used in reference to a vile issue, thus in opposite of 

something which is good. It has also been used for something which 

is far away, contrary to something that is close at hand. Since the 

life of this world is referred to as something small, no value and 

close at hand, thus, we see that this term is completely appropriate 

for the life of this world. (Tafs|r-e-Namuna, vol. 16, pg. 134) 

70 S}rat al-`Ankab}t (29), Verse 64 

71 Short saying number 130 from Nahj al-Bal{gha 

72 Nahj al-Bal{gha, Speech 28 

73 It has been mentioned in the Qur˜{n that: 

� يهاا ا أَيسكَِإلن كاانُ إِنحالَ دحاً فَمكَد بِّكإِلـى ر يهق�  
“O mankind!  Surely you are ever toiling on towards your Lord, 

painfully toiling, but you shall definitely meet Him.” (S}ratul 

Inshiq{q (84), Verse 6) 

This verse points to the fact that the nature of this world’s life is 

that it is not free from difficulties or tribulations at any stage and 

that there is no difficulty or challenge – whether it be physical and 

related to our bodies, or spiritual and related to our soul – or both – 

except that they will definitely occur to us. 
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In many thought-provoking traditions from Im{m `Al| b. al-«usain 

� we read that, “Ease and comfort are not present in this world, 

nor arethey for the people who are living here. Ease and comfort are 

only reserved for Paradise, and difficulties and trials have been 

reserved for this world for the people of Paradise. It is for this 

reason that difficulties and challenges have been created in this 

world and for those who are living here. Thus, any person who 

receives a measure of this world in his hand, two times this amount 

will actually be given to him (in this world).”   

In other words, whoever gets more pleasure and enjoyment from 

this life is actually poorer and more needy (than others) since (when 

he has more in this world), he needs other people to help protect his 

wealth and for this, he is also in need of more things (to help him 

protect himself and his wealth). Thus, in the wealth of this material 

world, there is no way to gain solace and relaxation.  

74 In addition to the competition for the next life, in this world too, 

we have a form of competition which has been referred to as the 

competition while on the path of spiritual happiness. 

It has been mentioned in verse 133 of S}rah ¤le `Imr{n: 

� س وبِّكُمر نة مرفغوا إِلـى مارِع ...�  
“And compete with one another to reach the forgiveness of your 

Lord…” 

This verse compares the struggling and striving of the righteous 

doers to the competitors taking part in a contest in this material 

world. However, the ultimate purpose and aim (of the competition 

of this life) is the forgiveness of All{h i and the blessings of the 

everlasting home in Paradise. 

In reality, this verse of the Noble Qur˜{n has made use of a very 

interesting, physically demanding similitude which is that:  when a 

person wants to do some act, if he is alone in this endeavour (with 
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no one around him or competing with him), then naturally he 

would carry out his task slowly and in a normal manner. However, if 

one was to take his job or work as a competition, that too a 

competition in which the prize is something very valuable which he 

has been told about beforehand, then he will definitely put forth all 

of his energy and strength to get the job done and one will also try 

to work as fast as possible so that one is able to reach his goal faster.  

If the primary goal of this competition (in this life) is to reach the 

forgiveness (of All{h i), then it is because it is not possible to reach 

any spiritual level without first achieving and attaining the 

forgiveness of our sins, followed by the purification of the soul.  

The first thing which must be performed is the washing away of our 

sins and then we will be able to reach the level of spiritual proximity 

to All{h i: 

ابات درآىشستشوىي كن و آنگه به خر  

“Spiritually cleanse yourself and remove all that which is bad from 

yourself.” (Tafs|r-e-Namunah, vol. 3, pg. 91) 

75 Bi¡{r al-Anw{r, vol. 74, pg. 175 

76 No matter how clear and plain the face of reality is for a person, 

until he is able to see it with his own eyes, one can not fully grasp or 

understand that thing. In other words, in order for us to have a deep 

understanding of the realities (of this material world), the follow 

two things are necessary: 

1. The true face of reality must be plain and clear for us and;  

2. We must have the tools and apparatus available to see and 

understand these things. 

Is it possible for a blind person to look at the sun?  Can a deaf person 

ever hear the pleasing sounds of the world around him?  In the same 

way, a person who does not have the (spiritual) eyes to see the 

Truth around him will definitely be prevented from seeing the true 
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face of reality, and those who do not have (spiritual) ears will never 

be able to hear the verses of the Truth.  

It is because of this fact that the first condition that a person who 

would like to traverse upon the path of the Truth must possess is 

the purification of the soul and attaining Taqw{ (Consciousness of 

All{h i) and without these two things, a person will remain in the 

spiritual darkness and gloom.  

In addition, one will be plagued with difficulties and will tread 

around in a dazed state of mind with no clear path to walk upon. In 

the Noble Qur˜{n, it tells us that the way to traverse on this path is 

through Taqw{: 

� لْمل دىهقنيت �  
“(These signs of All{h) is the path of those who are conscious of 

All{h.” 

And this verse points to this reality that we must aim for. (Tafs|r-e- 

Namunah, vol. 11, pg. 143) 

77 If a person loves another human being or some inanimate object 

to an extreme, then we see that this love will usually prevent 

onefrom seeing or hearing about the deficiencies, lapses and bad 

acts (that the person has). Thus, one will not be able to see anything 

except for good. We narrate a story in relation to this which is proof 

of the claim that we have just made.  

It has been narrated that once there was a man who had fallen in 

love with a young girl. The father and mother of this daughter were 

opposed to these two people getting married to one another, 

however the young man was adamant on marrying this girl. Thus, 

he ended up spending an exorbitant amount of money and went 

through great difficulties (to marry her). He continued in this way 

until he was able to reach his goal and able to marry her. Finally, the 

lover was able to unite with the one that he loved so much! 
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This husband and wife were living together and their family unit 

was one full of warmth and compassion for one another. Gradually 

though, the love and passion finally went away and the fire of 

passion that the man had for his wife alo subsided. 

One day, the husband was looking at the face of his wife and saw a 

white spot near her right eye. He became surprised at this “defect” 

and said to her, “When did that white spot appear on your face, next 

to your eye?” 

The wife replied that, “It just recently re-appeared.” 

The husband replied, “What are you saying??” 

The woman smiled and said to her husband, “When I was two years 

old, I had small-pox and it was near my eyes and from that time, this 

white spot has been there.” 

The husband said, “This is amazing!  Why did I not see that mark on 

you face up until now?”   

The woman replied, “The reason is clear!  You were deeply in love 

with me and thus, the lover sees nothing of the one he loves except 

for good and beauty: 

بح الشٍءي مصي مى وعي.  
“The love of a thing makes a person blind and deaf.” 

However, now that the fire of passion and love for me has been 

cooled within your heart, you no longer look at me (in the way you 

used to) and thus, we are now a “regular” couple. You are now able 

to see my defects and in reality, you are able to discern between 

good and bad.” (Guft{r Wi˜{dh, vol. 3, pg. 9) 

78 S}rat al-A`r{f (7), Verse 179 

79 Nahj al-Bal{gha, Short Saying 122 

80 Bi¡{r al-Anw{r, vol. 56, pg. 163 
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81 S}rat al-An`{m (7), Verse 75 

82 Bi¡{r al-Anw{r, vol. 64, pg. 311 

83 Nahj al-Bal{gha, Speech 193 

84 S}rat al-Kahf (18), Verse 57 

85 S}rat al-Na¡l (16), Verse 15 

86 S}rat Y}suf (12), Verse 24 

87 Bi¡{r al-Anw{r, vol. 68, pg. 92 

88 S}rat al-`Ankab}t (29), Verse 65 

89 Bi¡{r al-Anw{r, vol. 64, pg. 311 

90 Miz{n al-«ikmah, Under the word #umt, tradition 10805 

91 Ibid., tradition 10809 

92 Ibid., tradition 10816 

93 Ibid., tradition 10822  

94 Ibid., tradition 10823 

95 Bi¡{r al-Anw{r, vol. 74, pg. 175 

96 Not only are the two Angels – Raq|b and `At|d watching everything 

that we do, however All{h i is also witness to our actions. 

Therefore, in the supplication of Kumayl, Im{m `Al| � says the 

following:  

يِّئَةكُلَّ سبِأَ و ترإِمثْبرا الْكهالْكَات بِاماتالَّذ نيم فْظبِح مهكَّلْتو يننكُونُ مي ا ي
وارِحج عم لَيوداً عهش مهلْتعجو تكُنأَي، وقالر تنرو نم لَيع يب ،هِمائ

الشومل داهمهنع يفا خ... 
“…and for every evil action that You have ordered the Noble Scribes 

to write down, those whom You have appointed to record all my 

actions and to be witness over me along with the limbs of my body, 
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while in addition to these, You also observe me and You witness 

those acts which You have concealed even from them.”  

97 Bi¡{r al-Anw{r, vol. 74, pg. 186 

98 The word used in this verse “نصوح” comes from the root word “نصح” 
which means sincere advice which one gives to another person. 

Thus, in this verse it refers to sincere repentance. The Noble 

Prophet � has said that, “Sincere repentance means that a person 

does not return back to committing the sin (which  he has asked 

forgiveness for), just like the milk of a mother can not return back 

into her breast.” 

Of course sincere repentance can only be accomplished when a 

person has complete understanding and awareness of the sins and 

their punishments – meaning that if we feel and know that 

committing sins will result in the punishment and burning in the 

hell fire, then we will never even come close to sins.  

99 S}rat Luqm{n (25), Verse 34 

100 At the time when peace and tranquility have covered over 

everything and when all of the negligent people and those who are 

unaware (of the realities of life) are deep in sleep and the business 

and transactions of the material world have quieted down, those 

spiritual personalities and those whose hearts are spiritually alive 

rise up to remember All{h i. While in His Grand presence, they 

seek forgiveness and ask for His pardon and drown themselves in 

the glory of the Divine Light and greatness of their Lord. With their 

entire presence, they cry out with the call of true monotheism and 

these peope have been mentioned in the Noble Qur˜{n as follows:  

  �ارِ سحألََمستغفرين بِا �
“Those who seek forgiveness in the early hours.” (S}rat ¤le `Imr{n 

(3), Verse 17) 
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Question: Why is it that from all the time that exists in the night and 

day, only the “late night” (or the early hours of the morning before 

sunrise) has been mentioned (in this verse), whereas we know that 

it is permitted to ask for forgiveness and return back to All{h i at 

all times? 

Answer: Our reply to this question is that because of the calmness of 

the material world and the tranquility and pleasure that has been 

achieved through the rest and sleep of the previous day, a person 

has more opportunity to pay close attention to All{h i and this 

explanation can easily be seen through trial and experimentation. 

In addition, we see that when it comes to solving difficult issues, 

many of the scholars would make use of the late night/early 

morning period because at this time, the light of thought and the 

soul of the person is brighter and clearer than at all other times. 

Since the essence of worship and asking forgiveness is paying close 

attention and having presence of the heart then such a time of the 

niht is the most worthy of al oter times. (Tafsir-e-Namuna, vol. 2, pg. 

344) 

101 S}rat ¤le `Imr{n (3), Verse 17 

102 Nahj al-Bal{gha, short saying 89 

103 Ibid., short saying 366. A few points must be mentioned here: 

(1) The word “معروف” comes from the root word “عرف” meaning 
something which is known, whereas the word “ کرمن ” comes from 

 .or something which is unknown ”انكار“

Good deeds and actions are things that are well known to everyone, 

whereas bad deeds and things that are not liked are things that are 

unknown – and thus, the natural disposition (Fi¢rah) of a person is 

well aware of the first category, however not acquainted with the 

second type of action. 
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(2) Is the act of Amr Bil Ma`r}f and Nah| `Anil Munkar a 

responsibility that can be deduced through our intellect, or is it 

something that is simply a commandment from All{h i to follow? 

Some of the Muslim scholars are of the belief that the nature of 

these two acts (Amr Bil Ma`r}f and Nah| `Anil Munkar) is that they 

are obligatory (and legislated by All{h i) but can only be proven 

from the narrated sources (the Qur˜{n and traditions) and the 

intelligence has no part to play in legislating this act. Thus, they 

believe that our intelligence can not tell us that if we see another 

person doing a bad or despicable act, then we are to stop him from 

doing it. 

However we must keep in mind the interrelation of the society to 

one another and that there is no evil act which takes place within 

the human beings that is only limited to one particular part of that 

society. In fact, whatever happens can be compared to a fire (which 

has the potential to spread) and as such it is possible that it affect 

other areas. Thus, our intelligence has commanded us to act 

according to these two sources (the Qur˜an and traditions).  In other 

words, within the society there is no issue referred to as “individual 

dangers” and as such, any loss or harm that reaches one person in 

the society has the possibility of turning into a “societal danger” 

and it is because of this reason that the mind and intelligence 

commands a person who is living there to keep his spiritual 

environment pure and clean and one must not stop at any means to 

achieve this. 

In a tradition from the Noble Prophet � he has told us that, “A 

sinner who lives amongst other people is like a person who has 

boarded a boat with other people. When the boat reaches the 

middle of an ocean, if a person takes an axe and begins to make a 

hole in the boat where he is sitting, the people around him will 

begin to protest his act to which he will reply, ‘I am doing what I 

want to do because this is my part of the boat!’  If the other people 

who are with him do not prevent him from this act, then it will not 
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take long that water will fill the entire boat and they will all end up 

drowning in the ocean.” 

With this thought provoking example, the Prophet � showed us 

that the act of Amr Bil Ma`r}f and Nah| `Anil Munkar is something 

which is logical and the permission for a person to look after and 

maintain the society is a natural right which goes back and relates 

to the eventual outcome of the entire society. 

(3) The Importance of Amr Bil Ma`r}f and Nah| `Anil Munkar 

In addition to numerous verses of the Noble Qur˜{n, there are also 

countless traditions in the reliable Isl{mic sources that speak about 

the importance of these two great societal responsibilities, in which 

the eventual outcome and punishment for leaving these two 

important acts in a society have been mentioned, of which we will 

mention the following: 

It has been narrated that Im{m Mu¡ammad b. `Al| al-B{qir � said: 

ائض، و لْفَراام ا تقَبِه. يمةٌيضةٌ عظفَرِلْمنكَرِ، اعنِ  لنهىاألََمر بِالْمعروف و انَّ إِ
 نأْمذَاتلُّ لْمحت و ،بكَااهلْم درت و ،بظَااسلْم رمعت و ،ماال فصتني و ،ضألََر
 نامألََعدسي اِء، وقتا يمرألََم.  

“Surely Amr Bil Ma`r}f and Nah| `Anil Munkar are two great 

obligatory acts and through these the other obligatory acts are 

protected and the teachings are also protected; as well, through 

these trading and transactions are made permissible and oppression 

is kept away; and the Earth is kept habitable and revenge is taken 

from the enemies and all other acts relate back to these two duties.” 

The Noble Prophet � has stated: 

يفَةُ رسولِ رضه، و خلأَفي للٌّه ايفَةُ لْمنكَرِ، فَهو خلامن أَمر بِالْمعروف و نهى عنِ 
  .ابِهيفَةُ كتللٌّه، و خلا
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“The person who commands to that which is good and forbids 

others from that which is wrong (Amr Bil Ma`r}f and Nah| `Anil 

Munkar) is deemed as the Khal|fah of All{h upon His Earth and the 

Khal|fah of the Messenger of All{h and the Khal|fah of His Book.” 

From these traditions we can clearly deduce that this great 

obligatory act – before all other things – is a part of the overall plan 

of All{h i and the appointment of the Prophets and the sending of 

the various Divine Books are also a part of His plan. 

A person came to the Messenger of All{h � while he was sitting on 

the Mimbar and asked him: 

 ريخ ناماسِ؟لن  
“Who is the best person?” 

The Prophet � replied to him: 

آمهأَن و وفرعبِالْم مهنِ رع مقَااهأَت كَرِ ونلْمضأَر و لٌّهل ماهماه.  
“That person who – more than others - enjoins goodness to others 

and prevents them from the evil and the one who is the most 

conscious of All{h and who tries to please All{h more than others.” 

In another tradition from the Noble Prophet � it has been related 

that he said, “You must command others to perform righteous 

deeds and must prevent them from the forbidden acts and if you do 

not do this then All{h will appoint oppressors to rule over you who 

will neither show respect to the elders, nor will they show mercy to 

the young ones. The righteous and pious from among you will 

supplicate, however their prayers will go unanswered. They will 

request help from All{h, but He will not assist them and these 

people will even ask for repentance for their sins, but All{h will not 

even forgive them their sins.” 

All of the emphasis which has been placed on these two obligatory 

acts have been done, so that we can realize the importance of them 
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which in reality are guarantors for the continuation of all 

individuals and the societal responsibilities which rule over the soul 

and life of the people. If these acts are not put into practice then all 

of the practical laws and principles of ethics and morality will lose 

their worth and value. (Tafs|r-e-Namuna, vol. 3, pg. 37-40) 

104 S}rat ¤le `Imr{n (3), Verse 26 

105 S}rat al-F{¢ir (48), Verse 10 

106 Bi¡{r al-Anw{r, vol. 74, pg. 187 

107 The tongue is the most important instrument for communication 

between people and for the conveyance of information and data 

from one nation and generation to another. If this instrument of 

communication did not exist, then humanity would never have been 

able to reach the levels which they have arrived at today, nor would 

they have been able to progress to the great levels of knowledge, 

intelligence, material gains and spiritual greatness which they are 

currently in. 

The tongue itself is an amazing part of the body of mankind which 

also carries a very heavy responsibility with it. In addition to 

helping and assisting a person in swallowing his food, it also plays 

an important role in the chewing of food. Continuously while one is 

eating morsels of food, the teeth are hammering down and pushing 

the food around the mouth and this act is so skillfully performed 

that the tongue is saved and protected from being crushed by the 

teeth, whereas we see that it is continuously alongside and flanking 

the teeth! 

Sometime – very rarely – it can be seen that when chewing food, the 

tongue too gets bitten by the teeth and at this time we scream out in 

pain!   

Thus if the tongue did not possess the dexterity that it has, one can 

just imagine what would have happened to it!  In addition, after one 
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has finished eating food, the tongue actually rubs and wipes the 

teeth clean of any remaining food which happens to be on them. 

More important than all of this - it is through the tongue that we 

are able to speak and it is by way of the fast, yet controlled 

movement which is continuously happening that the tongue is able 

to carry out all of these tasks. 

It is interesting to note that All{h i has placed something so easy to 

make use of at the disposal of mankind for the task of speaking and 

verbal communication and this instrument is within reach of 

everyone. In addition, this body part never feels tired or exhausted, 

nor does it ask for anything to continue its work with. 

Even more amazing than all of this is the talent to speak which has 

been infused within a human being and has been granted to him to 

use. Thus, a person is able put together countless sentences in 

different forms to explain his wonderful and various points of 

knowledge. What is even more important than all of this is the 

ability to make up various words and this point can clearly be seen if 

we study the thousands of languages which exist in the world today. 

Truthfully: 

  .ارِلْقَهااحد لْعظَمةُ للٌّه الْوأَ
“The Greatness belongs to All{h (alone) the One, the All-Powerful.” 

(Tafs|r-e-Namuna, vol. 28, pg. 17) 

108 In the book, “Life under the Shadow of Ethical Morals” pp. 87-90, 

Ayatullah al-`U£m{ Mak{rim Sh|r{z| writes that, “The late Fa|~ 

K{sh{n|, in his book Ma¡ajjatul Baydh{ f| Tahdhibul A¡y{, and 

Ghaz{li in his work, I¡y{ul `Ul}mud D|n have presented a very 

detailed discussion under the topic of the “Sins of the Tongue.”  

Ghaz{li has mentioned twenty types of sins that can take place by 

this body part, in the following order: 
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1. Speaking on those issues which a person has no business 

involving himself in; 

2. Speaking too much and idle talk; 

3. Speaking on vain issues such as a description of a gathering in 

which alcohol, gambling and adultery take place; 

4. Arguing and quarrelling (picking apart a discussion and arguing 

with others to find faults with them such as making others feel 

worthless or boasting about one’s self); 

5. Disputes, quarrelling and arguing; 

6. Making up things while speaking; 

7. Speaking bad things or using foul language; 

8. Cursing others; 

9. Ghin{ (forbidden singing) and reading poems which contain no 

truth; 

10. Excessive joking; 

11. Mocking and making fun of others; 

12. Spreading secrets about others; 

13. Making false promises; 

14. Lying; 

15. Backbiting; 

16. Spreading talk from one person to another; 

17. Hypocrisy in one’s speech (two-tongued); 

18. Excessively praising others; 

19. Being negligent of the specifics of an issue and speaking what 

one knows with mistakes in his words, which can result in another 

person being side-lined in issues of life; 
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20. The common people asking difficult questions in relation to the 

theological beliefs which are outside the scope and necessity for a 

person to understand such issues; 

It goes without saying that the problems and troubles of the tongue 

are not limited to these issues which Ghaz{l| has mentioned and 

that which he has conveyed is just a portion of some of the 

important sins that the tongue can perform. For example, the below 

acts are also some of the troubles of the tongue that he failed to 

mention: 

1. False accusations; 

2. False testimony; 

3. Self praise; 

4. Spreading evil, corruption or unfounded information and lies – 

even if a person does so with the supposition that such things are 

true; 

5. Speaking while in a tage of anger; 

6. Being forceful through one’s speech with repeated questions 

(such as that which Ban| Isr{˜|l used to do – and others); 

7. Hurting others through one’s speech; 

8. Humiliating someone who has not done anything to warrant this 

treatment; 

9. Denial of the favours of All{h i through one’s speech; 

10. Spreading wrong information or encouraging others to perform 

sins; 

In addition, the sins of the tongue are not even limited to these and 

thus from this discussion, we can see the importance of the tongue. 

109 In the words of Mawlawi: 

  آنچه جبهد از زبان، چون آتش است  اين زبان چون سنگ وفم آهن وش است
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  گه ز روى نقل و گه از روى الف  سنگ و آهن را مزن بر هم گزاف
  در ميان پنبه چون باشد شرار  زانكه تاريك است و از هر سو پنبه زار

  وز سخن ها عاملى را سوختند  ظامل آن قومى كه چشمان دوختند
  روان مرده را شريان كند  خن ويران كندعاملى را يك س

 

110 Bi¡{r al-Anw{r, vol. 74, pg. 183 

111 Without doubt, wishes and desires – or in the language of the 

`Arabs, Aml (امل) - is the thing which keeps the wheels of life of a 
person in constant motion, and if this quality was to be removed 

from the hearts of the people for even one day, then surely the 

entire system of organization and harmony of the people would be 

disrupted and very few people would have any reason to stay strive 

and struggle towards a purpose.  

However if this same characteristic and trait transgresses the 

boundaries and turns into those ‘long desires that are far from 

reach’, then this will lead to the worst of traits including being led 

astry and bad fortune for a person. This can be compared to the 

water of life which rains down from the skies – however, if this rain 

was to pour down in large amounts, then this could lead to the 

destruction and ultimate drowning of a person. 

These long desires are the same ones which have been mentioned in 

verses 1 to 5 of S}ratul «ijr (15) in the Noble Qur˜an and it is stated 

that this is the same thing which leads to negligence of All{h i, the 

truth and the realities around Him: 

. لَّذين كَفَروا لَو كَانوا مسلمنياربما يود . لْكتابِ وقُرآن مبِنيٍاتلْك آيات  .رلَاَ �
وما أَهلَكْنا من قَرية إِالَّ ولَها . ذَرهم يأْكُلُوا ويتمتعوا ويلْهِهِم اَألملُ فَسوف يعلَمونَ

لُومعم ابتونَ. كرأْختسا يما ولَهأَج ةأُم نم بِقسا تم �  
“Alif. Lam. Ra. �1� These are the verses of Revelation of a Qur˜{n 

which makes things clear �2� Again and again will those who 
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disbelieve wish that they had bowed (to All{h’s will) in Isl{m  �3� 

Leave them alone to enjoy (the good things of this life) and to please 

themselves: let (false) hope amuse the,  soon will knowledge (make 

them understand)  �4� Never did We destroy a population that had 

not a term decreed and assigned beforehand  �5� Neither can people 

anticipate its term, nor delay it.” 

Thus, these long desires and wishes that one can not attain or reach 

to usually keep a person so busy and preoccupied that one drowns 

oneself in the world of imagination and fantasy. Therefore, a person 

removes oneself completely from the realities of life and becomes a 

stranger to this life and neglects the ultimate aims and purposes of 

why we are here. 

In a well known tradition which has been narrated in Nahj al-

Bal{gha (speech 42) from `Al| b. Ab| ¬{lib � which also speaks 

about the reality of this issue, it has been mentioned that: 

هاا أَيلنم فوإِنَّ أَخ ،اسا أَخ كُملَيع اافثْنان :بّإِت طُولُ ااع وى ولِالْهألََم. ا فَأَم
بّإِت نِ ااعع دصوى فَيقِّالْهلْح أَم ِساا طُولُ ونلِ فَيةَآلا يَألمرخ 

“O’ people!  Surely the most frightening of things which I warn you 

about are two: Following the lower passions and having long 

desires. As for following your lower passions, this will distract you 

from the Truth and as for having long desires, this will cause you to 

forget the next life.” 

Truly how many people who possessed great abilities, talents and 

the capacity (to achieve great things in this life) were transformed 

and changed into weak individuals due to the negative effects of 

having long desires and wishes. In such a state, the person is no 

longer any worth or benefit to the society – in fact, he even 

tramples upon his own self worth and greatness and distances 

himself from any form of perfection, just as we read in the 

Supplication of Kumayl: 
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  وحـبسين عن نفْعي بعد أَملي
Principally, those desires which go beyond limits always keep a 

person preoccupied, and thus we see that day and night one must 

strive and struggle – thinking to himself that he is working towards 

his own happiness, welfare and well-being whereas we see that 

actually, he is going towards nothing except loss, failure and 

discontent. It is these sorts of people who normally – because of the 

state they end up in end their lives through suicide, and it is their 

painful and sorrowful life and example which can be used by others 

who have the spiritual eyes to see (the realities) and the spiritual 

ears (to hear and understand the truth) as a source of inspiration 

and learning. (Tafs|r-e-Namuna, vol. 11, pg. 119) 

112 S}rat Luqm{n (31), Verse 34 

113 Bi¡{r al-Anw{r, vol. 74, pg. 177 

114 Some of the sins which result in creating a curtain between a 

person and All{h i are: Rejecting and changing the talk that one is 

hearing when it is vain, futile, joking discussions which only make 

others laugh. In order to better understand this issue, pay attention 

to the following traditions: 

ا يهوى بِه اؤها جلَسلَّم بِكَلمة فَيضحك بِهلرجلَ لَيتكَاإِنَّ : �للٌّه االَ رسولُ قَ
 نم دعاأَبيالثُّر.  

The Messenger of All{h � has said, “Surely sometimes a person 

speaks something where those present in the gathering begin to 

laugh and thus he becomes even further away (from All{h) than the 

Pleiades (one of the constellations in the sky.)”  

  .لْوجهااِء احِ، تذْهب بِملْمزاكَثْرةُ  :�للٌّه االَ رسولُ قَ
The Messenger of All{h � has said, “Making many jokes results in 

one’s honour being removed.” 
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 نأَع دمحبِي م  .ازِح فَيجـترأُ علَيكتم و الَ اؤكارِ فَيذْهب بهتم الَ: الَقَ 
It has been narrated that Ab¢ Mu¶ammad – Im°m Øasan b. `Al¢ al-`Askar¢ 

� has said, “Do not disagree with others or else your respect will be 
removed; and do not make too many jokes, so that you are not treated 
with immodesty.” 

115 «akam b. Ab|l `¤# (the father of Marw{n who later on attained the 

Khil{fat) was one of the strongest enemies of the Messenger of All{h 

�band he annoyed the Prophet quite alot. One of the ways that he 

bugged the Prophet �bwas that whenever the Messenger of All{h 

� would walk through the streets of Makkah, he would follow him 

and make fun of him and would try to imitate the way and manner 

in which the Prophet walked. Through this, the enemies of Isl{m 

laughed and taunted (the Prophet). 

Finally one day, the Messenger of All{h �bturned around and saw 

that this enemy was busy in imitating him in his actions, the 

Prophet told him: 

ككَذٌل كُن  
“Stay as you are.” 

From that point on until the day he died, his body was constantly 

trembling and he died in a state of intense quivering. (Punishment 

of Sins, pg. 10) 

116 Tafs|r-e-Namuna, vol. 4, pg. 232 

117 As for the punishment and effects of performing sins, some of the 

Scholars of Akhl{q have mentioned many punishments and effects 

that performing sins have on a person of which, we will suffice 

mentioning just three of them: 

1. The Effect on the Soul of the Person. Sin have an effect on the 

heart and soul of a person who commits them. If the sin had no 

other effect than to cover the heart with spiritual darkness, then 

this in itself would be enough to keep away from them. 
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When an oppressor raises his hand to hit the oppressed person, the 

first detriment is that the oppressor’s heart is darkened. 

In the Isl{mic narrations it has been mentioned that for every sin 

that a person performs, a black dot is placed on one’s heart and 

through the repetition of sins, these black dots increase until the 

time that they take over the entire heart, and as the Noble Qur˜{n 

has stated: 

� ...أَح وهطيِئَتخ بِه اطَت ...�  
“…and are surrounded by their evil deeds and sins….” (S}rat al-

Baqarah (2), Verse 81) 

By this we mean that when a person’s entire presence is polluted 

with sin, then it is very hard for one to return back to the straight 

path. At the time when the black dots on the heart are few and the 

rest of the heart is still bright (with the Divine Light), one must 

work hard to remove those few black specks, however when the sins 

become many, then even those few bright spots will become 

covered over. 

2. Effects of Sinning in One’s Life: The person is – by nature – 

societal and one of the most important merits that a person 

possesses is his interdependence upon others in his life. Thus, if 

people were to lie to one another, then everyone would lose 

confidence in each other such that no one else would ever be able to 

have trust in anyone and everyone would have to be extra careful 

that others do not fool them. It is because of this that lying and 

performing sins, slowly transform the societal life of people into a 

life of individualism and the spirit of help and assistance to others is 

removed from the society. 

3. Effects of Sinning in the Next World: We must fully accept the fact 

that sins are never destroyed and they are always with a person. For 

example, a lie that was told many years ago will follow a person step 
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by step – even in the next world - and it will be with him 

continuously, just as the Noble Qur˜{n has stated that: 

�  ظُرني موايُء مرلْمدي تما قَداه �  
“On that day shall humanity see all that their hands had sent 

forth.”117 

Therefore, on that day, all of the actions of a person will be 

physically manifested in front of him. 

118 Bi¡{r al-Anw{r, vol. 74, pg. 182 

119 Nahj al-Bal{gha, Short Saying 131 

120 Ibid., Speech 188 

121 Ibid., Speech 188 

122 It is important to mention this point here that the meaning of 

this speech is that from one point of view, this world is a mirage and 

can delude people; however from another point of view, it is a place 

of learning lessons. If a person was to only pay attention to the 

material aspects of the world and its glitter and gold, then it would 

take him off the path of truth and make him negligent of the next 

life and of All{h (Glory and Greatness be to Him). Thus, each and 

every person must look towards death and those who have died 

before and take lessons from them and through this, one can 

remove the negligence from one’s heart. 

123 S}rat al-Nis{ (4), Verse 10 

124 The following poem explains that which was mentioned: 

  كه چرا غافل از احوال دل خويشتنم  روزها فكر من اين است و مهه شب سخنم
  به كجا مى روم؟ آخر ننماىي وطنم  از كجا آمده ام، آمدمن ر چه بود؟

  يا چه بوده ست مراد وى ازين ساختنم؟  مانده ام سخت عجب كز چه سبب ساخت مرا
  باز برآمن كه مهان جا فكنمرخت خود   جان كه از عالَم علوى است، يقني مى دامن

  دو سه روزى قفسى ساخته اند از بدمن  مرغ باغ ملكومت نِيم از عالَم خاك
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  به هواى سرِكويش پر و باىل بزمن  اى خوش آن روز كه پرواز كنم تا برِ دوست
 

125 Bi¡{r al-Anw{r, vol. 74, pg. 181 

126 Ibid., vol. 48, pg. 258 

127 From the point of view of the Qur˜{n, death is something which 

exists and is a transfer from one world to another world; thus in 

many verses of the Qur˜{n, it has been defined or explained as being 

 in the meaning of taking something back - the taking of the ”توفـى“
soul from the body through the Angels. As well, in the Isl{mic 

traditions, there are also various words and expressions used in 

relation to the reality and certainty of death. 

It was once asked from Im{m `Al| b. al-«usain as-Sajj{d � what 

death was, to which he replied, “For the true believer, death is 

similar to a person removing dirty clothing from his body and 

removing the heavy chains from around a person and in their place, 

putting on the most beautiful clothes and the sweetest of perfumes 

and mounting upon the nicest of steeds and reaching the most 

appropriate of stations. As for the disbeliever, death is similar to 

removing his beautiful clothes and being clothed with the roughest 

clothing and being transferred from a place which he loves to a 

place which is filthy and being brought to a station which is full of 

fright and fear where the greatest of punishments will take place.” 

In addition, when Im{m Mu¡ammad b. `Al| � was asked this same 

question, he replied, “Death is the same sleep that comes after you 

every night except that the time period of lasting is very long and 

the person will not wake up from this sleep until the Day of 

Resurrection.” 

Even in Karbal{ on the day of `¤shura when the battle had become 

intense, Im{m «usain b. `Al| � spoke some very beautiful words to 

his companions in relation to death: “Be proud O’ you sons of noble 

men!  Death is simply a bridge which will transfer you from a valley 

full of difficulties and troubles into a wide, spacious garden of 
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paradise full of perpetual blessings. Which one of you would be 

upset at being transferred from a prison to a castle?  However as for 

the enemies it is as if they are being moved from a palace to a prison 

full of punishment. My father, the Messenger of All{h �, has said 

that the world is a prison for a true believer and paradise for a 

disbeliever and that death is a bridge for the true believer towards 

paradise while death is a bridge for the disbeliever towards the fire 

of hell.”  Tafs|r-e-Namuna, vol. 22, pg. 362 

128 Bi¡{r al-Anw{r, vol. 74, pg. 181 

129 Ibid., vol. 74, pg. 180 

130 In this tradition we see that the issue of the Day of Resurrection is 

mentioned in the past tense and this may have been done because 

the present tense verb is used to denote an event that will for sure 

happen in the future; or it may also be done as a form of revelation 

which came to the Prophet �. 

131 S}rat al-al-Shuar{` (26), Verse 88 

132 Bi¡{r al-Anw{r, vol. 72, pg. 222 

133 S}rat al-`Ankab}t (29), Verse 13 

134 Tu¡af al-`Uq}l 

135 Most people are normally afraid of death and there is only a small 

group of individuals who laugh in the face of death and eagerly 

welcome it with open arms – they trade-in the coarse ornate 

garment of this life for the perpetual and ever-lasting life of the 

next world. However we should look at why death, its manifestation 

and even the mention of this word immediately causes trouble to 

some people: 

1. Lack of Belief in the Life after Death:  The principle proof is that 

these people do not have faith in the life after death - and if they 

have faith in this, then we see that their faith is not something 
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firmly rooted within them and this belief has not taken charge of 

their thoughts and emotions. 

The fear that mankind feels from destruction and non-existence is 

natural just as we see that people are afraid of the darkness at night 

– but why?  This is because darkness is the non-existence of light. So 

why do they fear death? Since they think that they are traversing 

the same path of non-existence and annihilation. However if 

mankind was to have complete faith and conviction that this 

material world which we are living in is a prison for a true believer 

and paradise for a disbeliever just as the tradition tells us:  

ينأَلد نجةُ اا سنج و نمؤلْكَالْمراف.  
“The world is a prison for the disbeliever and a place of paradise for 

the disbeliever.” 

then one would not have this fear of death. 

If mankind was to truly believe that this physical body is actually a 

receptacle for the soul and when this receptacle is broken, it is only 

then that the soul will be freed and at that time one will be able to 

soar with one’s friends. If one was to sincerely believe that “The 

¡ij{b which covers over the life and realities of a person are due to 

the dust which makes up his body”, then without doubt, one would 

truly wish to be freed and released from this covering! 

Death is a garden for the higher spiritual realms and is not one for 

the spiritual beings and this vessel that one is currently contained 

in is only good for the proverbial two or three days - truly if a 

person was to believe these things about death, then one would 

never fear dying - rather, one would take this world as a path to 

travel towards perfection. 

Thus, in the tradition of `¤shur{ we read that, “As the circle of the 

enemies grew in force and their pressure intensified around Im{m 

al-«usain � and his companions, their faces grew more and more 
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illuminated and brighter and even those old men who made up the 

companions of the Im{m � were seen smiling and laughing on the 

day of `¤shur{. When these people were asked why they were acting 

like this, they replied ‘We are in this mood as in a few hours we will 

be blessed to drink from the cup of martyrdom and we will be taking 

the H}rul `A|n in our arms!” 

2. Love and Attraction to this Material World: Another reason why 

people fear death is because they have an unreasonable love for this 

material world. They fear that death will bring a separation between 

themselves and that which they truly love and it will cause their 

hearts to be separated from their loved ones and all of those things 

which have made their material life easy and full of pleasures and 

luxuries - and this is something which they can not handle. 

3. No Good Deeds:  Since their container of good deeds is empty and 

the container of evil deeds is full, people fear death. We read in the 

tradition that, “A person once came to the Messenger of All{h 

�band asked him, ‘O’ Messenger of All{h!  Why do I not have love 

for death within me?’  The Prophet replied, ‘Do you have any 

wealth?’  The man replied, ‘Yes I do.’  The Prophet said to him, ‘Have 

you sent any good for yourself?’  The man replied, ‘No.’  The Prophet 

then said to him, ‘It is because of this reason that you do not like 

death (since your book of good deeds is empty).’” 

Another person went to see Ab} Dharr � and asked him the exact 

same question that the Prophet � was asked above, that why does 

he feel hatred for death?  Ab} Dharr � replied, “You have a 

hatred for death since you have made this life habitable and have 

destroyed your next life. It is natural that a person does not like that 

he should be transferred from a place which is habitable to a place 

which he has destroyed.” (Tafs|r-e-Namuna, vol. 24, pg. 121) 

136 S}rath ¤le `Imr{n (3), Verse 169 

137 The following poem describes this: 
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  مرگ اگر مرد است گو نزد من آى  تنگ تا در آغوشش بگريم تنگ
 من از او جاىن ستامن جاودان  او زمن دلقى ستاند رنگ رنگ

 

138 S}rat al-Mo˜min}n (23), Verse 99 and 100 

139 The word “تعصب” (Ta`a#ub) and the word “ ةعصبي ” (`A#abiyyah) comes 

from the root word “عصب” in the meaning of tape or a connector 
which joins together thigns which became separated. Later on, 

these words were used for any sort of interaction or relation 

between people; however this word is usually used in the meaning 

of excessiveness in relations and is not a good term or word to use. 

In the Isl{mic narrations, ‘Ta`a#ub’ has been introduced as a 

despicable ethical trait and has been severely discouraged to such a 

point that in a tradition from the Noble Prophet of Isl{m �, we are 

told that: 

ابِ امة مع أَعرلْقياللٌّه يوم امن خردلٍ من عصبِية، بعثَه  حبةٌانَ في قَلْبِه من كَ
  .اهليةلْجا

“The person who has even the weight of a mustard-seed of 

nationalism in his heart, All{h will raise him up on the Day of 

Judgement with the pre-Isl{mic desert `Arabs.” 

In another tradition, this time from Im{m Ja`far b. Mu¡ammad as-

ª{diq � we read that: 

  .ان من عنقهِإليمامن تعصب اَو تعصّب لَه، فَقَد خلَع رِبقَةَ 
“A person who shows discrimination or is discriminated against, 

surely has severed true faith from himself.” 

From the Isl{mic narrations, we can deduce that it was Ibl|s who was 

the first creation to show discrimination. In the Khu¢bah known as 

al-Q{#|ah (Khu¢bah 192) in Nahj al-Bal{ghah, the Commander of the 

Faithful, `Al| b. Ab| ¬{lib � has mentioned in detail and completely 
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clarifies the issue of nationalism and discrimination, and we will 

quote just an excerpt from it: 

و  ارِينأَنا : الَخلْقَته، فَقَما إِبليس، فَتعصب على آدم الَصله و طَعن علَيه في أَ
  .طينِينت أَ

“As for Ibl|s, he showed bigotry over ¤dam due to his origin and 

challenged him in relation to his creation and said, “I am made form 

fire and you are made form Earth.” 

The Im{m � then continued: 

الِ و َألفْعاامد الِ و محلْخصاارِمِ فَلْيكُن تعصبكُم لمكَ لْعصبِية،ابد من  انَ الَكَ نْإِفَ 
حنِ مورِااسألُُم.  

“So if you are compelled to show discrimination, then let your 

discrimination be due to righteous etiquette, characteristics and 

beautified (good) deeds.” 

In this tradition we clearly see that firmly standing for that which is 

the truth is something good, and not only is this act not considered 

as discrimination, rather, it is through this act that the soul of a 

person is actually emptied from all the incorrect actions of the 

ignorant and filled with true faith. We read in a tradition from Im{m 

`Al| b. al-«usain � that when this Im{m was asked about bigotry, 

he replied: 

ارِ قَومٍ ار قَومه خيراً من خيلرجلُ شراا، أَنْ يرى احبها صلَّتي يأْثم علَيهالْعصبِيةُ أَ
 ية أَنْ يعنيلْعصبِالرجلُ قَومه، ولٌكن من الْعصبِية أَنْ يحب او لَيس من . ينآخرِ

  .مِلظُّلْاى قَومه عل
“That form of discrimination for which a person is considered as a 

sinner is when a person sees the worst of people in his nation as 

being better than the best people of another nation. Discrimination 

is not that a person loves those of his own nation, rather, 
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discrimination is when one helps his own people in committing 

oppression.”  (Tafs|r-e-Namuna, vol. 15, pg. 354) 

140 Bi¡{r al-Anw{r, vol. 74, pg. 180 

141 Ibid., vol. 74, pg. 179 

142 S}rat al-Nab{ (78), Verse 40 

143 S}rat al-Shu`ar{ (26), Verse 89 

144 In verses 88 and 89 of S}ratul Shu`ar{, in describing the Day of 

Resurrection we read that on that Day nothing except a Qalb-e-

Saleem will be of any benefit. 

The word ‘Saleem’ which is from the word Sal{mat has a clear 

explanation and it means a heart which is far removed from any 

form of spiritual sickness and ethical and theological corruption. In 

the Noble Qur˜{n, inrelation to the hypocrites, it is said: 

�  ي قُلُوبِهِمفضرم فَز مهضاً اادرم للٌّه�  
“In their hearts is a disease and All{h has increased this disease.” 

(S}rat al-Baqarah (2), Verse 10) 

In many meaningful traditions, Qalb-e-Saleem has been introduced 

in the following manner: 

1. In a tradition from Im{m Ja`far b. Mu¡ammad as-ª{diq � he 

states that Qalb-e-Saleem is: 

 كُلُّ قَلْبٍو ف يهكرأَ ش وكش س وطٌافَهق.  
“And any heart in which there is polytheism or doubt, that heart 

has (spiritually) plummeted and is of no worth.” 

This means that a heart which lacks these things is ‘Qalb-e-Saleem’. 

2. From another point, we know that having a strong affection to 

the material aspect of this world and the worship it causes a person 

to deviate and gravitate towards sins as mentioned that: 
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 باحينلديئَةطكُلَّ خ أْسا ر.  
“Love for this world is the beginning of all sins.” 

Therefore, Qalb-e-Saleem is the heart which is devoid of love for 

this material world, just as Im{m Ja`far b. Mu¡ammad as-ª{diq � 

has stated in another tradition under this same verse of the Qur˜{n, 

that: 

 قَلْب وبِّ اهح نم ملالَّذي سنلداي.  
“This is a heart which is safe from the love of the material world.” 

3. The final word on this discussion is that Qalb-e-Saleem is that 

heart in which there are none except All{h i and this can be seen 

in the words of Im{m Ja`far b. Mu¡ammad as-ª{diq � in response 

to a question which was asked from him in regards to the verse of 

Qalb-e-Saleem to which he replied: 

 اأَلْقَلْب ليمالسف سلَي و ،هبلْقى رلَّذي ي يهدأَح وساه.  
“The Qalb-e-Saleem is a heart which meets its Lord and there is 

none other than Him in that heart.” 

It goes without saying that the meaning of Heart in these examples 

is the soul and essence of a person (and not the physical heart) – 

(Tafs|r-e-Namuna, vol. 15, pp. 273 – 274) 

145 In the words of Sa`d|: 

 كس نيارد زپس، تو پيش فرست           ش فرست  برگ عيشى به گور خوي

146 This work can be read at: www.al-islam.org/al-tawhid/sayrsuluk/ 

(Tr.) 






